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Preface to the New Edition

This is a revised edition of my “Notes on Lie Algebras" of 1969. Since
that time I have gone over the material in lectures at Stanford University
and at the University of Crete (whose Department of Mathematics I thank
for its hospitality in 1988).

The purpose, as before, is to present a simple straightforward introduc-
tion, for the general mathematical reader, to the theory of Lie algebras,
specifically to the structure and the (finite dimensional) representations of
the semisimple Lie algebras. I hope the book will also enable the reader to
enter into the more advanced phases of the theory.

I have tried to make all arguments as simple and direct as I could, with-
out entering into too many possible ramifications. In particular I use only
the reals and the complex numbers as base fields.

The material, most of it discovered by W. Killing, E. Cartan and H.
Weyl, is quite classical by now. The approach to it has changed over the
years, mainly by becoming more algebraic. (In particular, the existence
and the complete reducibility of representations was originally proved by
Analysis; after a while algebraic proofs were found.) — The background
needed for these notes is mostly linear algebra (of the geometric kind;
vector spaces and linear transformations in preference to column vectors
and matrices, although the latter are used too). Relevant facts and the no-
tation are collected in the Appendix. Some familiarity with the usual gen-
eral facts about groups, rings, and homomorphisms, and the standard basic
facts from analysis is also assumed.

The first chapter contains the necessary general facts about Lie algebras.
Semisimplicity is defined and Cartan’s criterion for it in terms of a certain
quadratic form, the Killing form, is developed. The chapter also brings the
representations ofsl(2,C), the Lie algebra consisting of the2× 2 complex
matrices with trace0 (or, equivalently, the representations of the Lie group
SU(2), the 2 × 2 special-unitary matricesM , i.e. withM ·M∗ = id and
detM = 1). This Lie algebra is a quite fundamental object, that crops up at
many places, and thus its representations are interesting in themselves; in
addition these results are used quite heavily within the theory of semisim-
ple Lie algebras.

The second chapter brings the structure of the semisimple Lie algebras
(Cartan sub Lie algebra, roots, Weyl group, Dynkin diagram,...) and the
classification, as found by Killing and Cartan (the list of all semisimple Lie
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algebras consists of (1) thespecial- linearones, i.e. all matrices (of any
fixed dimension) with trace0, (2) theorthogonalones, i.e. all skewsym-
metric matrices (of any fixed dimension), (3) thesymplecticones, i.e. all
matricesM (of any fixed even dimension) that satisfyMJ = −JMT with
a certain non-degenerate skewsymmetric matrixJ , and (4) five special Lie
algebrasG2, F4, E6, E7, E8, of dimensions14, 52, 78, 133, 248, the “excep-
tional Lie algebras", that just somehow appear in the process). There is
also a discussion of the compact form and other real forms of a (com-
plex) semisimple Lie algebra, and a section on automorphisms. The third
chapter brings the theory of the finite dimensional representations of a
semisimple Lie algebra, with the highest or extreme weight as central
notion. The proof for the existence of representations is an ad hoc ver-
sion of the present standard proof, but avoids explicit use of the Poincaré-
Birkhoff-Witt theorem.

Complete reducibility is proved, as usual, with J.H.C. Whitehead’s proof
(the first proof, by H. Weyl, was analytical-topological and used the exis-
tence of a compact form of the group in question). Then come H. Weyl’s
formula for the character of an irreducible representation, and its conse-
quences (the formula for the dimension of the representation, Kostant’s
formula for the multiplicities of the weights and algorithms for finding
the weights, Steinberg’s formula for the multiplicities in the splitting of
a tensor product and algorithms for finding them). The last topic is the
determination of which representations can be brought into orthogonal or
symplectic form. This is due to I.A. Malcev; we bring the much simpler
approach by Bose-Patera.

Some of the text has been rewritten and, I hope, made clearer. Errors
have been eliminated; I hope no new ones have crept in. Some new ma-
terial has been added, mainly the section on automorphisms, the formulas
of Freudenthal and Klimyk for the multiplicities of weights, R. Brauer’s
algorithm for the splitting of tensor products, and the Bose-Patera proof
mentioned above. The References at the end of the text contain a some-
what expanded list of books and original contributions.

In the text I use “iff" for “if and only if", “wr to" for “with respect to"
and “resp." for “respectively". A reference such as “Theorem A" indicates
Theorem A in the same section; a reference §m.n indicates section n in
chapter m; and Ch.m refers to chapter m. The symbol [n] indicates item n
in the References. The symbol “√" indicates the end of a proof, argument
or discussion.

I thank Elizabeth Harvey for typing and TEXing and for support in my
effort to learn TEX, and I thank Jim Milgram for help with PicTeXing the
diagrams.

Hans Samelson, Stanford, September 1989



Preface to the Old Edition

These notes are a slightly expanded version of lectures given at the Uni-
versity of Michigan and Stanford University. Their subject, the basic facts
about structure and representations of semisimple Lie algebras, due mainly
to S. Lie, W. Killing, E. Cartan, and H. Weyl, is quite classical. My aim
has been to follow as direct a path to these topics as I could, avoiding de-
tours and side trips, and to keep all arguments as simple as possible. As an
example, by refining a construction of Jacobson’s, I get along without the
enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. (This is not to say that the enveloping
algebra is not an interesting concept; in fact, for a more advanced devel-
opment one certainly needs it.)

The necessary background that one should have to read these notes con-
sists of a reasonable firm hold on linear algebra (Jordan form, spectral
theorem, duality, bilinear forms, tensor products, exterior algebra,. . . ) and
the basic notions of algebra (group, ring, homomorphism,. . . , the Noether
isomorphism theorems, the Jordan-Hoelder theorem,. . . ), plus some no-
tions of calculus. The principal notions of linear algebra used are collected,
not very systematically, in an appendix; it might be well for the reader to
glance at the appendix to begin with, if only to get acquainted with some
of the notation. I restrict myself to the standard fields:R = reals,C =
complex numbers (̄a denotes the complex-conjugate ofa); Z denotes the
integers;Zn is the cyclic group of ordern. “iff” means “if and only if”;
“w.r.to” means “with respect to”. In the preparation of these notes, I sub-
stituted my own version of the Halmos-symbol that indicates the end of
a proof or an argument; I use “

√
”. The bibliography is kept to a mini-

mum; Jacobson’s book contains a fairly extensive list of references and
some historical comments. Besides the standard sources I have made use
of mimeographed notes that I have come across (Albert, van Est, Freuden-
thal, Mostow, J. Shoenfield).

Stanford, 1969
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1

Generalities

1.1 Basic definitions, examples
A multiplication or producton a vector spaceV is a bilinear map from
V × V to V .

Now comes the definition of the central notion of this book:

A Lie algebraconsists of a (finite dimensional) vector space, over a field
F, and a multiplication on the vector space (denoted by[ ], pronounced
“bracket”, the image of a pair(X,Y ) of vectors denoted by[XY ] or [X,Y ]),
with the properties

(a) [XX] = 0,

(b) [X[Y Z]] + [Y [ZX]] + [Z[XY ]] = 0

for all elementsX, respX,Y, Z, of our vector space.

Property (a) is called skew-symmetry; because of bilinearity it implies
(and is implied by, if the characteristic ofF is not2)

(a′) [XY ] = −[Y X].

(For⇒ replaceX byX + Y in (a) and expand by bilinearity; for⇐ put
X = Y in (a), getting2[XX] = 0.)

In more abstract terms (a) says that [ ] is a linear map from the second
exterior power of the vector space to the vector space.

Property (b) is called theJacobi identity; it is related to the usual asso-
ciative law, as the examples will show.

Usually we denote Lie algebras by small German letters:a, b, . . . , g, . . ..

Naturally one could generalize the definition, by allowing the vector
space to be of infinite dimension or by replacing “vector space” by “mod-
ule over a ring”.

Note: From here on we use forF only the reals,R, or the complexes,C.
Some of the following examples make sense for any fieldF.

Example 0: Any vector space with[XY ] = 0 for all X,Y ; these are the
Abelian Lie algebras.
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Example 1: LetA be an algebra overF (a vector space with an associa-
tive multiplicationX · Y ). We makeA into a Lie algebraAL (also called
A as Lie algebra)by defining[XY ] = X · Y − Y ·X. The Jacobi identity
holds; just “multiply out”.

As a simple case,FL is the trivial Lie algebra, of dimension1 and
Abelian. For another “concrete” case see Example 12.

Example 2: A special case of Example 1: Take forA the algebra of
all operators (endomorphisms) of a vector spaceV ; the correspondingAL
is called thegeneral Lie algebra ofV , gl(V ). Concretely, taking number
spaceRn asV , this is thegeneral linear Lie algebragl(n,R) of all n × n
real matrices, with[XY ] = XY − Y X. Similarly gl(n,C).

Example 3: Thespecial linear Lie algebrasl(n,R) consists of alln× n
real matrices with trace0 (and has the same linear and bracket operations
asgl(n,R)—it is a “sub Lie algebra”); similarly forC. For any vector space
V we havesl(V ), the special linear Lie algebra ofV , consisting of the
operators onV of trace0.

Example 4: LetV be a vector space, and letb be a non-degenerate sym-
metric bilinear form onV . The orthogonal Lie algebra o(V, b), or just
o(V ) if it is clear which b is intended, consists of all operatorsT on V
under which the formb is “infinitesimally invariant” (see §1.3 for expla-
nation of the term), i.e., that satisfyb(Tv,w) + b(v, Tw) = 0 for all v, w in
V , or equivalentlyb(Tv, v) = 0 for all v in V ; again the linear and bracket
operations are as ingl(V ). One has to check of course that[ST ] leavesb
infinitesimally invariant, ifS andT do; this is elementary.

ForV = Fn one usually takes forb(X,Y ) the formΣxiyi = X> · Y with
X = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn); one writeso(n,F) for the cor-
responding orthogonal Lie algebra. The infinitesimal invariance property
reads nowX>(M> + M)Y = 0 and soo(n,F) consists of the matricesM
overF that satisfyM>+M = 0, i.e., the skew-symmetric ones.F = R is the
standard case; but the caseC (complex skew matrices) is also important.

Example 5: LetV be a complex vector space, and letc be a Hermitean
(positive definite) inner product onV . Theunitary Lie algebrau(V, c), or
justu(V ), consists of the operatorsT onV with the infinitesimal invariance
propertyc(TX, Y ) + c(X,TY ) = 0. This is a Lie algebra overR, but not
over C (if T has the invariance property, so doesrT for real r, but not
iT—becausec is conjugate-linear in the first variable—unlessT is 0).

ForV = Cn andc(X,Y ) = Σx̄i ·yi (the “¯” meaning complex-conjugate)
this gives the Lie algebrau(n), consisting of the matricesM that satisfy
M∗ + M = 0 (where∗ meanstranspose conjugateor adjoint), i.e., the
skew-Hermiteanones.

There is also thespecial unitary Lie algebrasu(V ) (or su(n)), consisting
of the elements ofu(V ) (or u(n)) of trace0.
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Example 6: LetV be a vector space overF, and letΩ be a non-degenerate
skew-symmetric bilinear form onV . Thesymplectic Lie algebrasp(V,Ω)
or justsp(V ) consists of the operatorsT on V that leaveΩ infinitesimally
invariant:Ω(TX, Y ) + Ω(X,TY ) = 0.

One writessp(n,R) andsp(n,C) for the symplectic Lie algebras ofR2n

andC2n with Ω(X,Y ) = x1y2 − x2y1 + x3y4 − x4y3 + · · · + x2n−1y2n −
x2ny2n−1. (It is well known that non-degeneracy ofΩ requiresdimV even
and thatΩ has the form just shownwr to a suitable coordinate system.)

With J1 =
[

0 1
−1 0

]

andJ = diag(J1, J1, . . . , J1) this can also be de-

scribed as the set of2n× 2n matrices that satisfyM>J + JM = 0.

The matrices simultaneously insp(n,C) and inu(2n) form a real Lie
algebra, denoted bysp(n). (An invariant definition forsp(n) is as follows:
Let c andΩ be defined as in Examples 5 and 6, on the same vector spaceV ,
of dimension2n. They define, respectively, a conjugate-linear mapC and
a linear mapL of V to its dual spaceV >. ThenJ = L−1 ·C is a conjugate-
linear map ofV to itself. If J2 = −id, then(c,Ω) is called a symplectic
pair, and in that case the symplectic Lie algebrasp(c,Ω) is defined as the
intersectionu(c) ∩ sp(Ω).)

We introduce the classical, standard, symbols for these Lie algebras:
sl(n + 1,C) is denoted byAn, for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ; o(2n + 1,C), for n =
2, 3, 4, . . . , is denoted byBn; sp(n,C), for n = 3, 4, 5, . . . , is denoted byCn;
finally o(2n,C), for n = 4, 5, 6, . . . , is denoted byDn.(We shall use these
symbols, in deviation from our convention on notation for Lie algebras.)
The same symbols are used for the caseF = R.

TheAl, Bl, Cl, Dl are thefour familiesof theclassicalLie algebras. The
restrictions onn are made to prevent “double exposure”: one has the (not
quite obvious) relationsB1 ≈ C1 ≈ A1;C2 ≈ B2;D3 ≈ A3;D2 ≈ A1 ⊕
A1;D1 is Abelian of dimension 1. (See §1.4 for≈ and⊕.)

Example 7: We describe the orthogonal Lie algebrao(3) in more detail.
LetRx, Ry, Rz denote the three matrices





0 0 0
0 0 −1
0 1 0



 ,





0 0 1
0 0 0
−1 0 0



 ,





0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0





(These are the “infinitesimal rotations” around thex- or y- or z-axis, see
§1.3.) Clearly they are a basis foro(3) (3× 3 real skew matrices); they are
also a basis, overC, for o(3,C). One computes

[RxRy] = Rz , [RyRz] = Rx , [RzRx] = Ry .

Example 8:su(2) in detail (2× 2 skew-Hermitean, trace0). The follow-
ing three matricesSx, Sy, Sz clearly form a basis (about the reasons for
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choosing these particular matrices see §1.4):

1/2
[

0 i
i 0

]

, 1/2
[

0 −1
1 0

]

, 1/2
[

i 0
0 −i

]

One verifies[SxSy] = Sz, [SySz] = Sx, [SzSx] = Sy. Note the similarity to
Example 7, an example of an isomorphism, cf. §1.4.

Example 9: The Lie algebrasl(2,C) (orA1), 2× 2 matrices of trace0. A
basis is given by the three matrices

H =
[

1 0
0 −1

]

, X+ =
[

0 1
0 0

]

, X− =
[

0 0
1 0

]

One computes[HX+] = 2X+, [HX−] = −2X−, [X+X−] = H. This Lie
algebra and these relations will play a considerable role later on.

The standard skew-symmetric (exterior) formdet[X,Y ] = x1y2 − x2y1

onC2 is invariant undersl(2,C) (precisely because of the vanishing of the
trace), and sosl(2,C) is identical withsp(1,C). ThusA1 = C1.

Example 10: TheaffineLie algebraof the line, aff(1). It consists of all
real2× 2 matrices with second row0. The two elements

X1 =
[

1 0
0 0

]

, X2 =
[

0 1
0 0

]

form a basis, and we have[X1X2] = X2. (See “affine group of the line”,
§1.3.)

Example 11: TheLorentzLie algebrao(3, 1;R), or l3,1 in short (corre-
sponding to the well known Lorentz group of relativity). InR4, with vec-
tors written asv = (x, y, z, t), we use theLorentz inner product〈v, v〉L =
x2 + y2 + z2 − t2; puttingI3,1 = diag(1, 1, 1,−1) and consideringv as col-
umn vector, this is alsov>I3,1v. Now l3,1 consists of those operatorsT on
R4 that leave〈·, ·〉L infinitesimally invariant (i.e.,〈Tv,w〉L + 〈v, Tw〉L = 0
for all v, w), or of the4× 4 real matricesM with M>I3,1 + I3,1M = 0.

Example 12: We consider the algebraH of thequaternions, overR, with
the usual basis1, i, j, k; 1 is unit, i2 = j2 = k2 = −1 andij = −ji = k,etc.
Any quaternion can be written uniquely in the forma + jb with a, b in C.
Associating with this quaternion the matrix

[

a −b̄
b ā

]

sets up an isomorphism of the quaternions with theR−algebra of2 × 2
complex matrices of this form.

Such a matrix in turn can be written in the formrI +M with realr and
M skew-Hermitean with trace0. This means that the quaternions as Lie
algebra are isomorphic (see §1.4) to the direct sum (see §1.4 again) of the
Lie algebrasR (i.e.,RL) andsu(2)(Example 8).
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1.2 Structure constants
Let g be a Lie algebra and take a basis{X1, X2, . . . , Xn} for (the vector
space)g. By bilinearity the[ ]-operation ing is completely determined
once the values[XiXj ] are known. We “know” them by writing them as
linear combinations of theXi. The coefficientsckij in the relations[XiXj ] =
ckijXk (sum over repeated indices!) are called thestructure constantsof
g (relative to the given basis). [Examples 7–10 are of this kind; e.g., in
Example 10 we havec112 = 0, c212 = 1; for i = j one gets0 of course.]
Axioms (a) and (b) of §1.1 find their expressions in the relationsckij = −ckji
(= 0, if i = j) andcmil c

l
jk + cmjl c

l
ki + cmklc

l
ij = 0. Under change of basis the

structure constants change as a tensor of type(2, 1): if X ′j = aijXi, then

c′
k
ij · alk = clrs · ari · asj .
We interpret this as follows: Letdim g = n, and letF be the field under

consideration. We consider then3-dimensional vector space of systems
ckij, with i, j, k = 1, . . . , n. The systems that form the structure constants
of some Lie algebra form an algebraic setS, defined by the above linear
and quadratic equations that correspond to axioms (a) and (b) of §1.1. The
general linear groupGL(n,F), which consists of all invertiblen×n matri-
ces overF, operates onS, by the formulae above. The various systems of
structure constants of a given Lie algebra relative to all its bases form an
orbit (set of all transforms of one element) under this action. Conversely,
the systems of structure constants in an orbit can be interpreted as giving
rise to one and the same Lie algebra. Thus there is a natural bijection be-
tween orbits (of systems of structure constants) and isomorphism classes
of Lie algebras (of dimensionn); see §1.4 for “isomorphism”. As an ex-
ample, the orbit of the system “ckij = 0 for all i, j, k”, which clearly consists
of just that one system, corresponds to “the” Lie algebra (of dimensionn)
with [XY ] = 0 for all X,Y , i.e., “the” Abelian Lie algebra ofdimn.

1.3 Relations with Lie groups
We discuss only the beginning of this topic. First we look at the Lie groups
corresponding to the Lie algebras considered in §1.1.

Thegeneral linear groupGL(n,F) consists of all invertiblen×n matri-
ces overF.

Thespecial linear groupSL(n,F) consists of the elements ofGL(n,F)
with determinant 1.

The (real)orthogonal groupO(n,R) or justO(n) consists of the real
n × n matricesM with M> ·M = 1; for the complex orthogonal group
O(n,C) we replace “real” by “complex” in the definition.
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Thespecial (real) orthogonal groupSO(n,R) = SO(n) isO(n)∩SL(n,R);
similarly for SO(n,C).

Theunitary groupU(n) consists of all the (complex) matricesM with
M∗ ·M = 1; thespecial unitary groupSU(n) is U(n) ∩ SL(n,C).

The symplectic groupSp(n,F) consists of all2n × 2n matrices overF
with M> ·J ·M = J (see §1.2 forJ); such matrices automatically have
det = 1 (best proved by considering the elementΩn in the exterior algebra,
with theΩ of §1.2). Thesymplectic groupSp(n) is Sp(n,C) ∩ U(2n). (All
these definitions can be made invariantly, as in §1.2 for Lie algebras.)

Theaffine group of the line, Aff(1), consists of all real,2× 2, invertible
matrices with second row(0, 1), i.e., the transformationsx′ = ax+ b of the
real line witha 6= 0.

Finally the Lorentz groupconsists of all real4 × 4 matricesM with
M>I3,1M = I3,1.

The set of alln×nmatrices overF has an obvious identification with the
standard vector space of dimensionn2 overF. Thus all the groups defined
above are subsets of various spacesRm or Cm, defined by a finite number
of simple equations (like the relationsM>·M = I forO(n,F)). In fact, they
are algebraic varieties (except forU(n) andSU(n), where the presence of
complex conjugation interferes slightly). It is fairly obvious that they are
all topological manifolds, in fact differentiable, infinitely differentiable,
real-analytic, and some of them even complex holomorphic. (AlsoO(n),
SO(n), U(n), SU(n), Sp(n) are easily seen to be compact, namely closed
and bounded in their respective spaces.)

We now come to the relation of these groups with the corresponding Lie
algebras.

Briefly, a Lie algebra is the tangent space of a Lie group at the unit
element.

For gl(n,F) we take a smooth curveM(t) in GL(n,F) (so eachM(t) is
an invertible matrix overF) with M(0) = I. The tangent vector att = 0,
i.e., the derivativeM ′(0), is then an element ofgl(n,F). Every element of
gl(n,F) appears for a suitably chosen curve. It is worthwhile to point out a
special way of producing these curves:

Given an elementX of gl(n,F), with F = R orC, i.e., ann×nmatrix, we
take a variables in F and formesX = ΣsiXi/i! (also written asexp(sX);
this series of matrices is as well behaved as the usual exponential function.
For each value ofs it gives an invertible matrix, i.e., one inGL(n,F); one
hasexp(0X) = exp(0) = I and esX · es′X = e(s+s′)X . Thus the curve
exp(sX), with s running overR, is a group, called theone-parameter group
determined byX. (Strictly speaking the one-parameter group is themap
that sendss to exp(sX).) We getX back from the one-parameter group by
taking the derivativewr to s for s = 0.
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For O(n,F) we take a curve consisting of orthogonal matrices, so that
M>(t) · M(t) = I for all t. Differentiating and puttingt = 0, we find
(M ′(0))> + M ′(0) = 0 (rememberM(0) = I); so ourX = M ′(0) lies in
o(n,F). Conversely, takeX with X> + X = 0; form exp(sX>) · exp(sX)
and differentiate it. The result can be written asexp(sX>) ·X> ·exp(sX)+
exp(sX>) ·X · exp(sX), which on account ofX> +X = 0 is identically0.
Thusexp(sX>)·exp(sX) is constant; takings = 0, we see that the constant
is I, meaning thatexp(sX) lies inO(n,F) for all s.

Similar considerations hold for the other groups. In particular,X has
trace0 (i.e., belongs tosl(n,F)), iff det exp(sX) = 1 for all s (because
of det expX = exp(trX)). X is skew-Hermitean (belongs tou(n)), iff all
exp(sX) are unitary.X satisfiesX> · J + J ·X = 0 (it belongs tosp(n,F)),
iff the relationexp(sX>) · J · exp(sX) = J holds for alls (all theexp(sX)
belong toSp(n,F)). Etc.

As for the “infinitesimal invariance” of §1.2, it is simply the infinites-
imal form of the relation that definesO(n,F): With the form b of §1.1,
Example 4, we letg(t) be a smooth one-parameter family of isometries
of V , so thatb(g(t)v, g(t)w) = b(v, w) for all t, with g(0) = id. Taking the
derivative fort = 0 and puttingg′(0) = T , we getb(Tv,w) + b(v, Tw) = 0.
(As we saw above, in matrix language this saysX> +X = 0.)—Similarly
for the other examples.

This is a good point to indicate some reasons why, forX,Y in gl(n,F),
the combination[XY ] = XY − Y X is important:

(1) Putf(s) = exp(sX) · Y · exp(−sX); i.e., form the conjugate ofY by
exp(sX). The derivative off for s = 0 is thenXY − Y X (and the Taylor
expansion off is f(s) = Y + s[XY ] + . . .).

(2) Letg(s) be the commutatorexp(sX) ·exp(sY ) ·exp(−sX) ·exp(−sY ).
One findsg(0) = I, g′(0) = 0, g′′(0) = 2(XY − Y X) = 2[XY ]; the Taylor
expansion isg(s) = I + s2[XY ] + . . .

In both cases we see that[XY ] is some measure of non-commutativity.

1.4 Elementary algebraic concepts
Let g be a Lie algebra. For two subspacesA,B of g the symbol[AB] de-
notes the linear span of the set of all[XY ] with X in A andY in B; occa-
sionally this notation is also used for arbitrary subsetsA,B. Similarly, and
more elementary, one definesA+B.

A sub Lie algebraof g is a subspace, sayq, of g that is closed under
the bracket operation (i.e.,[qq] ⊂ q); q becomes then a Lie algebra with the
linear and bracket operations inherited fromg. (Examples #3–6 in §1.1 are
sub Lie algebras of the relevant general linear Lie algebras.)
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A sub Lie algebraq is an ideal of g if [gq] ⊂ q (if X ∈ g andY ∈ q
implies [XY ] ∈ q). By skew-symmetry (property (a) in §1.1) ideals are
automatically two-sided:[gq] = [qg]. If q is an ideal, then the quotient
spaceg/q (whose elements are the linear cosetsX + q) carries an induced
[ ]-operation, defined by[X+q, Y +q] = [XY ]+q; as in ordinary algebra
one verifies that this is well defined, i.e., does not depend on the choice of
the representativesX,Y . With this operationg/q becomes a Lie algebra,
thequotient Lie algebraof g by q. For a trivial example: every subspace
of an Abelian Lie algebra is an ideal.

A homomorphism,sayϕ, from a Lie algebrag to a Lie algebrag1 is a
linear mapϕ : g → g1 that preserves brackets:ϕ([XY ]) = [ϕ(X), ϕ(Y )].
(If g = g1, we speak of anendomorphism.) A homomorphism is aniso-
morphism(symbol≈), if it is one in the sense of linear maps, i.e., if it is
injective and surjective; the inverse map is then also an isomorphism of
Lie algebras.

Implicitly we used the concept “isomorphism” already in §1.2, when
we acted as if a Lie algebra were determined by its structure constants
(wr to some basis), e.g., when we talked about “the” Abelian Lie algebra
of dimensionn; what we meant was of course “determined up to isomor-
phism”.

An isomorphism of a Lie algebra with itself is anautomorphism.

A not quite trivial isomorphism occurs in §1.1, Examples 6 and 7:su(2)
ando(3) are isomorphic, via the mapSx → Rx etc. (After complexifying -
see below - this is the isomorphismA1 ≈ B1 mentioned in §1.2.)

It is interesting, and we explain it in more detail: Consider the group
SO(3) of rotations ofR3 or, equivalently, of the 2-sphereS2. By stereo-
graphic projection these rotations turn into fractional linear transforma-
tions of a complex variable, namely those of the form

z′ =
az + b

−b̄z + ā

with a · ā+ b · b̄ = 1. The matrices
[

a b
−b̄ ā

]

with |a|2 + |b|2 = 1 occurring here make up exactly the groupSU(2). How-
ever the matrix is determined by the transformation above only up to sign;
we have a double-valued map. Going in the opposite direction, we have
here a homomorphism ofSU(2) ontoSO(3), whose kernel consists ofI
and−I. This is a local isomorphism, i.e., it maps a small neighborhood of
I in SU(2) bijectively onto a neighborhood ofI in SO(3). There is then
an induced isomorphism of the Lie algebras (= tangent spaces at the unit
elements); and that is the isomorphism fromsu(2) to o(3) above.
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We take up one more example of an isomorphism, of interest in physics:
The Lorentz Lie algebral3,1 (see Example 11 in §1.1) is isomorphic to
sl(2,C)R (the latter meaningsl(2,C) considered overR only—the reali-
fication(see below)). Actually this is easier to understand for the corre-
sponding groups. LetU be the 4-dimensional real vector space consisting
of the2 × 2 (complex) Hermitean matrices. The functiondet (= determi-
nant) fromU to R happens to be aquadratic function onU ; and with a
simple change of variables it becomes (up to a sign) equal to the Lorentz

form 〈·, ·〉L : with M =
[

α β + iγ
β − iγ δ

]

we putα = t − x, δ = t + x,

β = y, γ = z and getdetM = t2 − x2 − y2 − z2. Now SL(2,C) acts onU
in a natural way, viaM → AMA∗ for A ∈ SL(2,C) andM ∈ U . Because
of the multiplicative nature of det and the given factdetA = 1 we find
detAMA∗ = detM , i.e.,A leaves the Lorentz inner product invariant, and
we have here a homomorphism ofSL(2,C) into the Lorentz group. The
kernel of the map is easily seen to consist of id and−id. The map is also
surjective—we shall not go into details here. (Thus the relation between
the two groups is similar to that betweenSO(3) andSU(2)—the former
is quotient of the latter by aZ/2.) Infinitesimally this means that the Lie
algebras ofSL(2,C) and the Lorentz group are isomorphic. In detail, to
X in sl(2,C) we assign the operator onU defined byM → X∗M + MX
(putA = exp(tX) above and differentiate); and this operator will leave the
Lorentz form (i.e.,detM) invariant in the infinitesimal sense (one can also
verify this by an algebraic computation, based ontrX = 0).

A representationof a Lie algebrag on a vector spaceV is a homomor-
phism, sayϕ, of g into the general linear algebragl(V ) of V . (We allow
the possibility ofg real, butV complex; this means that temporarily one
considersgl(V ) as a real Lie algebra, by “restriction of scalars”.)ϕ assigns
to eachX in g an operatorϕ(X) : V → V (or, if one wants to use a basis
of V , a matrix), depending linearly onX (so thatϕ(aX + bY ) = aϕ(X) +
bϕ(Y )) and satisfyingϕ([XY ]) = [ϕ(X), ϕ(Y )] (= ϕ(X)ϕ(Y )−ϕ(Y )ϕ(X))
(“preservation of brackets”). [One often writesX · v orX. v or simplyXv
instead ofϕ(X)(v) (the image of the vectorv under the operatorϕ(X));
one even talks about the operatorX, meaning the operatorϕ(X). Preser-
vation of bracket appears then in the form[XY ]v = XY v − Y Xv.] One
says thatg actsor operateson V , or thatV is a g-space (org-module).
Note that Examples 2–11 of §1.1 all come equipped with an obvious
representation—their elements are given as operators on certain vector
spaces, and[XY ] equalsXY − Y X by definition. Of course these Lie
algebras may very well have representations on some other vector spaces;
in fact they do, and the study of these possibilities is one of our main aims.

Thekernelof a homomorphismϕ : g → g1 is the setϕ−1(0) of all X in
g with ϕ-image0; it is easily seen to be an ideal ing; we write kerϕ for it.
More generally, the inverse image underϕ of a sub Lie algebra, resp. ideal
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of g1, is a sub Lie algebra, resp. ideal ofg. The imageϕ(g) (also denoted
by im ϕ) is a sub Lie algebra ofg1, as is the image of any sub Lie algebra
of g.

Conversely, ifq is an ideal ofg, then the natural mapπ of g into the
quotient Lie algebrag/q, defined byX → X + q, is a homomorphism,
whose kernel is exactlyq and which is surjective. In other words, there
is a natural “short exact sequence”0 → q → g → g/q → 0. If ψ is a
homomorphism ofg into some Lie algebrag1 that sendsq to 0, then it
“factors throughπ”: There is a (unique) homomorphismψ′ : g/q → g1

with ψ = ψ′ ◦ π; the formulaψ′(X + q) = ψ(X) clearly gives a well-
defined linear map, and from the definition of [ ] ing/q it is clear thatψ′

preserves [ ].

There is thefirst isomorphism theorem(analogous to that of group the-
ory): let q be the kernel of the homomorphismϕ : g → g1; the induced
mapϕ′ sets up an isomorphism ofg/q with the image Lie algebraϕ(g).

For the proof we note that clearlyimϕ = imϕ′ so that the map in ques-
tion is surjective; it is also injective since the only coset ofq with ϕ-image
0 is clearlyq itself. An easy consequence of this is the following: Leta
and b be ideals ing, with a ⊂ b; then the natural maps give rise to an
isomorphismg/b ≈ (g/a)/(b/a).

Next: if a andb are ideals ofg, so area + b and[ab]; if a is an ideal and
b a sub Lie algebra, thena + b is a sub Lie algebra. The proof fora + b is
trivial; that for [ab] uses the Jacobi identity.

The intersection of two sub Lie algebras is again a sub Lie algebra, of
course; ifa is a sub Lie algebra andb is an ideal ofg, thena ∩ b is an ideal
of a. Thesecond isomorphism theoremsays that in this situation the natural
map ofa into a + b induces an isomorphism ofa/a ∩ b with (a + b)/b; we
forego the standard proof.

Two elementsX andY of g are said tocommute, if [XY ] is 0. (The term
comes from the fact that in the caseg = gl(n,F) (or anyAL) the condition
[XY ] = 0 just meansXY = Y X; it is also equivalent to the condition that
all exp(sX) commute with allexp(tY ) (see §1.3 for exp).) Thecentralizer
gS of a subsetS of g is the set (in fact a sub Lie algebra) of thoseX in g
that commute with allY in S. ForS = g this is thecenterof g. Similarly
thenormalizerof a sub Lie algebraa consists of theX in g with [Xa] ⊂ a;
it is a sub Lie algebra ofg, and containsa as an ideal (and is the largest
sub Lie algebra ofg with this property).

The (external)direct sumof two Lie algebrasg1, g2, writteng1 ⊕ g2, has
the obvious definition; it is the vector space direct sum, with [ ] defined
“componentwise”:[(X1, Y1), (X2, Y2)] = ([X1X2], [Y1Y2]). The two sum-
mandsg1 andg2 (i.e., the(X, 0) and (0, Y )) are ideals in the direct sum
that have intersection0 and “nullify” each other([g1, g2] = 0). Conversely,
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if a andb are two ideals ing that spang linearly (i.e.,a + b = g) and have
intersection0, then the map(X,Y ) → X + Y is an isomorphism ofa ⊕ b
with g (thusg is internal direct sum ofa andb). (This uses the fact that
[ab] is contained ina ∩ b, and so is0 in the present situation.) One calls
a andb complementary ideals. An ideala is direct summandif there ex-
ists a complementary ideal, or, equivalently, if there exists a “retracting”
homomorphismρ : g→ a with ρ ◦ i = ida (herei : a ⊂ g).

We make some comments onchange of base field: A vector spaceV ,
or a Lie algebrag, overC can be regarded as one overR by restriction of
scalars; this is thereal restrictionor realification, indicated by writingVR
or gR. In the other direction aV or g overR can be made into (or, better,
extended to) one overC by tensoring withC overR; or, more elementary,
by considering formal combinationsv + iw andX + iY (with i the usual
complex unit) and defining(a + ib) · (v + iw), (a + ib) · (X + iY ), and
[X + iY,X ′ + iY ′] in the obvious way. This is thecomplex extensionor
complexification; we write VC and gC. We call V a real form of VC. (A
basis forV overR is also one forVC overC; same forg.)

A simple example:gl(n,C) is the complexificationgl(n,R)C of gl(n,R).
All this means is that a complex matrixM can be written uniquely as
A+ iB with real matricesA,B.

For a slightly more complicated example:gl(n,C) is also the complexi-
fication of the unitary Lie algebrau(n). This comes about by writing any
complex matrixM uniquely asP + iQ with P,Q skew-Hermitean, putting
P = 1/2(M −M∗) andQ = 1/2i(M + M∗). (This is the familiar decom-
position into Hermitean plusi·Hermitean, because of “skew-Hermitean=
i·Hermitean”.)

Something noteworthy occurs when one complexifies a real Lie algebra
that happens to be the realification of a complex Lie algebra:

Let g be a Lie algebra overC. We first define theconjugateḡ of g; it
is a Lie algebra that is isomorphic tog overR, but multiplication byi in
g corresponds to multiplication by−i in ḡ. One could takēg = g over
R; we prefer to keep them separate, and denote byX the element of̄g
corresponding toX in g. The basic rule is then(aX) = ā ·X.

(It happens frequently thatḡ is isomorphic tog, namely wheng admits a
conjugate-linear automorphismi.e., an automorphismϕ overR such that
ϕ(aX) = ā · ϕ(X) holds for alla andX. E.g., forsl(n,C) such a map is
simply complex conjugation of the matrix.)

In the same vein one defines the conjugate of a (complex) vector space
V , denoted byV . It isR-isomorphic toV (with v in V corresponding tōv in
V̄ ), and one has(i · v) = −i · v̄. (ForCn one can take “another copy” ofCn
as the conjugate space, withv̄ being “the conjugate” ofv, i.e., obtained by
taking the complex-conjugates of the components.) And—naturally—ifϕ
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is a representation ofg onV (all overC), one has the conjugate representa-
tion ϕ̄ of ḡ onV , with ϕ̄(X)(v̄) = ϕ(X)(v). Finally, conjugation is clearly
of order two;V = V, ¯̄g = g, and ¯̄ϕ = ϕ.

We come to the fact promised above.

PROPOSITION A. gRC is isomorphic to the direct sumg ⊕ ḡ. The
isomorphism sendsX in g to the pair(X, X̄).

Proof: There are two ways to multiply elements ofgRC = g ⊗R C by
the complex uniti, “on the left” and “on the right”; they are not the same
since the tensor product is overR. (The one on the right defines the struc-
ture of gRC as complex vector space.) In terms of formal combinations
X + iY—which, to avoid confusion with the product ofi andY in g, we
write as pairs{X,Y }—this amounts toi · {X,Y } = {iX, iY } (whereiX
is the product ofi andX in g) and{X,Y } · i = {−Y,X}. We consider
the two subspacesU1, consisting of all elements of the form{X,−iX},
andU2, all {X, iX}. They are indeed complex subspaces; e.g.,{X,−iX} · i
equals{iX,X}, which can be written{iX,−i · iX}, and is thus inU1.
They spangRC as direct sum; namely one can write{X,Y } uniquely as
1/2{X + iY,−iX + Y } + 1/2{X − iY, iX + Y }. One verifies thatU1 and
U2 are sub Lie algebras; furthermore the brackets between them are0, so
that they are ideals and produce a direct sum of Lie algebras. The maps
X → 1/2{X,−iX}, respX → 1/2{X, iX}, show that the first summand
is isomorphic tog and the second tōg: one checks that the maps preserve
brackets; moreover under the first map we haveiX → 1/2{iX,X}, which
equals1/2{X,−iX} · i, so that the map is complex-linear, and similarly
the second map turns out conjugate-linear.

Finally, for the second sentence of Proposition A we note that anyX in
g appears as the pair{X, 0} in gRC, which can be written as1/2{X,−iX}+
1/2{X, iX}.

√

1.5 Representations; the Killing form
We collect here some general definitions and facts on representations, and
introduce the importantadjoint representation. As noted before, a repre-
sentationϕ of a Lie algebrag on a vector spaceV assigns to eachX in g an
operatorϕ(X) onV , with preservation of linearity and bracket. ForV = Fn
theϕ(X) are matrices, and we get the notion ofmatrix representation.

A representationϕ is faithful if ker ϕ = 0, i.e., if the onlyX with ϕ(X) =
0 is 0 itself. If ϕ has kernelq, it induces a faithful representation ofg/q
in the standard way. Thetrivial representationis the representation on
a one-dimensional space, with all representing operators0; as a matrix
representation it assigns to each element ofg the matrix[0].
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Let ϕ1, ϕ2 be two representations ofg on the respective vector spaces
V1, V2. A linear mapT : V1 → V2 is equivariant(wr to ϕ1, ϕ2)), or inter-
twinesϕ1 andϕ2, if it satisfies the relationT ◦ ϕ1(X) = ϕ2(X) ◦ T for
all X in g. If T is an isomorphism, thenϕ1 andϕ2 areequivalent, and we
haveϕ2(X) = T ◦ ϕ1(X) ◦ T−1 for all X in g. Usually one is interested in
representations only up to equivalence.

Let g act onV via ϕ. An invariant or stablesubspace is a subspace,
sayW , of V with ϕ(X)(W ) ⊂ W for all X in g. There is then an obvious
induced representation ofg in W . Furthermore, there is an induced repre-
sentation on the quotient spaceV/W (just as for individual operators—see
Appendix), and the canonical quotient mapV → V/W is equivariant.
ϕ andV are irreducibleor simpleif there is no non-trivial (i.e., differ-

ent from0 andV ) invariant subspace.ϕ andV arecompletely reducible
or semisimple, if every invariant subspace ofV admits a complementary
invariant subspaceV or, equivalently, ifV is direct sum of irreducible sub-
spaces (in matrix language this means that irreducible representations are
“strung along the diagonal”, with0 everywhere else).

Following the physicists’s custom we will often write rep and irrep for
representation and irreducible representation.

If ϕ is reducible (i.e., not simple), letV0 = 0, V1 = a minimal invariant
subspace6= 0, V2 = a minimal invariant subspace containingV1 properly,
etc. After a finite number of steps one arrives atV (sincedimV is finite).
On each quotientVi/Vi−1 there is an induced simple representation; the
Jordan-Hölder theorem says that the collection of these representations is
well defined up to equivalences. Ifϕ is semisimple, then of course each
Vi−1 has a complementary invariant subspace inVi (and conversely).

Letϕ1, ϕ2 be two representations, onV1, V2. Theirdirect sumϕ1⊕ϕ2, on
V1 ⊕ V2, is defined in the obvious way:ϕ1 ⊕ ϕ2(X)(v1, v2) = (ϕ1(X)(v1),
ϕ2(X)(v2)). There is also thetensor productϕ1⊗ϕ2, on the tensor product
V1⊗V2, defined byϕ1⊗ϕ2(X)(v1⊗v2) = ϕ1(X)(v1)⊗v2 +v1⊗ϕ2(X)(v2).
(This is the infinitesimal version of the tensor product of operators: let
T1, T2 be operators onV1, V2; then, taking the derivative ofexp(sT1) ⊗
exp(sT2) at s = 0, one getsT1 ⊗ id + id ⊗ T2. Note thatϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2(X) is
not the tensor product of the two operatorsϕ1(X) andϕ2(X); it might
be better to call it theinfinitesimal tensor productor tensor sumand use
some other symbol, e.g.,ϕ1#ϕ2(X); however, we stick with the conven-
tional notation.) All of this extends to higher tensor powers, and also to
symmetric and exterior powers of a representation (and to tensors of any
kind of symmetry).

Finally, to a representationϕ onV is associated thecontragredient(strictly
speaking theinfinitesimal contragredient) or dual representationϕ4 on
the dual vector spaceV >, given byϕ4(X) = −ϕ(X)>. This is a repre-
sentation. The minus sign is essential; it corresponds to the fact that for
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the contragredient of a representation of a group one has to take the in-
verse of the transpose, since inverse and transpose separately yield anti-
representations. And the derivative ats = 0 of exp(sT>)−1 is−T>.

The notions of realification and complexification of vector spaces and
Lie algebras (see §1.5) extend in the obvious way to representations: From
ϕ : g → gl(V ) over R (resp.C) we getϕC : gC → gl(VC) (resp.ϕR :
gR → gl(VR)). To realify a complex representation amounts to treating a

complex matrixA + iB as the real matrix
[

A −B
B A

]

of twice the size. To

complexify a (real) representation of a realg on a real vectorspace amounts
to considering real matrices as complex, viaR ⊂ C.

The important case is that of a representationϕ of a realg on a complex
vector spaceV . Here we extendϕ to a representation ofgC onV by putting
ϕ(X + iY ) = ϕ(X) + iϕ(Y ). This process sets up a bijection between the
representations ofg on complex vector spaces (or by complex matrices)
and the (complex!) representations ofgC. (Both kinds of representations
are determined by their values on a basis ofg. Those ofgC are easier to
handle because of the usual advantages of complex numbers.)

A very important representation ofg is theadjoint representation, de-
noted by “ad”. It is just the (left) regular representation ofg: The vector
space, on which it operates, isg itself; the operatoradX, assigned toX,
is given byadX(Y ) = [XY ] for all Y in g (“adX = [X−]”). The repre-
sentation conditionad[XY ] = adX ◦ adY − adY ◦ adX for anyX,Y in g
turns out to be just the Jacobi condition (plus skew-symmetry). The kernel
of ad is the center ofg, as one sees immediately. Ideals ofg are the same
asad-invariant subspaces.

Let X be an element ofg, and leth be a sub Lie algebra (or even just
a subspace), invariant underadX. The operator induced onh by adX is
occasionally writtenadh X; similarly one writesadg/hX for the induced
operator ong/h. These are called theh− andg/h− parts ofadX.

Remark:adX is the infinitesimal version of conjugation byexp(sX),
see comment (3) at the end of §1.3.

We write ad g for the adjoint Lie algebra,the image ofg underad in
gl(g).

From the adjoint representation we derive theKilling form κ (named
after W. Killing; in the literature often denoted byB) of g , a symmetric
bilinear form ong given by

κ(X,Y ) = tr (adX ◦ adY ) ,

the trace of the composition ofadX andadY ; we also write〈X,Y 〉 for this
and think of〈·, ·〉 as a—possibly degenerate—inner product ong, attached
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to the Lie algebra structure ong (in the important case of semisimple Lie
algebras—see §1.7—it is non-degenerate). (The symmetry comes from
the relationtr (ST ) = tr (TS) for any two operators.)

Similarly any representationϕ gives rise to the symmetric bilineartrace
form tϕ, defined by

tϕ(X,Y ) = tr (ϕ(X) ◦ ϕ(Y )) .

The Killing form is invariant under all automorphisms ofg: Let α be an
automorphism; then we have

〈α(X), α(Y )〉 = 〈X,Y 〉

for all X,Y in g. This again follows from the symmetry property oftr ,
and the relationadα(X) = α ◦ adX ◦ α−1 (noteadα(X)(Y ) = [α(X)Y ] =
α([X,α−1(Y )])).

The Killing form of an idealq of g is the restriction of the Killing form
of g to q as one verifies easily. This does not hold for sub Lie algebras in
general.

Example 1:sl(2,C). We write the elements asX = aX+ +bH+cX− (see
§1.1; but we write the basis in this order, to conform with §1.11). From the
brackets between the basis vectors one finds the matrix expressions

adH =





2 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 −2



 , adX+ =





0 −2 0
0 0 1
0 0 0



 , adX− =





0 0 0
−1 0 0

0 2 0





and then the valuestr (adH ◦ adH) etc. of the coefficients of the Killing
form, with the result

κ(X,X) = 8(b2 + ac) (= 4trX2) .

The bilinear formκ(X,Y ) is then obtained by polarization.

If we restrict tosu(2), by puttingb = iα anda = β+ iγ, c = −β+ iγ, the
Killing form turns into the negative definite expression−4(α2 + β2 + γ2).
For the general context, into which this fits, see §2.10.

Example 2: We considero(3) (Example 4 in §1.1), and its natural action
onR3 (we could also useo(3,C) andC3). We write the general elementX
asaRx + bRy + cRz, with a, b, c ∈ R3, thus setting up an isomorphism, as
vector spaces, ofo(3) with R3. Working out the adjoint representation, one
finds the equations

adRx = Rx, adRy = Ry, adRz = Rz
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for the matrices. (In other words, the adjoint representation is equivalent
to the original representation.) Computing the traces ofRx · Rx etc. one
finds the Killing form as

κ(X,X) = −2(a2 + b2 + c2).

Surprisingly (?) the quadratic form that defined the orthogonal Lie algebra
in the first place, appears here also as the Killing form (up to a factor).

Example 3: The general linear Lie algebragl(n,F). Given an elementA
of it, the map(adA)2 (acting on the space of alln× n matrices) sends any
M toA2 ·M − 2A ·M ·A+M ·A2. One reads off from this that the Killing
form, the trace of the map, is

κ(A,A) = 2ntr (A2) − 2(trA)2.

For the special linear Lie algebra, which is an ideal in the general one,
the Killing form is obtained by restriction. Thus one gets here simply
2ntr (A2).

A derivationof a Lie algebrag is an operatorD : g → g that satisfies
D[XY ] = [DX,Y ] + [X,DY ] for all X,Y in g.

This is the infinitesimal version of automorphism: Ifα(s) is a differen-
tiable family of automorphisms withα(0) = id, one finds on differenti-
ating (using Leibnitz’s rule) the relationα(s)([XY ]) = [α(s)(X)α(s)(Y )]
thatα′(0), the derivative at 0, is a derivation. In other words, the first order
term in the expansionα(s) = id + sD + · · · is a derivation. Conversely, if
D is a derivation, then allexp(sD) are automorphisms, as one sees again
by differentiating.

An important special case: EachadX is a derivation ofg; this is just the
Jacobi identity; theadX ’s are theinner derivationsof g, analogs of the
inner automorphisms of a group.

The Killing form is (infinitesimally) invariant under any derivationD
of g, i.e., we haveκ(DX,Y ) + κ(X,DY ) = 0 for all X,Y . (This is the
infinitesimal version of invariance ofκ under automorphisms—consider
the derivative, ats = 0, of 〈α(s)(X), α(s)(Y )〉 = 〈X,Y 〉.)

The proof uses the easily verified relationadDX = D ◦adX−adX ◦D,
and symmetry oftr .

Specialized to an inner derivation, this becomes the important relation

(∗) κ([XY ], Z) + κ(Y, [XZ]) = 0

for all X,Y, Z. I.e.,adX is skew-symmetric wr toκ.

Similarly any trace formtϕ, associated to a representationϕ, is ad-
invariant:tϕ([XY ], Z) + tϕ(Y, [XZ]) = 0.
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1.6 Solvable and nilpotent
Thederivedsub Lie algebrag′ of the Lie algebrag is the ideal[gg], spanned
by all [XY ]; it corresponds to the commutator subgroup of a group. The
quotientg/g′ is Abelian, andg′ is the unique minimal ideal ofg with
Abelian quotient; this is immediate from the fact that the image of[XY ]
in g/q is 0 exactly if[XY ] is in q. Clearlyg′ is acharacteristicideal ofg,
that is, it is mapped into itself under every automorphism ofg (in fact even
under any endomorphism and any derivation).

We form thederived series: g, g′, g′′ = (g′)′, . . . , g(r), . . . (e.g., g′′ is
spanned by all[[XY ][UV ]]). All theseg(r) are ideals ing (in fact char-
acteristic ones); clearlyg(r) ⊃ g(r+1). One callsg solvable,if the derived
series goes down to0, i.e., if g(r) is 0 for larger. If g is solvable, then the
last non-zero ideal in the derived series is Abelian. Note:o(3)′ = o(3), thus
o(3) is not solvable;aff(1)′′ = 0, soaff(1) is solvable. The prime example
for solvability is formed by the Lie algebra of upper-triangular matrices
(aij = 0 for i > j).

The lower central series, g, g1, g2, . . . , gr, . . . is defined inductively by
g1 = g′, gr+1 = [g, gr]; thusgr is spanned byiteratedor longbrackets
[X1[X2[. . . Xr+1] . . . ] (which we abbreviate to[X1X2 . . . Xr+1]). Again the
gr are characteristic ideals, and the relationgr+1 ⊂ gr holds. One calls
g nilpotent, if the lower central series goes down to0, i.e., if gr is 0 for
larger. The standard example for nilpotence are the upper supra-triangular
matrices, those withaij = 0 for i ≥ j. (This is the derived Lie algebra of
the upper-triangular one.)

One sees easily that the derived and lower central series of an ideal ofg
consists of ideals ofg.

Nilpotency implies solvability, because of the relationg(r) ⊂ gr (easily
proved by induction); the converse is not true—consideraff(1). It is also
fairly clear that a sub Lie algebra of a solvable (resp nilpotent) Lie algebra
is itself solvable (resp nilpotent), and similar for quotients. For solvability
there is a “converse”:

LEMMA A. Let 0 → q → g → p → 0 be an exact sequence of Lie
algebras. Theng is solvable iff bothq andp are so.

In one direction we have seen this already. For the other, note thatg(r)

maps intop(r); the latter is0 for larger, and sog(r) is contained in the
image ofq. Theng(r+s) is in the image ofq(s); and the latter is0 for large
s.
√

We show next thatg contains a unique maximal solvable ideal (i.e.,
there is such an ideal that contains all solvable ideals), theradical r of
g; similarly there is a unique maximal nilpotent ideal, occasionally called
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thenilradical n. This is an immediate consequence of the following

LEMMA B. If a andb are solvable (resp. nilpotent) ideals ofg, then
so is the ideala + b.

Proof: For the solvable case we have the exact sequence0 → a → a +
b→ (a + b)/a→ 0; the third term is isomorphic tob/a∩ b and so solvable,
and we can apply Lemma A. For the nilpotent case one verifies that any
long bracket withs + 1 of its terms ina lies in as; for example[a1[a2b]] is
in a1, because[a2b] is in a. Therefore all sufficiently long brackets ofa + b
are0, since they belong either toas with larges or tobt with larget.

√

The nilradical is of course contained in the radical.

We come to a fundamental definition, singling out a very important class
of Lie algebras: A Lie algebrag is calledsemisimple, if its radical is0 and
its dimension is positive. (Since the last term of the derived series is an
Abelian ideal, vanishing of the radical amounts to the same as: if there is
no non-zero Abelian ideal.)

From Lemma A it follows that the quotientg/r of g by its radicalr is
semisimple; thus in a sense (i.e., up toextensions), semisimple and solv-
able Lie algebras yield all Lie algebras (see the Levi-Malcev theorem be-
low). The quotient ofg by its nilradicaln may well have a non-zero nil-
radical; example:aff(1).

The importance of semisimplicity comes from its equivalence (§1.10,
Theorem A) with the non-degeneracy of the Killing form ofg.

One more basic definition: A Lie algebrag is simple, if it has no non-
trivial ideals (different from0 or g) and is not of dimension0 or 1.

[The dimension restriction only excludes the rather trivial Abelian Lie
algebra of dimension one; it is actually equivalent to requiringg not Abelian,
or to requiringg semisimple: Ifg has dimension greater than1, it is not
Abelian (otherwise it would have non-trivial ideals). If it is not Abelian, it
is not solvable (the absence of non-trivial ideals would make it Abelian);
thus the radical is a proper ideal (i.e.,6= g) and so equal to0, makingg
semisimple. And ifg is semisimple, it must be of dimension more than1
anyway.]

We shall soon prove the important fact that every semisimple Lie algebra
is direct sum of simple ones, and we shall later (in Ch.2) find all simple Lie
algebras (overC). As for solvable Lie algebras, although a good many gen-
eral facts are known, there is no complete list of all possibilities. For the
“general” Lie algebra, we have the exact sequence0→ r→ g→ g/r→ 0,
with r solvable andg/r semisimple. Furthermore there is the Levi-Malcev
theorem (which we shall not prove, although it is not difficult) that this
sequence splits, i.e., thatg contains a sub Lie algebra complementary tor
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(and so isomorpic tog/r). Thus every Lie algebra is put together from a
solvable and a semisimple part. We describe how the two parts interact:

If one analyzes the brackets between elements ofr ands, one is led to
the notion ofsemidirect sum:Let a, b be two Lie algebras, and let there
be given a representationϕ of a on (the vector space)b by derivationsof
b (i.e., everyϕ(X) is a derivation ofb). We make the vector space direct
sum ofa andb into a Lie algebra, denoted bya ⊕ϕ b, by using the given
brackets in the two summandsa andb, and by defining[XY ] = ϕ(X)(Y )
for X in a andY in b. This is indeed a Lie algebra (the derivation property
of theϕ(X)’s is of course essential here), and there is an exact sequence
0→ b→ a⊕ϕ b→ a→ 0, which is in fact split, via the obvious embedding
of a as the first summand ofa⊕ b. (Forϕ = 0 this gives the ordinary direct
sum.) In these terms then, the generalg is semidirect sum of a semisimple
Lie algebras and a solvable Lie algebrar, under some representation ofs
on r by derivations.

1.7 Engel’s theorem
We begin the more detailed discussion of Lie algebras with a theorem that,
although it is rather special, is technically important; it is known asEngel’s
theorem.It connects nilpotence of a Lie algebra with ordinary nilpotence
of operators on a vector space.

THEOREM A. Let V be a vector space; letg be a sub Lie algebra
of the general linear Lie algebragl(V ), consisting entirely of nilpotent
operators. Theng is a nilpotent Lie algebra.

Second form of Engel’s theorem:

THEOREM A ′. If g is a Lie algebra such that all operatorsadX,
with X in g, are nilpotent, theng is nilpotent.

For the proof we start with

PROPOSITIONB. Let the Lie algebrag act on the non-zero vector
spaceV by nilpotent operators; then the nullspace

N = {v ∈ V : Xv = 0 for all X in g}

is not0.

We prove this by induction on the dimension ofg (most theorems on
nilpotent and solvable Lie algebras are proved that way). The casedim g =
0 is clear. Suppose the proposition holds for all dimensions< n, and take
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g of dimensionn (> 0). We may assume the representationϕ at hand
faithful, since otherwise the effective Lie algebrag/ kerϕ has dimension
< n. Thus we can considerg as sub Lie algebra ofgl(V ). Now g operates
on itself (actually on all ofgl(V )) by ad; and all operatorsadX, forX in g,
are nilpotent: We haveadX.Y = XY −Y X, (adX)2.Y = X2Y −2XYX+
Y X2, . . . , and the factorsX pile up on one side or the other. (IfXk = 0,
then(adX)2k = 0.) Letm be a maximal sub Lie algebra ofg different from
g (sub Lie algebras6= g exist, e.g.0; take one of maximal dimension).m
operates ong by restriction ofad.

This operation leavesm invariant, sincem is a sub Lie algebra, and so
there is the induced representation ing/m. This representation is still by
nilpotent operators, and thus the null space is non-zero, by induction hy-
pothesis. A non-zero element in this subspace is represented by an element
X0 not in m. The fact thatX0 is nullified modulom by m translates into
[mX0] ⊂ m. Thus((m, X0)) is a sub Lie algebra ofg, which by maximality
of m must be equal tog.

By induction hypothesis the nullspaceU of m in the originalV is non-
zero; and the operator relationY X0 = X0Y + [Y X0] shows thatX0 maps
U into itself (if u is nullified by all Y in m, so isX0u: apply both sides
of the relation tou and note that[Y X0] is in m). The operatorX0 is still
nilpotent onU and so has a non-zero nullvectorv; and thenv is a non-zero
nullvector for all ofg.

√

We now prove Theorem A. We apply Proposition B to the contragredient
action of g on the dual vectorspaceV > (see §1.5); the operators are of
course nilpotent. We find a non-zero linear functionλ onV that is annulled
by g. It follows that the space((g · V )), spanned by allXv with X in
g and v in V , is a proper subspace ofV ; namely it is contained in the
kernel ofλ, by λ(Xv) = X>λ(v) = 0. Since((g · V )) is of course invariant
underg, we can iterate the argument, and find that, witht = dimV , all
operators of the formX1 ·X2 · · · · ·Xt vanish, since eachXi decreases the
dimension by at least1. This implies Engel’s theorem, once we observe
that any long bracket[X1X2 . . . Xk] expands, by[XY ] = XY − Y X, into a
sum of products ofk X ’s. The second form of Engel’s theorem, Theorem
A′, follows readily: takingg asV and lettingg act byad, we just saw that
adX1 · adX2 · · · · · adXn is 0 (with n = dim g), and so[X1X2 . . . Xn+1] = 0
for all choices of theX ’s. (We remark that Engel’s theorem, in contrast to
the following theorems, holds for fields of any characteristic.)

√

1.8 Lie’s theorem
There are several equivalent forms of the theorem that commonly goes by
this name:
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THEOREM A. Let g be a solvable Lie algebra, acting on the vector
spaceV by a representationϕ, all overC. Then there exists a “joint eigen-
vector”; i.e., there is a non- zero vectorv0 in V that satisfiesXv0 = λ(X)v0,
whereλ(X) is a complex number (depending onX), for all X in g.

λ(X) depends of course linearly onX; i.e.,λ is a linear function onV .

THEOREM A ′. A complex irreducible representation of a complex
solvable Lie algebra is of dimension≤ 1.

THEOREM A ′′. Any complex representation of a complex solvable
Lie algebra is equivalent to a triangular one, i.e., to one with all matrices
(upper-) triangular.

It is easily seen that the three forms are equivalent. Note that every repre-
sentation of positive dimension has irreducible stable subspaces (those of
minimal positive dimension), and so A′ implies A. By considering induced
representations in quotients of invariant subspaces one gets A′′.

There is also a real version; we state the analog of A′.

THEOREM B. A real irreducible representation of a real solvable
Lie algebra is of dimension≤ 2, and is Abelian (all operators commute).

This follows from the complex version by complexification. An eigen-
vectorv + iw gives rise to the real invariant subspace((v, w)); the Abelian
property comes from the fact that one-dimensional complex representa-
tions are Abelian.

For the proof of Lie’s theorem we start with a lemma (Dynkin):

LEMMA C. Let g be a Lie algebra, acting on a vector spaceV ; let a
be an ideal ofg, and letλ be a linear function ona. LetW be the subspace
of V spanned by all the joint eigenvectors ofa with eigenvalueλ (i.e., the
v with Xv = λ(X)v for X in a). ThenW is invariant (under all ofg).

Proof: For v in W , A in a, andX in g we have

AXv = XAv + [AX]v = λ(A)Xv + λ([AX])v .

(Note that[AX] is in a.) Thus to show thatXv is in W , it is sufficient to
showλ([AX]) = 0. With fixedX andv we form the vectorsv0 = v, v1 =
Xv, v2 = X2v, . . . , vi = Xiv, . . . and the increasing sequence of spaces
Ui = ((v0, v1, . . . , vi)) for i ≥ 0. Let k be the smallest of thei with Ui =
Ui+1 (this exists of course). We show inductively that allUi are invariant
under everyA in a, and that the matrix ofA onUk is triangularwr to the
basis{v0, v1, . . . , vk}, with all diagonal elements equal toλ(A). For i = 0
we haveAv0 = λ(A)v0 by hypothesis. Fori > 0 we have
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Avi = AXiv = XAXi−1v+[AX]Xi−1v = XAvi−1+[AX]vi−1. The second
term is inUi−1 by induction hypothesis ([AX] is in a). For the first term
we haveAvi−1 = λ(A)vi−1 mod Ui−2, and thusXAvi−1 = λ(A)vi mod
Ui−1. Altogether,Avi = λ(A)vi mod Ui−1, which clearly proves our claim.
Taking trace onUk we find trA = (k + 1) · λ(A); in particulartr [AX] =
(k+1) ·λ([AX]). ButUk is clearly also invariant underX, and sotr [AX] =
tr (AX −XA) = 0. With k+ 1 > 0 this showsλ([AX]) = 0. (Note: the fact
that the characteristic of the field is0 is crucial here.)

√

The proof of Lie’s theorem proceeds now by induction on the dimension
of g, the casedim g = 0 being obvious. Consider ag of dim = n(> 1),
and suppose the theorem true for all dimensions< n. In g there exists an
ideal a of codimension1 (since any subspace containingg′ is an ideal,
by [ag] ⊂ [gg] ⊂ a, with, incidentally, Abelian quotientg/a). By induction
hypothesisa has a joint eigenvector inV , with eigenvector a linear function
λ. By Dynkin’s lemma the spaceW , spanned by all eigenvectors ofa to
λ, is invariant underg. Let X0 be an element ofg not in a; we clearly
havea + ((X0)) = g. SinceX0W ⊂ W and we are overC, X0 has an
eigenvectorv0 in W , with eigenvalueλ0 (note that by its constructionW
is not0). And nowv0 is joint eigenvector forg, with eigenvalueλ(A)+rλ0

for X = A+ rX0.
√

1.9 Cartan’s first criterion
This criterion is a condition for solvability in terms of the Killing form:

THEOREM A. A Lie algebrag is solvable iff its Killing form κ
vanishes identically on the derived Lie algebrag′.

It is easy to see that both solvability and vanishing ofκ on g′ remain un-
changed under complexification for a realg; thus we may takeg complex.
We begin with a proposition that contains the main argument:

PROPOSITIONB. Let g be a sub Lie algebra ofgl(V ) for a vector
spaceV with the propertytr (XY ) = 0 for all X,Y in g. Then the derived
Lie algebrag′ is nilpotent.

Note that the combinationXY , and not[XY ], appears here. The proof uses
the Jordan form of operators. TakeX in g′; we haveX = S+N with SN =
NS, N nilpotent, andS diagonal= diag(λ1, . . . , λn) relative to a suitable
basis ofV . (We consider all operators onV as matriceswr to this basis and
take the usual matrix unitsEij, with 1 asij-entry and0 everywhere else, as
basis forgl(V ).) PutS = diag(λ̄1, . . . , λ̄n) (i.e., the complex conjugate of
S); thenS can be written as a polynomial inS, by Lagrange interpolation
(sinceλi = λj impliesλ̄i = λ̄j , there is a polynomialp(x) with p(λi) = λ̄i).
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Now consider the representationad of gl(V ), restricted tog. We have
adX = adS + adN . Here [SN ] = 0 implies [adS adN ] = 0 (ad is a
representation!);adN is nilpotent (as in the proof of Engel’s theorem); and
finally, adS is diagonal, with eigenvalueλi−λj onEij, and so semisimple.
ThusadS + adN is the Jordan decomposition ofadX; and soadS is a
polynomial inadX. Furthermore,adS is also diagonal, with eigenvalue
λ̄i − λ̄j onEij; therefore againadS is a polynomial inadS, and then also
one inadX. This finally impliesadS(g) ⊂ g, or: [SY ] is in g for Y in g.

From S = p(S) we infer thatS andN commute, and so the product
SN is nilpotent, and in particular has trace0. Therefore we havetrSX =
trSS = Σλiλ̄i.

On the other hand we haveX = Σ[ArBr] with Ar, Br in g, sinceX is
in g′; for each term we havetrS[AB] = tr (SAB − SBA) = trSAB −
trASB = tr [SA]B, and, since[SA] is in g as shown above, this vanishes
by hypothesis ong. Thus we haveΣλiλ̄i = 0, which forces allλi to vanish,
so that finallyS is 0. We have shown now that allX in g′ are nilpotent;
Engel’s theorem tells us that theng′ is nilpotent.

√

Now to Cartan’s first criterion: Consider the representationad of g on
g. The image is a sub Lie algebraq of gl(g), and there is the exact se-
quence0 → z → g → q → 0, with z the center ofg (which is solvable,
even Abelian). The vanishing of the Killing form ofg on g′ translates into
trAB = 0 for all A,B in q′. Proposition B gives nilpotence ofq′′, which
makesq′ andq solvable. From Lemma A, §1.6, on short exact sequences
of solvable Lie algebras we find thatg is solvable.

√

For the converse part of Theorem A we apply Lie’s theorem to the ad-
joint representation. The matrices for theadX are then triangular. ForX
in g′ all diagonal elements ofadX are then0 (clear for anyadA · adB −
adB · adA); the same is then true foradX · adY with X,Y in g′, and thus
the Killing form (the trace) vanishes, in fact “quite strongly”, ong′.

√

1.10 Cartan’s second criterion
This describes the basic connection between semisimplicity and the Killing
form:

THEOREM A. A Lie algebrag is semisimple iff its dimension is
positive and its Killing form is non-degenerate.

(κ non-degenerate means: If for someX0 in g the valueκ(X0, Y ) is 0 for
all Y in g, thenX0 is 0.)

Just as for the first criterion we may assume thatg is complex, since
both semisimplicity and non-degeneracy ofκ are unchanged by complex-
ification (the radical of the complexification is the complexification of the
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radical; one can describe non-degeneracy ofκ as: If{X1, . . . , Xn} is a basis
for g, then the determinant of the matrix[κ(Xi, Xj)] is not0).

Proof of Theorem A:(1) Supposeg not semisimple. It has then a non-
zero Abelian ideala. TakeA in a, not 0, and take anyX in g. ThenadA ·
adX · adA mapsg into 0 (namelyg → a → a → 0), andadA · adX is
nilpotent (of order 2). Soκ(A,X), the trace ofadA · adX, is 0, andκ is
degenerate.

(2) Supposeκ degenerate. Putg⊥ = {X : κ(X,Y ) = 0 for all Y in g}; this
is thedegeneracy subspaceor radical of κ; it is not 0, by assumption. It is
also an ideal, as follows from the (infinitesimal) invariance ofκ (we have
κ(X, [Y Z]) = κ([XY ], Z), by (*) in §1.5), and so[XY ] is in g⊥, if X is.
Obviously the restriction ofκ to g⊥ is identically0. Since the restriction
of the Killing form to an ideal is the Killing form of the ideal, the Killing
form of g⊥ is 0. Cartan’s first criterion then implies thatg⊥ is solvable, and
sog is not semisimple.

√

There are three important corollaries.

COROLLARY B. A Lie algebrag is semisimple iff it is direct sum
of simple Lie algebras.

Let g be semisimple, and leta be any (non-zero) ideal. Thena⊥ =
{X : κ(X,Y ) = 0 for all Y in a} is also an ideal, by the invariance of
κ, as above. Non-degeneracy ofκ implies dim a + dim a⊥ = dim g. (If
{Y1, . . . , Yr} is a basis ofa, then the equationsκ(X,Y1) = 0, . . . , κ(X,Yr) =
0 are independent). Furthermorea ∩ a⊥ is also an ideal ofg, with vanish-
ing Killing form (arguing as above), therefore solvable (by Cartan’s first
criterion), and therefore0 by semisimplicity ofg. It follows thatg is the
direct sum ofa anda⊥ (note [a, a⊥] is 0, as sub Lie algebra ofa ∩ a⊥).
Clearlya anda⊥ must be semisimple (they can’t have solvable ideals, or,
their Killing forms must be non-degenerate). Thus we can use induction
on the dimension ofg.

√

The argument in the other direction is simpler: semisimplicity is pre-
served under direct sum, and simple implies semisimple.

COROLLARY C. A semisimple ideal in a Lie algebra is direct sum-
mand.

The proof is substantially the same as that for Corollary B. The com-
plementary ideal is found as the subspace orthogonal to the idealwr to
the Killing form. The intersection of the two is0, since by Cartan’s first
criterion it is a solvable ideal in the given ideal.

√
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COROLLARY D. Every derivation of a semisimple Lie algebra is
inner.

Let g be the Lie algebra andD the derivation. In the vector spaceg⊕FD,
spanned byg and the abstract “vector”D, we define a [ ]-operation by
[DD] = 0, [DX] = −[XD] = DX (i.e., equal to the image ofX underD),
and the given bracket withing. One checks that this is a Lie algebra, and
that it hasg as an ideal. By Corollary C there is a complementary ideal,
which is of dimension 1 and is clearly spanned by an element of the form
−X0 +D, with someX0 in g. Complementarity implies[−X0 +D,X] = 0,
i.e.,DX = adX0.X for all X in g; in short,D = adX0.

√

1.11 Representations ofA1

From §1.1 we recall thatA1,= sl(2,C), is the (complex) Lie algebra with
basis{H,X+, X−} and relations

[HX+] = 2X+, [HX−] = −2X−, [X+X−] = H.

(Incidentally, this is alsosu(2)C, the complexifiedsu(2), and therefore
alsoo(3)C. Indeed,H, X+, X− are equal to, respectively,−2iSz,−iSx −
Sy,−iSx + Sy, with theS’s of §1.1, Example 9.)

Our purpose in this and the following section is to describe all repre-
sentations ofA1. We do this here, in order to have something concrete to
look at and also because the facts are of general interest (e.g., in physics,
in particular in elementary quantum theory); furthermore, the results fore-
shadow the general case; and, finally, we will use the results in studying
the structure and representations of semisimple Lie algebras.

Let then an action ofA1 on a (complex) vectorspaceV be given. The
basis of all the following arguments is the following simple fact:

LEMMA A. Let v be an eigenvector of (the operator assigned to)
H, with eigenvalueλ. ThenX+v andX−v, if different from 0, are also
eigenvectors ofH, with eigenvaluesλ+ 2 andλ− 2.

Proof. We are givenHv = λv. In the language of physics, we “use the
commutation relations”, i.e., we note that[HX+] acts asH ◦X+−X+ ◦H.
Thus we haveHX+v = X+Hv+ [HX+]v = λX+v+ 2X+v = (λ+ 2)X+v;
similarly forX−.

√

To analyze the action ofA1, we first note that eigenvectors ofH exist,
of course (that is the reason for usingC). Take such a one,v, and form
the sequencev,X+v, (X+)2v, . . . (iteratingX+). By Lemma A all these
vectors are either0 or eigenvectors ofH, with no two belonging to the
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same eigenvalue. SinceH has only a finite number of eigenvalues, we will
arrive at a non-zero vectorv0 that satisfiesHv0 = λv0 for someλ and
X+v0 = 0. With this v0 we definev1 = X−v0, v2 = X−v1, . . . (iterating
X−); we also definev−1 = 0. Let vr be the last non-zero vector in the
sequence.

By Lemma A we haveHvi = (λ − 2i)vi for all i ≥ −1. Next we prove,
inductively, the relationsX+vi = µivi−1 with µi = i·(λ+1−i), for all i ≥ 0.
The casei = 0 is clear, withµ0 = 0. The induction step consists in the
computationX+vi+1 = X+X−vi = X−X+vi + [X+X−]vi = µivi + Hvi =
(µi + λ − 2i), which showsµi+1 = µi + λ − 2i; with the initial condition
µ0 = 0 this gives the claimed value forµi. Now we takei = r + 1, so that
vr 6= 0, but vr+1 = 0. From0 = X+vr+1 = µr+1vr we read offµr+1 = 0;
this givesλ = r.

The vectorsv0, v1, . . . , vr are eigenvectors ofH to different eigenvalues
and so independent. The formulae for the action ofX+ andX− show that
the space((v0, v1, . . . , vr)) is invariant under the action ofA1. [In fact, the
action is very simple:X+ moves thevi “down”, X− moves them “up”, and
the “ends” go to0.] In particular, ifV irreducible, this space is equal toV .
Thus we know what irreducible representations must look like.

It is also clear that irreducible representations of this type exist. Take
any natural numberr ≥ 0. Take a vector space of dimensionr + 1, with
a basis{v0, v1, . . . , vr}, and define an action ofA1 by the formulae above:
Hvi = (r − 2i)vi, X−vi = vi+1 (and= 0 for i = r), X+vi = µivi−1 with
µi = i(r + 1− i) (and= 0 for i = 0). It should be clear that this is indeed a
representation ofA1, i.e., that the relations[X+X−]v = Hv, etc., hold for
all vectorsv in the space.

Furthermore, this representation is irreducible: From any non-zero lin-
ear combination of thevi one gets, by a suitable iteration ofX+, a non-zero
multiple of v0, and then, with the help ofX−, all thevi.

√

It is customary to putr = 2s (with s = 0, 1/2, 1, . . . ), and to denote the
representation just described byDs. It is of dimension2s + 1. We write
out the matrices forH,X+, X− underDs,wr to the vi-basis. Theµi, =
i(2s+ 1− i), strictly speaking should carrys as a second index.

H → diag(2s, 2s− 2, . . . , 2− 2s,−2s)

X+ →























0 µ1 0

0 µ2

...

0 µr

0 0























, X− →























0 0

1 0

1 0

...

0 1 0
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We emphasize:H (i.e., the matrix representing it inDs) is diagonal; the
eigenvalues are integers; they range in steps of 2 from2s to −2s. As for
X+ andX−, the shape of the matrix (off-diagonal) is fixed; but the en-
tries (in contrast to those forH) change, in a simple way, if one modifies
the vi by numerical factors. The following normalization is fairly com-
mon in physics: The basic vectors are calledvm, with m running down
in steps of one froms to −s with Hvm = 2m · vm. The two other op-
erators are defined byX+vm =

√

s(s+ 1)−m(m+ 1) · vm+1, X−vm =
√

s(s+ 1)−m(m− 1) · vm−1. (The values(s+ 1)−m(m+ 1) corresponds
to our earlieri(2s+ 1− i).)

We have established theclassificationresult (W. Killing):

THEOREM B. The representationsDs, with s = 0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . , of
dimension2s+ 1, form the complete list (up to equivalence) of irreducible
representations ofA1.

We note:D0 is thetrivial representation, of dimension1 (all operators
are 0). D1/2 is the representation ofA1 in its original form sl(2,C). D1

is the adjoint representation (see the example in §1.5, withX+, H,X− as
v0, v1, v2).

There is a simple and concrete model for all theDs (as reps ofsl(2,C),
and also of the groupSL(2,C)), starting withD1/2 as the original action
on C2. Namely,Ds is the induced rep in the spaceS2sC2 of symmetric
tensors of rank2s (a subspace of the2s-fold tensor power ofC2) or equiv-
alently the2s-fold symmetric power ofC2. Writing u andv for the two
standard basis vectors(1, 0) and (0, 1) of C2, this is simply the space of
the homogeneous polynomials of degree2s in the two symbolsu andv.

Here the elementg =
[

a b
c d

]

of SL(2,C) acts through the substitu-

tion u → au + cv, v → bu + dv, and the elementX =
[

α β
γ −α

]

of

sl(2,C) acts through thederivation(i.e.,X(p · q) = Xp · q + p · Xq) with
Xu = αu+γv, Xv = βu−αv. This action ofsl(2,C) can be described with
standard differential operators:H acts asu∂u− v∂v,X+ asu∂v, andX− as
v∂u. To show that this is indeed the promised rep, one verifies that these
differential operators satisfy the commutation relations ofH, X+, andX−
(so that we have a rep), that the largest eigenvalue ofH is 2s (operating on
u2s), and that the dimension of the space is correct, namely2s+ 1.
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(Warning: Theu and v are not the components of the vectors ofC2.
These components, sayx andy, undergo the transformation usually writ-
ten as

[

x
y

]

→
[

a b
c d

] [

x
y

]

resp
[

α β
γ −α

] [

x
y

]

,

i.e.,x → ax + by, y → cx + dy, respx → αx + βy, y → γx − αy. With x
andy interpreted (as they should be) as the dual basis of the dual space to
C2, this describes the transposed action of the original one, with the trans-
posed matrix. Thus we are in the wrong space (although it is quite natu-
rally isomorphic toC2) and we don’t have a representation (but an anti-
representation). The second trouble can be remedied by using the inverse,
resp negative, and thus getting the contragredient representationD4s . And
it so happens thatDs is equivalent to its dual (it is self-contragredient, see
§3.9), so that the trouble is not serious.)

There is another classical model for theDs with integrals, which is of
interest; we describe it briefly. As noted above, we may takeo(3,C) instead
of sl(2,C) or, even simpler, the real Lie algebrao(3).

We writeR3 with the three coordinatesx, y, z, and consider the (infinite-
dimensional) vectorspaceP of polynomials inx, y, z with complex coef-
ficients. There is a natural induced action ofo(3) on this space (and more
generally on the space of all complex-valuedC∞-functions) asdifferential
operators: Rx, Ry, Rz act, respectively, as

Lx = z∂y − y∂z
Ly = x∂z − z∂x
Lz = y∂x − x∂y.

(Verify that theL’s satisfy the correct commutation relations. Physicists
like to take instead the operatorsJx = i ·Lx, etc., theangular momen-
tum operators, because these versions are self-adjoint wr to the usual inner
product between complex-valued functions.) There is also theLaplace op-
erator ∆ = ∂2

x + ∂2
y + ∂2

z ; the polynomials (or functions) annulled by it are
theharmonicones.∆ commutes with theL’s. It is easy to see (e.g., using
the coordinatesw, w̄, z defined below) that∆ maps the spacePs of poly-
nomials of degrees ontoPs−2; one computes then the dimension of the
harmonic subspaceVs of Ps as2s+ 1.

Now to our representations: The harmonic spaceVs is invariant under
the L’s. We claim that the induced representation is exactlyDs. To es-
tablish this , we note that the operator corresponding to theH of sl(2,C)
is −2iRz (see above); thus we have to find the eigenvalues of−2iLz. To
this end we introduce the new variablesw = x + iy and w̄ = x − iy,
so that we write our polynomials as polynomials inw, w̄, z. There are
the usual operators∂w = 1/2(∂x − i∂y) and ∂w̄ = 1/2(∂x + i∂y) with
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∂ww = ∂w̄w̄ = 1, ∂ww̄ = ∂w̄w = 0. They commute with each other, and
we have∆ = 4∂w∂w̄ + ∂2

z andH = 2(w̄∂w̄ − w∂w). We see thatwa · w̄b · zc
is eigenvector ofH with eigenvalue2(b − a). In V s the maximal eigen-
value ofH is 2s; it occurs only once, for the elementw̄s, which happens
to be harmonic. Thus the harmonic subspace has the dimension and the
maximal eigenvalue ofDs and is therefore equivalent to it.

√

For s = 0 the harmonic polynomials are just the constants, fors = 1 we
havex, y andz, for s = 2 we findyz, zx, andxy and theax2 + by2 + cz2

with a+ b+ c = 0, a five-dimensional space.

The restrictions of the harmonic polynomials (as functions onR3) to
the unit sphere(defined byx2 + y2 + z2 = 1) are the classicalspherical
harmonics. Also note that our operators above are real and we could have
worked with real polynomials; i.e., the real spherical harmonics are a real
form of the space of spherical harmonics, in each degree.

1.12 Complete reduction forA1

We prove thecomplete reductiontheorem:

THEOREM A. Every representation ofA1 is direct sum of irre-
ducible ones (i.e., ofDs’s).

We give a special, pedestrian, proof, although later (§3.4) we shall bring
a general and shorter proof. Our method is a modification of Casimir and
van der Waerden’s original one [4]. (This paper introduced what is now
known as theCasimir operator, which turned out to be a very important
object. In particular it leads to the simple general proof for complete re-
ducibility alluded to above. It is interesting to note that Casimir and van
der Waerden used the Casimir operator only for certain cases; the major
part of their paper uses arguments of the kind described below.)
First we consider a representation on a vector spaceV with an invari-
ant irreducible subspaceV ′ and irreducible induced action on the quotient
W = V/V ′. (The general case will be reduced to this one by a simple
argument.) We writeπ : V → W for the (equivariant) projection. Let
the representation inV ′ beDs, with basisv0, v1, . . . , vr as in §1.11 (here
r = 2s) and let the representation inW beDq, with basisw0, w1, . . . , wp
(andp = 2q). We must produce an invariant complementU to V ′ in V .

The eigenvalues ofH onV (with multiplicities) are those ofDs together
with those ofDq. But it is not clear thatH is diagonizable. In fact, that is
the main problem. There are two cases.

(1) The easy caseq > s, or 2s and2q of different parity. Letu0 be an
eigenvector ofH in V with eigenvalue2q. Clearly u0 is not in V ′. By
Lemma A of §1.11 we haveX+u0 = 0, since2q + 2 is not eigenvalue of
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H. But then, as described in §1.11,u0 generates an invariant subspaceU
of typeDq, which is obviously complementary toV ′.

(2) q ≤ s, and2s and 2q have the same parity. Putd = 2e = r − p,
and noteHve = 2qve, by r − 2e = 2q. We show first that there is another
eigenvector ofH to this eigenvalue.

If not, then there exists a vectoru0, not inV ′, withHu0 = 2qu0+ve (namely
a vector annulled by(H − 2q)2, but not byH − 2q itself); we may arrange
π(u0) = w0. We formu1 = X−u0, u2 = X−u1, . . . and prove inductively
(usingHX− = X−H − 2X−) the relationHui = (2q − 2i)ui + ve+i. We
now distinguish the casesq < s andq = s.

(a) If q < s, thenup+1 lies inV ′, since by equivariance we haveπ(up+1) =
X−wp = 0. But nov in V ′ can satisfy the relationHv = (2q − 2p − 2)v +
ve+p+1 (write v asΣaivi and apply the diagonal matrixH). So this case
cannot occur.

(b) If q = s (i.e., e = 0), we findHur+1 = (−2s − 2)ur+1, sincevr+1 is
0; this impliesur+1 = 0, since−2s − 2 is not eigenvalue ofH on V . We
prove now, by induction, the formulaX+ui = µiui−1 + ivi−1 (with µi as in
§1.11): FirstX+u0 = 0. This follows fromHX+u0 = X+Hu0 + 2X+u0 =
(2s+ 2)X+u0 (becauseX+v0 = 0); but2s+ 2 is not eigenvalue ofH. Next,
X+u1 = X+X−u0 = X−X+u0 + Hu0 = 2su0 + v0, etc. (For the factorµi
noteX+ui ≡ µiui−1 mod V ′, by applyingπ.) For i = r + 1 we now get a
contradiction, sinceur+1 andµr+1 vanish, butvr does not.

ThusH has a second eigenvector to eigenvalue2q, in addition tove.
In fact there is such a vector,u0, that also satisfiesX+u0 = 0. This is
automatic ifq = s; in the caseq < s it follows from Lemma A in §1.11,
since the eigenvalue2q+ 2 of H has multiplicity1. And now the vectoru0

generates the complementary subspaceU that we were looking for.
√

We come now to the general case. LetA1 act onV , and letV1 be an
irreducible invariant subspace (which exists by the minimal dimension
argument); let againπ be the quotient map ofV onto W = V/V1. By
induction over the dimension we may assume the action ofA1 onW com-
pletely reducible, so thatW is direct sum of irreducible invariant subspaces
Wi, with i = 2, . . . , k. PutW ′i = π−1(Wi). We have the exact sequences
0 → V1 → W ′i → Wi → 0, with irreducible subspace and quotient. As
proved above, there exists an invariant (and irreducible) complementVi
to V1 in W ′i . It is easy to see now thatV is direct sum of theVi with
i = 1, . . . , k; complete reduction is established.

√

The number of times a givenDs appears in the complete reduction of
a representationϕ is called themultiplicity ns of Ds in ϕ. One writes
ϕ =

∑

nsDs. (Of course usually one lists only the—finitely many—non-
zerons’s.) The whole decomposition (i.e., thens’s) is determined by the
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eigenvalues ofH (and their multiplicities). For instance, thens for the
largests is equal to the multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue ofH.

In particular, it is quite easy to work out the decomposition of the tensor
product of twoDs’s (the definitionH(v⊗w) = Hv⊗w+v⊗Hw shows that
the eigenvalues ofH are the sums of the eigenvalues for the two factors).
The result is

Ds ⊗Dt = Ds+t +Ds+t−1 +Ds+t−2 + · · ·+D|s−t| .

(Verify that the eigenvalues ofH, including multiplicities, are the same on
the two sides of the formula.)

This relation is known as theClebsch-Gordan series; it plays a role in
quantum theory (angular momentum, spin, . . . ).

We add two more remarks about theDs, namely about invariant bilinear
forms and about invariant anti-involutions on their carrier spaces.

As noted earlier,sl(2,C) is alsosp(1,C) – there is the invariant skew-
symmetric formx1y2−x2y1 or det[XY ] onC2. This form induces invariant
bilinear formsqs on the symmetric powers ofC2, i.e., on the carrier spaces
of theDs. For half-integrals (even dimension2s + 1) the form turns out
skew-symmetric, and soDs is symplectic (meaning that all the operators
are in the symplectic Lie algebra wr toqs). For integrals (odd dimension
2s+1) the form turns out symmetric, and soDs is orthogonal (all operators
are in the orthogonal Lie algebra ofqs). Explicitly this looks as follows:

For the representation space ofDs we take the physicists’ basis{vm}
withm = −s,−s+1,−s+2, . . . , s−1, s. Thenqs is given byqs(vm, v−m) =
(−1)s−m and byqs(vi, vj) = 0 if i 6= −j. (This is skew for half-integrals
and symmetric for integrals.) Invariance underH is clear, sincevm and
v−m are eigenvectors with eigenvalues2m and−2m. Invariance underX+

andX− takes a little more computation.

Now to the second topic: Ananti-involutionon a complex vector space
V is a conjugation (anR− linear operator onV (i.e.,onVR), sayσ, with
σ(iv) = −iσ(v)) that satisfies the relationσ ◦ σ = ±id.

In the case+id (first kind) the eigenvalues ofσ are±1. LetV+, respV−,
be the+1-, resp−1-, eigenspace ofσ. ThenV− is i ·V+ andVR is the direct
sum ofV+ andV−.

In the case−id (second kind) one can makeV into aquaternionicvec-
torspace, by defining multiplying by the quaternion unitj as applyingσ.
(Usually one lets the quaternions act onV from the right side.)

On C2 there is a familiar anti-involution, of the second kind, sayσ,
namely “going to the unitary perpendicular”: In terms of the basis{u, v}
defined earlier we haveσ(u) = v andσ(v) = −u, and generallyσ(au +
bv) = −b̄u+ āv.
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Next we recall that, as noted at the beginning of this section, insl(2,C)
we find the real sub Lie algebrasu(2) . It is geometrically clear, and easily
verified by computation, thatσ commutes with the elements ofsu(2). Thus
according to what we said above, we can regardC2 as (one-dimensional)
quaternion space, and the action ofsu(2) is quaternion-linear.

This extends in the obvious way to the otherDs: as described earlier,
the carrier spaces are spaces of homogeneous polynomials (of degree2s)
in u andv, and soσ induces anti-involutions in them. These are of the first,
resp second, kind whens is integral, resp half-integral. Of courseσ still
commutes with the action ofsu(2) (viaDs).

Thus for half-integrals we have quaternionic spaces, on whichsu(2)
acts quaternion-linearly.

For integrals the repDs (restricted tosu(2)) is real in the sense that
the+1-eigenspace ofσ is a real form of the carrier space, invariant under
the operators ofsu(2). (Thus in a suitable coordinate system all the repre-
senting matrices will be real.) It also turns out that the formqs is positive
definite there. All this becomes clearer if we remember thatsu(2) is iso-
morphic too(3). So we found that theDs for integrals, as representation
spaces ofo(3), are real; but we know that already from our discussion of
the spherical harmonics. In particularD1|o(3) is the representation ofo(3)
“by itself” on R3, with q1 corresponding tox2 + y2 + z2.

We discuss these matters in greater generality in §3.10.
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Structure Theory

In this chapter we develop the structure theory of the general semisim-
ple Lie algebra overC (the Weyl-Chevalley normal form) and bring the
completeclassification of semisimple Lie algebras(after W. Killing and
E. Cartan). — Throughoutg is a complex Lie algebra, of dimensionn,
semisimple from §2.3 on. The concepts from linear algebra employed are
described briefly in the Appendix.

2.1 Cartan subalgebra
A Cartan sub Lie algebra(commonly calledCartan subalgebra, CSA in
brief, and usually denoted byh) is a nilpotent sub Lie algebra that is equal
to its own normalizer ing. This somewhat opaque definition is the most
efficient one. We will see later that for semisimple Lie algebras it is equiv-
alent toh being maximal Abelian withadH semisimple (diagonizable) for
all H in h. (Remark, with apologies: the arbitraryH in h that appears here
and will appear frequently from here on has to be distinguished from the
specific elementH of sl(2,C) (see §1.1).) Forgl(n,C) aCSA is the set of
all diagonal matrices—clearly an object of interest.

We write l for the dimension ofh; this is called therank of g, and we
shall see later that it does not depend on the choice ofh.

We establish existence and develop the important properties:
LetX be an element ofg. ThenadX is an operator on the vector space

g, and so there is the primary decompositiong =
⋃

λ gλ(X), whereλ runs
through the eigenvalues ofadX andgλ(X) is the nilspace ofadX−λ. (We
recall thatgλ(X) consists of all elementsY of g that are nullified by some
power ofadX−λ. This makes sense for anyλ, but is different from0 only
if λ is an eigenvalue ofadX.)

The special nature of the operators inad g finds its expression in the
relations

(1) [gλ(X), gµ(X)] ⊂ gλ+µ(X).

(The right-hand side is0, if λ + µ is not eigenvalue ofadX; i.e., in that
casegλ(X) andgµ(X) commute.)
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They follow from the identity(adX − (λ + µ)) · [Y Z] = [(adX − λ) ·
Y, Z]+[Y, (adX−µ)·Z] (the Jacobi identity) and the expression for(adX−
(λ + µ))r · [Y Z] that results by iteration. In particular,g0(X) is a sub Lie
algebra; it containsX, by adX ·X = [XX] = 0.

The elementX is regular if the nility of adX (the algebraic multiplic-
ity of 0 as eigenvalue) is as small as possible (compared with all other
elements ofg); and singular in the contrary case. For anyX in g, the
coefficients of the characteristic polynomialdet(adX − t) = (−1)n(tn −
D1(X)tn−1+D2(X)tn−2−. . . ) are polynomial functions ofX. HereDn(X),=
detX, is identically, since0 is eigenvalue ofadX, by [XX] = 0. LetDr(X)
be the last (i.e., largest index) of the not identically zero coefficients. Then
an elementX is regular precisely ifDr(X) is not0. The regular elements
form the algebraic set of zeros ofDr. (E.g., if g is Abelian, all elements
are regular.)

The next proposition shows that CSA’s exist and gives a way to construct
them.

PROPOSITIONA. If X is regular, then the sub Lie algebrag0(X) is
a Cartan subalgebra.

We first show nilpotence:
For anyY in g0(X) (in particular forX itself) we haveadY.gλ(X) ⊂

gλ(X), by formula (1), for anyλ. For aλ 6= 0 the operatoradX, restricted
to gλ(X), is non-singular (all eigenvalues ofadX on gλ(X) equalλ). By
continuity there is a neighborhoodU of X in g0(X) such that for anyY in
U the restriction ofadY to gλ(X) is also non-singular. It follows that the
restriction ofadY to g0(X) is nilpotent; otherwise the nility ofadY would
be smaller than that ofadX. But thenadY is nilpotent ong0(X) for all Y
in g0(X) by “algebraic continuation": nilpotence amounts to the vanishing
of certain polynomials (the entries of a certain power of the restriction of
adY to g0(X)); and if a polynomial vanishes on an open set, likeU , it
vanishes identically ong0(X). Engel’s theorem now shows thatg0(X) is a
nilpotent Lie algebra.

Next we show thatg0(X) is its own normalizer ing: adX is non-singular
on eachgλ(X) with λ 6= 0; thus if [XY ], = adX.Y , belongs tog0(X), so
mustY .

√

We note: The results of the next two sections will imply that forsemisim-
ple g aCSA can be defined as a sub Lie algebra that is maximal Abelian
and hasadX semisimple (diagonizable) ong for all its elementsX.
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2.2 Roots

Let h be aCSA. Nilpotence implies thath is contained ing0(H) (as defined
in §1.1) for any elementH of h . (For anyH ′ in h we have(adH)r.H ′ =
[HH . . .HH ′] = 0 for larger.) Thus, ifH andH ′ are two elements ofh,
all gλ(H) are invariant underadH ′, by formula (1) in §2.1, and it follows
that eachgλ(H) is direct sum of its intersections with thegµ(H ′). (This
is simply the primary decomposition ofadH ′ ongλ(H).) Furthermore, all
these intersections are invariant underad h, again by (1) in §2.1.

Iterating this process with elementsH ′′, H ′′′, . . . of h (we look for ele-
ments, under whose primary decomposition some subspace of the previous
stage decomposes further; for dimension reasons we come to an end after
a finite number of steps) we see thatg can be written as direct sum of sub-
spaces invariant underad h with the property that on each such subspace
each operatoradH, for anyH in h , has only one eigenvalue. It follows
from Lie’s Theorem (§1.8) that for each of these subspaces the (unique)
eigenvalue ofadH, as function ofH, is a linear function onh . (This is
clear in the triangularized form of the action.)

As an example: The subspaceg0 corresponding to the linear function0,
i.e., the intersection of the nilspaces ong of all adH with H in h (which
containsh) is h itself: Apply Lie’s Theorem to the action ofh on the quo-
tientg0/h; all eigenvalues (= diagonal elements) are0. If g0 were different
from h, one could then find a vectorY , not inh, with [HY ] in h for all H
in h; buth is its own normalizer ing.

We restate all this as follows: For each linear functionλ onh (= element
of the dual spaceh>) denote bygλ the intersection of the nilspaces of all
the operatorsadH − λ(H) ong, withH running overh. Thoseλ, different
from 0, for whichgλ is not 0, are called theroots of g wr to h; there are
only finitely many such, of course; they are usually denoted byα, β, γ, . . . .
The subset ofh> formed by them is denoted by∆. To eachα in ∆ there is
a subspacegα of g , invariant underad h , called theroot spaceto α, such
that

(a) g is direct sum ofh and thegα, for α in ∆,

(b) for eachα in ∆ and eachH in h the operatoradH has only one
eigenvalue ongα, namelyα(H), the value of the linear functionα onH.

(As a matter of fact, for eachα all theadH on gα have a simultaneous
triangularization, withα(H) on the diagonal, by Lie’s Theorem.) Occa-
sionally we write∆0 for ∆ ∪ 0. We note that∆ is not a subgroup ofh>:
it is after all a finite subset; in general “α andβ in ∆” neither implies nor
excludes “α+ β in ∆”. Clearly (1) of §1.1 implies

(2) [gλ, gµ] ⊂ gλ+µ (= 0, if λ+ µ is not in∆0) for all λ, µ in h>.
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We recall the Killing formκ or 〈, 〉 (see §1.5). We call two elementsX,
Y of g orthogonalto each other, in symbolsX ⊥ Y , if 〈X,Y 〉 is 0. We have

(3) gλ ⊥ gµ, unlessλ+ µ = 0, for all λ, µ in h>.

Proof: By (2) we have[gλ[gµgν ]] ⊂ gλ+µ+ν for all ν in ∆; i.e., forX in gλ
andY in gµ the operatoradX · adY sendsgν into gλ+µ+ν . Sinceg is direct
sum of thegν with ν in ∆0, we see by iteration thatadX ·adY is nilpotent,
if λ+ µ is not0; and so〈X,Y 〉 = tr (adX · adY ) = 0.

√

In particularh is orthogonal to all the rootspacesgα for α in ∆, andκ is
identically0 on eachgα.

Finally, since all theadX on eachgα can be taken triangular, we have
the explicit formula

(4) κ(H,H ′) =
∑

nα · α(H) · α(H ′), for H,H ′ in h, with nα = dim gα.

(For nilpotentg we haveh = g. Foraff(1) (see §1.1) we can takeCX2

asCSA.)

2.3 Roots for semisimpleg
From here for the rest of the chapter we takeg semisimple, so that the
Killing form is non-degenerate. This has many consequences:

(a) If all roots vanish on an elementH of h , thenH is 0.

Proof: H is orthogonal to allY in h , by (4) of §2.2. As noted after (3) in
§2.2,H is orthogonal to allgα for α in ∆. Thus〈H,Y 〉 = 0 for all Y in g.
Non-degeneracy now impliesH = 0.

(b) ((∆)) = h>. I.e., the roots spanh>; there arel linearly independent
roots.

This follows by vector space duality from (a).

(c) h is Abelian.

Proof: adY on anygα is (or can be taken) triangular for allY in h . Then for
H in [hh] the eigenvalue ongα, i.e., the valueα(H), is 0. Now (a) applies.

(d) The Killing form is non-degenerate onh.

This follows from the non-degeneracy ong together with the fact thath
is orthogonal to allgα for α in ∆ (see (3) in §2.2).
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(e) For everyH in h the operatoradH ong is semisimple. Equivalently:
For each rootα we haveadH.X = α(H) ·X for H in h andX in gα.

(Put differently:adH reduces ongα to the scalar operatorα(H).)

Proof: Let adH = S +N be the Jordan decomposition. One shows first
that S is a derivation ofg: NamelyS on gα is multiplication byα(H).
ForX in gα andY in gβ, with α, β in ∆0, we have[SX, Y ] + [X,SY ] =
[α(H)X,Y ]+[X,β(H)Y ] = (α+β)(H)[XY ]; and the latter isS[XY ] by (2)
of §2.2. By §1.10 there is aY in g with S = adY . SinceS ·Z = 0 for all Z
in h , Y is in the centralizer ofh and so actually inh. Also ad(H−Y ),= N ,
has only0 as eigenvalue ong ; i.e., all roots vanish onH − Y . By (a) we
haveH − Y = 0, and then alsoN = 0.

√

(f) ∆ = −∆. I.e., if α is in ∆, so is−α.

Proof: By (3) of §2.2 allgβ , except possiblyg−α, and alsoh are orthog-
onal togα. By non-degeneracy ofκ the spaceg−α cannot be0.

√

2.4 Strings
PROPOSITION A. For eachα in ∆ the subspace[gα, g−α] of h has
dimension 1, and the restriction ofα to it is not identically 0.

Proof: For anyX in gα the operatoradX is nilpotent ong , since by
(2) of §2.2 it mapsgβ to gβ+α (here, as often,g0 meansh ); iterating one
eventually gets to0. If Y is in g−α and [XY ] is 0, then adX · adY is
nilpotent (since thenadX andadY commute), and so〈X,Y 〉 vanishes. By
(3) of §2.2 and non-degeneracy ofκ there existX0 in gα andY0 in gα with
〈X0, Y0〉 6= 0, and thus also with[X0Y0] 6= 0. Sodim[gα, g−α] > 0.

For the remainder of the proof we need an important definition: Forα
andβ in ∆ theα−string ofβ is (ambiguously) either the set of those forms
β+ tα with integralt that are roots or0, or the direct sum, over all integral
t, of the spacesgα+tβ. We denote the string bygαβ ; of course only theβ+tα
that are roots or 0 actually appear). (Actually0 occurs only ifβ equals−α
(see §2.5); and in that case we modify the definition of string slightly at
the end of this section.)

By (2) of §2.2 clearlygαβ is invariant underadX, respadY for X in gα,
respY in gα. It follows that for suchX andY the trace ofad[XY ] (i.e., of
adX · adY − adY · adX) on gαβ is 0. Now for Z in h the trace ofadZ on
gγ is nγ · γ(Z) (see (4) in §2.2 fornγ), and so the trace ongαβ is of the form
pβ(Z) + qα(Z) with p = dim gαβ andq integral. Taking[XY ] (which is inh
by (2) of §2.2) asZ, we see: ifα([XY ]) is 0, so isβ([XY ]) for all β in ∆; but
then[XY ] is 0 by (a) in §2.3. In other words, the intersection of[gα, g−α]
and of the nullspace ofα is 0. Clearly this establishes the proposition.

√
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Sinceκ is non-degenerate onh, we have the usual isomorphism ofh
with its dual; i.e., to eachλ in h> (in particular to each root) there is a
unique elementhλ in h with 〈hλ, Z〉 = λ(Z) for all Z in h. Thehα for α in
∆ (calledroot vectors) spanh, by (b) of §2.3. We claim:hα is an element
of [gα, g−α].

PROPOSITIONB. For X in gα andY in g−α with 〈X,Y 〉 = 1 the
element[XY ] equalshα.

Proof: 〈[XY ], Z〉 = −〈Y, [XZ]〉 = 〈Y, [ZX]〉 = 〈Y, α(Z)X〉 = α(Z). Here
the first = comes from invariance of the Killing form, and the third from
(e) in §2.3.

By Prop. A we have〈hα, hα〉 = α(hα) 6= 0 (sincehα is of course not
0). We introduce the important elementsHα = (2/〈hα, hα〉) · hα, for α in
∆; they are thecoroots(of g wr to h) and will play a considerable role.
They spanh (just like thehα) and satisfy the relationsα(Hα) = 2 and
[gα, g−α] = Chα(= Ch−α). More is true about thegα.

PROPOSITIONC. For eachα in ∆ the dimension ofgα is 1, andgtα
is 0 for t = 2, 3, . . . (i.e., the multiples2α, 3α, . . . are not roots ).

Proof: By Prop. B there exist root elementsXα in gα andX−α in g−α so
that [XαX−α] = Hα. Using (e) of §2.3 andα(Hα) = 2, we see[HαXα] =
2Xα and[HαX−α] = −2X−α. Letqα be the subspace ofg spanned byX−α,
Hα, and all thegtα for t = 1, 2, 3 . . . .

Proposition A of §2.4, (e) of §2.3 and (2) of §2.2 imply thatqα is invari-
ant under the three operatorsXα, X−α andHα. It follows from adHα =
ad[Xα, X−α] = [adXα, adX−α] that the trace ofHα on qα is 0. From the
scalar nature ofHα on gα we see that this trace is2(−1 + nα + 2n2α +
3n3α + . . . ) (recallnβ = dim gβ). Therefore we must havenα = 1 (and so
gα = CXα ) andn2α = n3α = · · · = 0.

We modify the definition of theα-string of β for the caseβ = −α by
puttingg±α±α = ((Xα, Hα, X−α)).

Note that (4) of §2.2 now becomes

(4′) 〈X,Y 〉 =
∑

α(X) · α(Y ) for all X,Y in h

2.5 Cartan integers
The bracket relations between theHα, Xα, X−α introduced above show
that these three elements form a sub Lie algebra ofg; we shall denote it by
g(α). (NoteH−α = −Hα andg(−α) = g(α)). Quite clearlyg(α) is isomorphic
to the Lie algebraA1 that we studied in the last chapter, withHα, Xα,
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andX−α corresponding, in turn, toH, X+, andX−. This has important
consequences. Namely from the representation theory ofA1 (§1.11) we
know that in any representation the eigenvalues ofH are integers, and
are made up of sequences that go in steps of2 from a maximum+r to
a minimum−r, one such sequence for each irreducible constituent. Now
in the proof for Proposition A of §2.4 we saw in effect that the stringgαβ
is g(α)-stable (even for the modified definition in caseβ = −α); thus we
have a representation there. The eigenvalues ofadHα on gαβ are precisely
the valuesβ(Hα) + 2t, for those integerst for which β + tα is a root or
0 (recallα(Hα) = 2), and the multiplicities are1 ( we havedim gβ+tα =
1 by Prop.B, §2.4). It is clear then thatgαβ is irreducible underg(α) and
the representation is one of theDs’s; in particular, theset-values occupy
exactly some interval inZ (one describes this by saying that strings are
unbroken). We have:

PROPOSITIONA. The valuesβ(Hα), for α andβ in ∆, are integers
(they are denoted byaβα and called theCartan integersof g). For anyα
andβ there are two non-negative integersp (= p(α, β)) andq (= q(α, β)),
such that thegβ+tα that occur ingαβ (i.e., that are not 0) are exactly those
with −q ≤ t ≤ p.

There is the relation

(5) aβα = q − p.

(For β = −α the string consists ofg−α, ((Hα)), andgα; and one has
aαα = −aα,−α = 2.)

(In the literature one also finds the notationaαβ for the valueβ(Hα),
instead ofaβα.)

Relation (5) follows from the fact that the smallest eigenvalue,β(Hα)−
2q, must be the negative of the largest one,β(Hα) + 2p. (And the represen-
tation ongαβ is theDs with 2s = p+ q.) — We note that from the definition
we haveaβα = β(Hα) = 2〈hβ , hα〉/〈hα, hα〉 andaαα = 2.

aβα can be different fromaαβ. We shall see soon that only the numbers
0,±1,±2,±3 can occur asaβα. We develop some more properties.

PROPOSITIONB. For any two rootsα, β the combinationβ−aβα·α is
a root. In fact, withε = sign aβα all the termsβ, β−εα, β−2εα, ..., β−aβαα
are roots again (or0).

This follows from the fact thataβα lies in the interval[−p, q], by (5).
(Here0 can occur in the sequence only ifβ = −α, by Prop.C. ) We note a
slightly different, very useful version.
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PROPOSITIONB′. For two rootsα andβ with α 6= β, if β − α is not
a root (β is “α-minimal"), then one hasaβα ≤ 0.

Proof: q in (5) is now0.

There is an important strengthening of Proposition B of §2.4.

PROPOSITIONC. A multiple c · α of a rootα with c in C is again a
root iff c = ±1.

Proof: The if-part is (f) in §2.3. For the only if, supposeβ = cα is also
a root. Evaluating onHα and onHβ we getaβα = 2c and2 = c · aαβ.Thus
by Prop. A both2c and2/c are integers. It follows thatc must be one of
±1,±2,±1/2. Prop. C of §2.4 forbids±2 and then also±1/2.

√

GeneratorsXα of gα, always subject to[XαX−α] = Hα, will be called
root elements(to be distinguished from the root vectorshα of §2.4). One
might say thatg is constructed by putting together a number of copies of
A1 (namely theg(α)), in such a way that theX+’s andX−’s are indepen-
dent, but with relations between theH ’s [they all lie in h, and there are
usually more thanl (= dim h) roots].

Integrality of theaβα and formula (4′) of §2.4 imply that all inner prod-
ucts〈Hα, Hβ〉 are integers.

2.6 Root systems, Weyl group
Let h0 be the real subspace ofh formed by the real linear combinations of
theHα for α in ∆; we refer toh0 as thenormal real formof h. The values
of theβ(Hα) being integral, the roots ofg are (or better : restrict to) real
linear functions onh0 .

PROPOSITION A. The Killing form κ, restricted toh0, is a (real)
positive definite bilinear form .

Proof: The Killing form is non-negative by (4′) of §2.4, and an equation
〈X,X〉 = 0 implies that allα(X) vanish: this in turn impliesX = 0, by (a)
of §2.3. In the usual way, this defines the norm|X| = 〈X,X〉1/2 onh0.

The formula〈Hα, Hα〉 = 4/〈hα, hα〉, easily established, shows that the
〈hα, hα〉 , and then also all〈hα, hβ〉 are rational numbers, so that thehα are
rational multiples of theHα, and thehα also spanh0. Furthermore:

PROPOSITIONB. h0 is a real form ofh.

This means that anyX in h is uniquely of the formX ′ + iX ′′ with X ′

andX ′′ in h0, or thathR (i.e., h with scalars restricted toR) is the direct
sum ofh0 andih0, or that any basis ofh0 overR is a basis ofh overC.
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Proof: We haveCh0 = h (since theHα spanh), and soh is at any rate
spanned byh0 and ih0 (over R). For anyX in the intersectionh0 ∩ ih0

we haveX = iY with X andY in h0; therefore0 ≤ 〈X,X〉 (by positive
definiteness)= −〈Y, Y 〉 (by C-linearity of κ) ≤ 0 (positive definiteness
again). So〈X,X〉 = 0 and then alsoX = 0.

√

We consider the isomorphism ofh with its dual spaceh>, defined by
the Killing form (λ ↔ hλ as in §2.4). Clearly the real subspaceh0 goes
over into ((∆))R, theR-span of∆, which we denote byh>0 ; and clearly
this is a real form ofh>. We transfer the Killing form toh> (and toh>0 )
in the standard way, by putting〈λ, µ〉 = 〈hλ, hµ〉; the isomorphism (of
h with h> and of h0 with h>0 ) is then an isometry. (E.g., the definition
aβα = β(Hα) of the Cartan integers translates intoaβα = 2〈β, α〉/〈α, α〉.)
It is fairly customary to identifyh andh> under this map; however we
prefer to keep space and dual space separate.

We collect some properties of∆ into an important definition. LetV be
a Euclidean space, i.e., a vector space overR with a positive-definite inner
product〈, 〉.

DEFINITION C. An (abstract) root system (inV , wr to 〈, 〉 ) is a
finite non-empty subset, sayR, of V , not containing0, and satisfying

(i) For α, β in R, 2〈β, α〉/〈α, α〉 is an integer (denoted byaβα)

(ii) For α, β in R, the vectorβ − aβα · α is also inR,

(iii) If α and a multipler · α are both inR, thenr = ±1.

(Strictly speaking this is areducedroot system; one gets the slightly
more general notion ofunreducedroot system by dropping condition (iii).
The argument for Proposition C in §2.5 shows that the additionalr- values
allowed then are±2 and±1/2.)

Clearly the properties of the set∆ of roots ofg wr to h, developed above,
show that it is a root system inh>0 .

Note thataαα equals2, and that (i) and (ii) imply that−α belongs toR
if α does. Therank of a root systemR is the dimension of the subspace
of V spanned byR. (Thus the rank of∆ equals the rank ofg as defined in
§2.1.) We shall usually assume thatR spansV .

Condition (ii) has a geometrical meaning: For anyµ in V , 6= 0 , letSµ be
the reflection ofV wr to the hyperplane orthogonal toµ (this is an isometry
of V with itself; it is the identity map on that hyperplane and sendsµ into
−µ). It is a simple exercise to derive the formula

(7) Sµ(λ) = λ− 2〈λ, µ〉/〈µ, µ〉 · µ, for all λ in V.

We see that condition (ii) can be restated as
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(ii) ′ If α and β are inR, so isSα(β). Equivalently, the setR is
invariant under allSα.

Similarly, (i) can be restated as

(i)′ The differenceSα(β)− β is an integral multiple ofα.

TheSα, for α in R, generate a group of isometries ofV , called theWeyl
groupW of R (or of g , wr to h, if R is the set∆ of roots ofg wr to h ).
TheSα are theWeyl reflections.

Clearly anyS in W leavesR invariant. It is also clear that each suchS
is completely determined by the permutation of the elements ofR deter-
mined by it (and thatS is the identity on the orthogonal complement of
((R)) in V ). This implies thatW is a finite group.

Two root systemsR1 andR2 areequivalent, if there exists asimilarity
( = isometry up to a constant factor) of((R1)) onto ((R2)) that sends the
setR1 onto the setR2. A root system issimple, if it is not union of two
non-empty subsets that are orthogonal to each other, anddecomposablein
the opposite case. Obviously any root system is union of simple ones that
are pairwise orthogonal, and the splitting is unique.

Conversely, given two root systemsP andQ, there is a well-defined
direct sumP ⊕ Q, namely the union ofP andQ in the direct sum of the
associated vector spaces, with the usual inner product. We note that the set
{hα} of root vectors ofg wr to h is a root system inh0, equivalent and even
isometric to the root system∆ of roots ofg wr to h , in h>.

We interpolate a simple geometric observation.

PROPOSITIOND. The Weyl group of a simple root systemR acts
irreducibly on the vector spaceV of R.

In particular, theW-orbit of any non-zero vector spansV .

Proof: A subspaceW of V is stable under a reflectionSλ, for someλ in
V , iff it is either orthogonal toλ or containsλ. Thus, ifW is stable under
the Weyl group, in particular under all theSα for theα in R, it dividesR
into two sets: theα orthogonal toW and theα in W . By simplicity of R
one of these two sets is empty, which implies thatW is either0 or V .

√

With every root systemR = {α} there is associated adualor reciprocal
root systemR′ = {α′} in the same vector space, defined byα′ = 2/〈α, α〉 ·
α. (Except for the factor2 this comes from the “transformation by recipro-
cal radii": we have|α′| = 2 · |α|−1.) One computes〈α′, α′〉 = 4/〈α, α〉; and
the Cartan integers ofR′ are related to those ofR by aβ′α′ = aαβ. Thus
condition (i) holds. Condition (ii), in the form (ii)′, invariance ofR un-
der the Weyl reflectionsSα, is also clear, once one noticesSα = Sα′ (i.e.,
W =W ′). Condition (iii) is obvious. ThusR′ is a root system. Clearly we
haveR′′ = R.
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The importance of the process of assigning to each semisimple Lie al-
gebrag the root system∆ of its roots wr to a Cartan sub Lie algebra lies
in the following three facts (to be established in the rest of the chapter):

A. The whole Lie algebrag (in particular the bracket operation) can be
reconstructed from the root system∆ (Weyl-Chevalley normal form).

B. To each (abstract) root system there corresponds a semisimple Lie
algebra.

C. The root systems are easily classified.

In other words: there is a bijection between the set of (isomorphism
classes of) semisimple Lie algebras and the set of (equivalence classes of)
root systems, and the latter set is easily described. That gives theCartan-
Killing classificationof semisimple Lie algebras.

We begin with A.

2.7 Root systems of rank two
We determine all root systems of rank two (and also those of rank one),
as examples, but mainly because they are needed for later constructions.
Clearly there is only one root system of rank one; it consists of two non-
zero vectorsα and−α; the Cartan integers areaαα = a−α,−α = −aα,−a =
−a−α,α = 2. We denote this system byA1. It is indeed the root system
of the Lie algebraA1(= sl(2,C)). Here((H)) is aCSA; the rank is1; the
equations[H,X±] = ±2X± mean that there is a pair of rootsα,−α with
±α(cH) = ±2c; in particular,±α(H) = ±2, so that±H is the coroot to
±α, and the real formh0 of theCSA isRH.

Let nowR be any root system, and consider two of its elements,α andβ.
From the definition we haveaαβ ·aβα = 4〈α, β〉2/|α|2|β|2 = 4cos2θ, whereθ
means the angle betweenα andβ in the usual sense(0 ≤ θ ≤ π). Theaαβ ’s
being integers, the possible values ofaαβ · aβα are then0, 1, 2, 3, 4 (this is
a crucial point for the whole theory!). The value4 means dependence of
the two vectors (cos θ = ±1), and soα = ±β, by condition (iii) for root
systems. For the discussion of the other cases we assumeaβα ≤ 0 (i.e.,
θ ≥ π/2); for this we may have to replaceβ by Sα(β); it is easily seen that
this just changes the signs ofaαβ andaβα. The value0 corresponds toα and
β being orthogonal to each other (α ⊥ β, θ = π/2); or, equivalently,aαβ =
aβα = 0. For the remaining three cases integrality of thea’s implies that
one of the two is−1, and the other is−1 or −2 or −3; the corresponding
anglesθ are2π/3, 3π/4, 5π/6. In these three cases we also get|β|2/|α|2 =
aβα/aαβ = 1 or 2 or 3 or their reciprocals (whereas in the case of 0 we get
no restriction on the ratio of|α| and |β|). We see that there are very few
possibilities for the “shape" of the pairα, β. We arrange the facts in a table
and a figure, takingα to be the shorter of the two vectors:
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Case aαβ aβα θ |β|/|α|
(i) 0 0 π/2 ?
(ii) −1 −1 2π/3 1
(iii) −1 −2 3π/4

√
2

(iv) −1 −3 5π/6
√
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Figure 1

The change needed for the caseaαβ ≥ 0 is the removal of all minus-
signs and the replacement ofθ by π−θ ; the only acute angles possible are
π/6, π/4, π/3 (andπ/2).

We come now to the root systems of rank 2.

PROPOSITIONA. Any root system of rank two is equivalent to one
of the four shown in Figure 2 below:

(i) A1 ⊕A1
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(iii) B2
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vectors= π/6

Figure 2

(The usual metric in the plane is intended.)
Comment: The names for these figures are chosen, because these are

the root systems of the corresponding Lie algebras in the Cartan-Killing
classification (G2 refers to an “exceptional" Lie algebra, see §2.14.)

Proof: TypeA1 ⊕A1 clearly corresponds to the case of a decomposable
(not simple) root system of rank 2. We turn to the simple case. One verifies
easily that figures (ii), (iii), (iv) above are root systems, i.e., that conditions
(i), (ii), (iii) of §2.6 are satisfied. The Weyl groups are the dihedral groups
D3,D4,D6. In each case the reflectionsSα andSβ, for the givenα andβ,
generate the Weyl group; also, the whole system is generated by applying
the Weyl group to the two vectorsα andβ. — We must show that there are
no other systems:

Let a simple root system of rank two be given. Choose a shortest vec-
tor α, and letβ be another vector, independent of, but not orthogonal to
α (this must exist). ApplyingSα, if necessary, we may assume〈α, β〉 <
0, i.e., aβα < 0. We then have the possibilities in Fig.1 for the pairα, β.
In cases (iii) and (iv) we know already that the reflections S wr toα and
β will generate the systemsB2 andG2; and it is clear that there can’t be
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any other vectors in the system because of the restrictions on angles and
norms from the table above. In case (ii)α andβ generateA2; and the only
way to have more vectors in the system is to go toG2, again because of
the restrictions on angles and norms.

√

The importance of the rank2 case stems from the following simple ob-
servation: IfR is a root system in the spaceV , andW is a subspace ofV ,
thenR ∩W , if not empty, is a root system inW . Thus, ifα andβ are any
two independent vectors inR, the intersection of the plane((α, β)) with R
is one of our four types. (In caseA1⊕A1, i.e.,α orthogonal toβ andα+β
not inR, one callsα andβ strongly orthogonal.)

A glance at figures (i) - (iv) shows

PROPOSITIONB. Let α andβ be two elements of a root systemR
(with β 6= 1α), and putε = sign aβα. Then all the elementsβ, β − εα, β −
2εα, . . . , β − aβα · α belong toR; in particular, if 〈α, β〉 > 0, thenβ − α
belongs toR.

Note: Theseα, β don’t have to correspond to theα andβ in the figures,
but can be any two (independent) vectors. For the roots of a Lie algebra we
met this in Prop. B and B′′ of §2.5. Note that the axioms for root systems
require only that the ends of the chain in Prop. B belong toR. The dots. . .
in the chain are of course slightly misleading; it is clear from the figures
that there are at most four terms in any chain. In fact, one reads off: The
α-string ofβ (defined as in §2.4 as the set of elements ofR of the form
β+tαwith integralt) is unbroken, i.e.,t runs exactly through some interval
−q ≤ t ≤ p with p, q non-negative integers; and it contains at most four
vectors.

2.8 Weyl-Chevalley normal form, first stage
We continue with a semisimple Lie algebrag, with CSAh, root system
∆, etc., as described in the preceding sections. Our aim is to show that∆
determinesg. Roughly speaking this amounts to showing the existence of
a basis forg, such that the corresponding structure constants can be read
off from ∆; this is theWeyl-Chevalley normal form(Theorem A, §2.9).
The present section brings a preliminary step.

For each rootα choose a root elementXα in gα, subject to the condition
[XαX−α] = Hα (see §2.5); these vectors, suitably normalized, will be part
of the Weyl-Chevalley basis. For any twoα, β in ∆ with β 6= ±α we have
[XαXβ ] = NαβXα+β, with some coefficientNαβ in C, by gα = ((Xα))
(Prop. A of §2.4) and (2) of §2.2. We also putXλ = 0, if λ is an element
of h> not in ∆; and we putNλµ = 0 for λ andµ in h> and at least one of
λ, µ, λ+µ not a root. Our aim is to get fairly explicit values for theNαβ by
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suitable choice of theXα. The freedom we have is to change eachXα by
a factorcα (as long as we havec−α = 1/cα, to preserve[XαX−α] = Hα).

Letα, β be two roots, withβ 6= ±α. Let theα-string ofβ go fromβ− qα
to β + pα (see §2.4). The main observation is the following proposition,
which ties down theNαβ considerably.

PROPOSITIONA. Nαβ ·N−α,−β = −(q + 1)2, if α+ β is a root.

For the proof we first develop two formulae.

(1)Nαβ = −Nβα for any two rootsα, β.

This is immediate from skew symmetry of[ ].

(2) Nαβ/〈γ, γ〉 = Nβγ/〈α, α〉 = Nγα/〈β, β〉 for any three pairwise inde-
pendent rootsα, β, γ with α+ β + γ = 0.

Proof of (2): From the Jacobi identity[Xα[XβXγ ]] + · · · = 0 we get
NβγHα +NγαHβ +NαβHγ = 0 (note[XβXγ ] = NβγX−α and[XαX−α] =
Hα etc.). On the other hand, the relationα+ β+ γ = 0 implies the relation
hα+hβ+hγ = 0, and this in turn becomes〈α, α〉Hα+〈β, β〉Hβ+〈γ, γ〉Hγ =
0. The coefficients of the two relations between theH ’s must be propor-
tional, because of the pairwise independence of theH ’s.

We now prove Proposition A. Consider the representationad of g(α) =
((Hα, Xα, X−α)) on the stringgαβ . As noted after Prop. A in §2.5, this is
equivalent to the representationDs of A1 with 2s = p + q. One verifies
thatXβ corresponds to the vectorvp in the notation of §1.11. Recalling the
formulaeX+vi = µivi−1, with µi = i(2s+ 1− i), andX−vi−1 = vi, we get
adX−α◦adXα(Xβ) = µpXβ = p(q+1)Xβ. The left-hand side of this equa-
tion transforms (with the help of (1) and (2) above) intoNαβ [X−αXα+β ] =
NαβNα,α+βXβ = −NαβNα+β,−αXβ =
−NαβN−α,−β · (〈β, β〉/〈α+ β, α+ β〉)Xβ .

Thus we have

NαβN−α,−β = −p(q + 1)〈α+ β, α+ β〉/〈β, β〉
.

To get the value in Prop.A, we have to showp〈α + β, α + β〉 = (q +
1)〈β, β〉. As noted before,((α, β))∩∆ is a rank two root system, necessarily
simple in our case sinceα + β belongs to it. Thus we only have to go
through the three root systemsA2, B2, G2 and to take forα andβ any two
vectors whose sum is also in the figure and check the result. We can of
course work modulo the symmetry given by the Weyl group. We shall not
go into the details. As an example take forα, β the vectors so named inG2

in Prop.A of §2.7. We seeq = 0, p = 3, and〈β, β〉 = 3〈α + β, α + β〉 (see
the table in §2.7 for the last equation).

We note an important consequence.

COROLLARY B. If α+ β is a root, thenNαβ is not0.
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2.9 Weyl-Chevalley normal form
The result we are getting to is a choice of theXα for which theNαβ take
quite explicit values. Historically this came about in steps, with Weyl [25,
26] and others proving first existence of realNαβ ’s and eventually narrow-
ing this down to values in an extension of the rationals by square roots
of rationals, and with Chevalley [6] taking the last big step, which made
them explicit and showed them to be integers. We state the result as the
Weyl-Chevalley normal form:

THEOREM A. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, with
CSA h, root system∆ in h>0 , etc., as in the preceding sections.

(i) There exist root elementsXα (generators of thegα), for all α in ∆,
satisfying[Xα, X−α] = Hα, such that[XαXβ ] = ± (q + 1)Xα+β.

(ii) The ±-signs in (i) are well-determined, up to multiplication by fac-
tors
uαuβuα+β, where theuα are±1, arbitrary except foru−α = uα.

(iii) The Xα are determined up to factorscα, arbitrary except for the
conditionscα · c−α = 1 andcα · cβ = ±cα+β.

Property (i), in detail, says that we haveNαβ = ±(q + 1) for any two
rootsα, β with α + β also a root, withq the largest integert such that
β − tα is a root.

COROLLARY B. There exists a basis forg, such that all structure
constants are integers (g has aZ-form).

COROLLARY C (THE ISOMORPHISMTHEOREM). Let g1 andg2 be
two semisimple Lie algebras overC, with root systems∆1 and∆2. If ∆1

and ∆2 are weakly equivalent, in the sense that there exists a bijection
ϕ : ∆1 → ∆2 that preserves the additive relations (i.e.,ϕ(−α) = −ϕ(α),
and wheneverα, β, andα+ β belong to∆1, thenϕ(α+ β) = ϕ(α) + ϕ(β),
and similarly forϕ−1), theng1 andg2 are isomorphic.

We shall comment on the corollaries after the proof of the main result.
We begin by noting that by Prop.A in §2.8 for any pairα, β in ∆ with α+β
also a root the relationNαβ = ±(q + 1) is equivalent to the relation

(∗) Nαβ = −N−α,−β .

For the proof of Theorem A we shall show that one can adjust the origi-
nalXα so that(∗) holds for allα andβ. This will be done inductively wr to
a (weak)order in h>0 , defined as follows: Choose an elementH0 in h0 with
α(H0) 6= 0 for all rootsα (this clearly exists) and for anyλ, µ in h>0 define
λ > µ to meanλ(H0) > µ(H0), and alsoλ ≥ µ to meanλ(H0) ≥ µ(H0).
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Clearly the relation> is transitive (and irreflexive); but note thatλ ≥ µ
andλ ≤ µ together do not implyλ = µ. We use obvious properties such
as: Ifλ > 0, thenλ+µ > µ. We describeλ > 0 as “λ is positive", etc. (One
can and often does refine this weak order to a total order onh0, defined
by lexicographical order of the components wr to some basis.) We write
∆+ for the set of positive roots, i.e.those roots that are> 0 in this order;
similarly ∆− is the set of negative roots. Clearly∆− is simply−∆+, and
∆ is the disjoint union of∆+ and∆−.

We first reduce the problem to the positive roots.

LEMMA D. (i) If relation (∗) holds wheneverα andβ are positive,
then it holds for allα andβ;

(ii) Let λ, in h>, be positive. If(∗) holds for all positiveα andβ with
α+ β < λ, then it also holds for all negativeα andβ with α+ β > −λ and
for all α andβ with 0 < α < λ and0 > β > −λ.

We prove (ii); the proof for (i) results by omitting all references toλ.
The case whereα andβ are both negative follows trivially. Let thenα and
β be given as in the second part of (ii), and putγ = −α−β. Sayγ < 0; then
we have0 > γ+β = −α > −λ. From the hypothesis and §2.8, (1) and (2),
we findNαβ/〈γ, γ〉 = Nβγ/〈α, α〉 = −N−β,−γ/〈α, α〉 = N−γ,−β/〈α, α〉 =
N−β,−α/〈γ, γ〉 = −N−α,−β/〈γ, γ〉, i.e.,(∗) holds forα andβ.

Note that(∗) holds trivially forNλµ with λ or µ or λ+ µ not a root.

The induction step for the proof of (*) is contained in the next compu-
tation.

LEMMA E. Let η be a positive root, and suppose that(∗) holds for
all pairs of positive roots with sum< η. Let γ, δ, ε, ζ, be four positive roots
with γ + δ = ε+ ζ = η. Then the relation

Nγδ/N−γ,−δ = Nεζ/N−ε,−ζ

holds.

For the proof we may assumeγ ≥ ε ≥ ζ ≥ δ. We write out the Ja-
cobi identity forXγ , Xδ, X−ε: 0 = [Xγ [XδX−ε]] + ... = (Nδ,−εNγ,ζ−γ) +
N−ε,γNδ,ζ−δ +N−ε,ε+ζNγδ)Xη.

Using §2.8, (1) and (2), we get the relation

(∗∗) Nδ,−εNγ,ζ−γ +N−ε,γNδ,ζ−δ = NγδN−ε,−ζ · 〈ζ, ζ〉/〈η, η〉 .

This relation also holds, of course, with all roots replaced by their neg-
atives. Now under our induction hypothesis this replacement does not
change the left-hand side of(∗∗). Namely, first we haveNδ,−ε = −N−δ,ε
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andN−ε,γ = −Nε,−γ by Lemma D (ii); secondly, ifζ − γ is a root at all,
then it is clearly≤ 0 and Lemma D (ii) applies again; similarlyNδ,ζ−δ =
−N−δ,δ−ζ . Therefore the right-hand side of(∗∗) is also invariant under the
change of sign of all the roots involved, and Lemma E follows.

Given rootsη, γ, δ with η = γ + δ as in Lemma E (i.e., with(∗) holding
“below η"), we can multiplyXη by a suitable factorcη (andX−η by 1/cη)
so that(∗) holds withγ, δ for α, β (so thatNγδ = ±(q + 1); we can even
prescribe the sign). It follows from Lemma E that then(∗) holds automati-
cally for all pairsε, ζ with ε+ ζ = η. This is the induction step. (We induct
over the finite setα(H0), α in ∆+, whereH0, in h0, defines the order inh0.
The induction begins with the lowest positive roots; they are not sums of
two positive roots.) This establishes part (i) of Theorem A.

Regarding the ambiguity of signs for theNαβ we note the following:
suppose we choose for each positive rootη a specific pairγ, δ with γ+δ = η
(if such pairs exist) and we choose a sign forNγδ arbitrarily; then the signs
of the otherNεζ , for ε, ζ with ε+ζ = η, are determined by(∗∗) (inductively;
note that the “mixed"N ’s, with one root positive and the other negative, in
(∗∗) are already determined, as in the proof of Lemma D, by (2) in §2.8).
We refer to such a choice (of theγ, δ and the signs) as anormalization.

As for part (ii) of Theorem A, the statement about theXα should be
clear: since theNαβ are determined (up to sign), the freedom in the choice
of theXα amounts to factorscα as indicated. For the signs of theNαβ it is
clear that multiplyingXα by uα results in multiplyingNαβ by uαuβuα+β.
In the other direction, let{X ′α, N ′αβ} be another set of quantities as in
Theorem A. Using a normalization, with the givenN ’s, and arguing as in
Lemmas D and E, one constructs the factorsuα inductively. At the “bot-
tom" one can take them as 1; and(∗∗) implies that adjustingN ′γδ for
the chosen pairγ, δ automatically yields agreement for the otherε, ζ with
ε+ ζ = γ + δ.

√

We come to Corollary B. We choose as basis theXα of the normal form,
together with anyl independent ones of theHα. We then have[HαHβ ] = 0,
[HαXβ ] = aβαXβ , [XαXβ ] = NαβXα+β.

√

Next the important Corollary C. Note that the mapϕ, the weak equiv-
alence of∆1 and∆2, is not assumed to be a linear map, but only a map
between the finite sets∆1 and∆2, preserving the relations of the two types
α + β = 0 andγ = α + β. Now the Cartan integers are determined by
these relations, through the notion of strings and formula (5) of §2.5; thus
we havea1

αβ = a2
ϕ(α)ϕ(β) for all rootsα and β. The Cartan integers in

turn determine the inner products〈Hα, Hβ〉, by aαβ = α(Hβ) and formula
(2.4) of §2.4 for〈·, ·〉; these in turn determine the〈α, β〉 (= 〈hα, hβ〉) by
〈Hα, Hα〉 = 4/〈hα, hα〉 and aβα = 2〈hβ , hα〉/〈hα, hα〉. Thus the mapϕ
from ∆1 to ∆2 is an isometry. It therefore extends to a (linear) isometry of
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h2
>
0 to h1

>
0 (the linear map that sends somel independent ones of theα’s

to theirϕ-images is an isometry, and thus sends everyα toϕ(α)). This map
extends to aC-linear map ofh>2 to h>1 , whose transpose in turn is an iso-
morphism, again denoted byϕ, of h1 andh2; it clearly preserves the Killing
form and sends the corootsH1,α to the corootsH2,ϕ(α). We now takeg1

andg2 in Weyl-Chevalley normal form. Then Theorem A implies that the
N1,αβ equal theN2,ϕ(α)ϕ(β), provided one is careful about the signs. That
this is correct up to sign follows from the fact that theq-values entering
into theN ’s are determined by the additive relations between the roots, and
these are preserved byϕ. To get the signs to agree, we choose the weak
order and normalization forh2 as theϕ-images of those forh1. Finally we
define a linear mapΦ from g1 to g2 by Φ|h1 = ϕ, andΦ(X1,α) = X2,ϕ(α).
It is clear that this is a Lie algebra isomorphism, since it preserves theaαβ
and theNαβ (see the formulae in Corollary B).

√

To put the whole matter briefly: The normal form describesg so explic-
itly in terms of the set of roots∆ (up to some ambiguity in the signs) that a
weak equivalence of∆1 and∆2 induces (although not quite uniquely) an
isomorphism ofg1 andg2.

Examples for the isomorphism theorem, withg1 = g2 = g:

(a) The mapα→ −α is clearly a weak equivalence of∆ with itself; “the"
corresponding automorphism ofg is−id onh and sendsXα to−X−α. One
can work this out from the general theory, or, simpler, verify directly that
this map is an automorphism. Note that it is an involution, i.e., its square is
the identity map. It is related to the “normal real form" ofg , see §2.10. We
call it the (abstract)contragredienceor duality and denote it byC∨; it is
also called theChevalley involution. ForAn = sl(n+ 1,C), with a suitable
h, it is the usual contragredienceX → X4 = −X>.

(b) Takeβ in ∆, and letSβ be the corresponding Weyl reflection in
W. SinceSβ is linear, it defines a weak equivalence of∆ with itself. The
corresponding automorphismAβ will sendXα to±Xα′ , with α′ = Sβ(α).
There are likely to be some minus signs, sinceSβ will not preserve the
weak order.

2.10 Compact form
A real Lie algebra is calledcompactif its Killing form is definite (auto-
matically negative definite: invariance ofκ implies that theadX are skew-
symmetric operators and have therefore purely imaginary eigenvalues; the
eigenvalues and the trace ofadX ◦ adX are then real and≤ 0).

A real Lie algebrag0 is is called areal formof a complex Lie algebrag,
if g is (isomorphic to) the complexification ofg0.

Note thatg may have several non-isomorphic (overR) real forms. Ex-
ample: The real orthogonal Lie algebrao(n) = o(n,R) is compact (verify
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thatadX is skew-symmetric ono(n) wr to the usual inner producttrM>N
on matrix space, or work out the Killing form). It is a real form of the or-
thogonal Lie algebrao(n,C); every complex matrixM withM>+M = 0 is
uniquely of the formA+ iB with A andB in o(n), and conversely. Now let
Ip,q be the matrix diag(1, . . . , 1,−1, . . . ,−1) with p 1’s andq(= n−p) −1’s.
Then theo(p, q) = {M : M>Ip,q + Ip,qM = 0} are other real forms of
o(n,C).

o(p, q) consists of the operators inRn that leave the indefinite formx2
1 +

· · · + x2
p − x2

p+1 − · · · − x2
n invariant (infinitesimally). Actually this is an

“abstract" real form ofo(n,C), i.e., o(p, q)⊗C is isomorphicto o(n,C), but
o(p, q) is notcontainedin o(n,C) as real sub Lie algebra. To remedy this
we should apply the coordinate transformationxr = x′r for r = 1, . . . , p
andxr = ix′r for r = p + 1, . . . , n. This changes our quadratic form into
the usual sum of squares, and transformso(p, q) into a real sub Lie algebra
o0 of o(n,C), which is a real form in the concrete sense thato(n,C) equals
o0 + io0 (overR).)

As a matter of fact, theo(p, q) together with one more case represent
all possible real forms ofo(n,C). The additional case,o∗(2n), exists only
for even dimension and consists of all matrices ino(2n,C) that satisfy
M∗J + JM = 0 (where∗ means transpose conjugate= adjoint, andJ is
the matrix of §1.1).

We come to an important fact, discovered by H. Weyl (and in effect
known to E. Cartan earlier, via the Killing-Cartan classification; we might
note here the peculiar phenomenon that many facts about semisimple Lie
algebras were first verified for all the individual Lie algebras on the list,
with a general proof coming later).

THEOREMA. Every complex semisimple Lie algebra has a compact
real form .

The proof is an explicit description of this form, starting from the Weyl-
Chevalley normal form; we use the notation developed above. (For an al-
ternate proof without the normal form see R. Richardson [21].)

Let u be the real subspace ofg spanned byih0 and the elementsUα =
i/2(Xα−X−α) andVα = 1/2(Xα +X−α) with α running over the positive
roots (for the given choice of>). We see at once thatdimR u ≤ dimC g, and
thatu spansg overC (we get all ofh = h0 + ih0, and we can “solve" for
theXα andX−α); this shows that at any rateu is a real form ofg as vector
space.

Thatu is a sub Lie algebra (and therefore a real form ofg as Lie algebra)
is a simple verification. For example:[iHUα] = α(H)Vα and [iHVα] =
−α(H)Uα (noteα(H) is real forH in h0); for [UαVβ ] one has to make use
of Nαβ = −N−α,−β. In particular[Uα, Vα] = i/2Hα (cf. p. 4, l. 2).

Finally, the Killing form: We have〈Xα, X−α〉 = 2/〈α, α〉 (see end of
§2.4 and recall[XαX−α] = Hα). From this and from〈Xα, Xβ〉 = 0 unless
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β = −α (see (3) in §2.2) one computes: forX = iH +
∑

r αUα +
∑

sαVα
with H in h0 andrα, sα real one has

〈X,X〉 = −
∑

∆

α(H)2 −
∑

∆+

(r2
α + s2

α)/〈α, α〉.

(The first sum over all roots, the second one over the positive ones.)

Clearly the form is negative definite, and sou is a compact real form.
We will see soon that up to automorphisms ofg there is only one compact
real form.

(The importance of the compact form comes from the theorem of H.Weyl
that any Lie group to this Lie algebra is automatically compact. This makes
integration over the group very usable; it is the basis of Weyl’s original,
topological-analytical proof for complete reducibility of representations
(§3.4).)

The next theorem shows how to construct all real forms ofg from facts
about the compact real form. The main ingredient are involutory automor-
phisms ofu.

THEOREM B. Let u be a compact form ofg. (i) Given an involutory
automorphismA of u, let k andp be the+1− and−1− eigenspaces ofA.
Then the real subspacek + ip of g is a real form ofg. (ii) Every real form
of g is obtained this way, up to an automorphism ofg
(which can be taken of the formexp(adX0) with someX0 in g).

Thus, in order to find the real forms ofg , one should find the involutions
of u – usually a fairly easy task.

Proof: Let A be an involution ofu. The equationA2 = id implies by
standard arguments that the eigenvalues ofA are+1 and−1, and thatu
is direct sum of the corresponding eigenspacesk andp. FromA[XY ] =
[AX,AY ] one reads off the important relations

(1) [kk] ⊂ k, [kp] ⊂ p, [pp] ⊂ k.

In particular,k is a sub Lie algebra.
Now k+ ip is a real form ofg as vector space, since it spansg overC just

as much asu does and itsR− dimension equals that ofu (noteu ∩ iu = 0).
From (1) one concludes thatk + ip is a (real) subalgebra: besides[kk] ⊂ k
we have[k, ip] = i[kp] ⊂ ip and[ip, ip] = −[pp] ⊂ k. (It is important that[ ]
isC-linear.) This establishes part (i) of Theorem A.

We note that the step from the involutionA to the direct sum decomposi-
tion u = k + p with relations (1) holding is reversible: If one has such a de-
composition ofu, one definesA byA|k = id andA|p = −id. This is clearly
an involutory linear map, and (1) implies immediately that it preserves
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brackets. ThenA preserves the Killing form, and it follows thatk andp are
orthogonal to each other (via〈X,Y 〉 = 〈AX,AY 〉 = 〈X,−Y 〉 = −〈X,Y 〉
for X in k andY in p).

The proof of part (ii) is more complicated. First we introduce the notion
of (complex)conjugation. (Cf.§1.4.) LetV0 be a real form of the (com-
plex) vector spaceV (so that every vectorX of V is uniquely of the form
X ′ + iX ′′ with X ′, X ′′ in V0). Then the conjugation ofV wr to V0 is the
conjugate-linear mapσ of V to itself given byσ(X ′ + iX ′′) = X ′ − iX ′′.
(“Conjugate-linear" meansσ(a · v) = ā · v for a in C, v in V .) Note thatσ
is of order two, i.e.,σ2 = id, or σ = σ−1.

Let nowg0 be a real form of our Lie algebrag. Let σ andτ be the con-
jugations of (the vector space)g wr to its real formsg0 andu respectively.
Both σ andτ areR-automorphisms ofg (they areR-linear and preserve
brackets, as immediately verified usingX = X ′+ iX ′′ etc.). The two com-
positionsσ ◦ τ andτ ◦ σ are againC-automorphisms.

The following observation is crucial: Ifσ andτ commute, thenu is σ-
invariant, and conversely.

Indeed, ifσ ◦ τ = τ ◦ σ, thenσ preserves the+1-eigenspace ofτ , which
is preciselyu. Conversely, ifσ(u) = u, then alsoσ(iu) = iu, sinceσ is
conjugate linear. Nowτ |u = id and τ |iu = −id, and so clearlyσ and τ
commute onu and oniu, and so ong.

Our plan is now to replaceg0, via an automorphism ofg, by another (iso-
morphic) real formg1, whose associated conjugationσ1 commutes withτ .
And then the compositionσ1 ◦ τ will function as the involutionA of The-
orem B.

The definition of real form implies that the Killing formκ of g is simply
the extension to complex coefficients of the Killing form of eitherg0 or u;
in particularκ is real ong0 and onu. One concludes

(2) κ(σX, σY ) = κ(τX, τY ) = κ(X,Y )− for all X,Y in g ,

by writingX = X ′+ iX ′′, Y = Y ′+ iY ′′, and expanding. We introduce the
sesquilinear formπ(X,Y ) = κ(τX, Y ) ong (it is linear inY and conjugate
linear inX) and prove that it is negative definite Hermitean:

First, by (2) we haveπ(Y,X) = κ(τY,X) = κ(X, τY ) = κ(X, τ2Y )− =
k(τX, Y )− = π(X,Y )−. Second, writing againX asX ′+ iX ′′ with X ′, X ′′

in u, we haveπ(X,X) = κ(X ′ − iX ′′, X ′ + iX ′′) = κ(X ′, X ′) + κ(X ′′, X ′′)
(recall thatκ isC-bilinear); andκ is negative definite onu.

The automorphismP = σ ◦ τ of g is selfadjoint wr toπ, by π(PX, Y ) =
κ(τστX, Y ) = κ(στX, Y )− = κ(τX, στY ) = π(X,PY ), using (2) twice.
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Therefore the eigenvaluesλi of P are real (and non-zero), andg is the di-
rect sum of the corresponding eigenspacesVλi . FromP [XY ] = [PX,PY ]
one concludes

(3) [Vλi , Vλj ] ⊂ Vλi·λj (or = 0, if λi · λj is not eigenvalue ofP ).

We introduce the operatorQ = |P |−1/2; that is,Q is multiplication by
|λi|−1/2 on Vλi . P andQ commute, of course. From (3) it follows that
Q is aC-automorphism ofg. Fromλ/|λ| = |λ|/λ for real λ 6= 0 we get
P ·Q2 = P−1 ·Q−2.

We are ready to construct the promised real formg1 of g , R-isomorphic
and conjugate to (i.e., image under an automorphism ofg ) g0: We put
g1 = Q(g0). The conjugationσ1 of g wr to g1 is clearlyQ ·σ ·Q−1. We want
to prove thatσ1 andτ commute. We haveσ · P · σ−1 = σ · σ · τ · σ−1 =
τ · σ = P−1, so thatσ mapsVλi into V1/λi . This impliesσ ·Q−1 · σ−1 = Q
(check the action on eachVλi). Then we haveσ1 · τ = Q · σ · Q−1 · τ =
Q2 · σ · τ = Q2 · P = P−1 ·Q−2 = τ · σQ−2 = τ ·Q · σ ·Q−1 = τ · σ1; i.e.,
σ1 andτ commute.

√

As indicated above, this means thatu is stable underσ1, and so the invo-
lutory automorphismσ1 · τ of g restricts to an (involutory) automorphism,
that we callA, of u. We splitu into the+1− and−1− eigenspaces ofA,
ask + p. SinceA = σ1 onu and sinceg1 is the+1− eigenspace ofσ1 on g
, it follows that we havek ⊂ g1 (in fact,k = u∩ g1). Sincep lies in the−1−
space ofσ1, the spaceip lies in the+1− space ofσ1; so it too is contained
in g1. The sumk + ip is direct (sincek andp areC-independent). For di-
mension reasons it must then equalg1; this establishes Theorem B, with
Q as the automorphism ofg involved, except for showing thatQ is of the
form exp(adX0), an “inner" automorphism. To this end we note that the
operator powers|P |t are defined for any realt (they are multiplication by
|λi|t onVλi ; for t = −1/2 we getQ); they form a one-parameter subgroup,
and are thus of the formexp(tD) with some derivationD of g , which by
Cor.D, §1.10, is of the formadX0 with someX0 in g.

There are several important additions to this.

COROLLARY C. Any two compact forms ofg areR-isomorphic and
conjugate ing.

For the proof we note that the Killing formκ is positive definite onip
(since it is negative definite onp). Thereforeg0, andg1, are compact iff
p = 0, that is iff g1 = u andu = Q(g0). — One speaks therefore of “the"
compact form.

For a real formg0 of g a decompositiong0 = k+p, satisfying the relations
[kk] ⊂ k, [kp] ⊂ p, [pp] ⊂ k and with the Killing form negative definite onk
and positive definite onp, is called aCartan decompositionof g0 (note that
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we have absorbed the earlier factori into p). We restate part of Theorem B
as follows.

THEOREM B′. Every real form ofg has a Cartan decomposition.

There is also a uniqueness statement. Supposek1 + p1 andk2 + p2 are
two Cartan-decompositions of the real formg0, corresponding to the two
compact formsu1 = k1 + ip1 andu2 = k2 + ip2.

PROPOSITIOND. There exists an automorphismR of g, of the form
exp(adX0) with someX0 in g0, that sendsk1 to k2 andp1 to p2.

Proof: Let σ, τ1, τ2 be the associated conjugations. As noted in the proof
of Cor.C, the automorphismR = |τ1 · τ2|−1/2 sendsu2 to u1. Now σ com-
mutes withτ1 andτ2, and so withR, and soR mapsg0 to itself. We have
R(k2) = R(g0∩u2) = R(g0)∩R(u2) = g0∩u1 = k1, and similarlyR(p2) = p1.
The statement about the form ofR follows similarly to the corresponding
statement in Theorem B (ii), by considering the powers|τ1 · τ2|t.

√

Clearly two involutions ofu that are conjugate in the automorphism
group ofu give rise to twoR-isomorphic real forms ofg . The converse
“uniqueness" fact also holds. LetA1, A2 be two involutions ofu, with de-
compositionsu = k1+p1 = k2+p2, and suppose the real formsg0 = k1+ip1,
g2 = k2 + ip2 areR-isomorphic.

PROPOSITIONE. There exists an automorphismB of g that sends
k1 to k2 andp1 to p2 (and soBA1B

−1 = A2).

Proof: LetE be an isomorphism ofg1 with g2. ThenE(k1) + iE(p1) is a
Cartan decomposition ofg2, with associated compact formE(k1) +E(p1).
By Corollary C there is an automorphismQ of g that sendsE(k1) to k2 and
E(p1) to p2. We can now takeQ ·E asB (regardingE as automorphism of
g by complexification).

√

Altogether we have a bijection between the involutions ofu (up to au-
tomorphisms ofu) and real forms ofg (up to isomorphism, or even conju-
gacy ing).

To look at a simple example, we letsu(n) be then × n special-unitary
(skew-Hermitean, trace 0) matrix Lie algebra (see §1.1). By explicit com-
putation one finds that the Killing form is negative definite, so we have
a semisimple compact Lie algebra. Letσ be the automorphism “complex
conjugation"; it is involutory. The+1− eigenspace consists of the real
skew-symmetric matrices (this is the real orthogonal Lie algebrao(n)).
Denoting the space of real symmetric matrices of trace0 temporarily by
s(n), we can write the−1− eigenspace ofσ asis(n). Thus we have the de-
compositionsu(n) = o(n) + is(n). The corresponding real form, obtained
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by multiplying thep− part byi, is o(n) + s(n). This is precisely the Lie al-
gebrasl(n,R) of all realn×n matrices of trace0 (it being well known that
any real matrix is uniquely the sum of a symmetric and a skew-symmetric
one).

On the other hand, any complex matrix is uniquely of the formA + iB
with A andB Hermitean; we have therefore the direct sum decomposition
sl(n,C) = su(n) + isu(n). Thus, finally, we can say thatsu(n) is “the"
compact real form ofsl(n,C) and thatsl(n,R) is a real form (there are still
other real forms).

A real Lie algebra, equipped with an involutory automorphism, is called
asymmetric Lie algebra; it is calledorthogonal symmetric, if in addition it
carries a definite quadratic form that is invariant (infinitesimally) under the
adX and under the involution. This is the infinitesimal version of E. Car-
tan’s symmetric spaces and in particular Riemannian symmetric spaces.
(See, e.g., [11,12,18].)

As an application of existence and uniqueness of compact real forms we
prove

THEOREM F. Any two Cartan sub algebras of a complex semisim-
ple Lie algebrag are conjugate ing (under some inner automorphism of
g).

There exist more algebraic proofs, see [13, 24]. It is also possible to
classify the Cartan sub algebras of real semisimple Lie algebras.

(We give G. Hunt’s proof.) Leth1 andh2 be twoCSAs ofg. Each deter-
mines a compact formui of g as in Theorem A. By Corollary C we may
assumeu1 = u2,= u say (replacingh2 by a conjugateCSA). One veri-
fies from the formulae after Theorem A thatih1,0 and ih2,0 are maximal
Abelian sub Lie algebras ofu. In fact, letH be an element ofh1,0 such
that no root wr toh1 vanishes onH (one calls such elementsregular or
general); then the centralizer ofiH in u is exactlyih1,0.

The Killing form κ of g is negative definite onu. Therefore the groupG
of all those operators on (the vector space)u that leaveκ invariant (a closed
subgroup ofGL(u)) is compact; it is just the orthogonal groupO(u, κ).

ForX in u the operatorsexp(t·adX) are inG, by infinitesimal invariance
of κ and the computation of §1.3. LetG1 be the smallest closed subgroup
of G that contains all theexp(adX); it is compact and all its elements are
automorphisms ofu (andg). Now take general elementsH1 andH2 of h1,0

andh2,0. On the orbit ofiH1 underG1 (i.e., on the set{g(iH1) : g ∈ G1})
there exists by compactness a point with minimal distance (in the sense
of κ) from iH2. Since all theg in G1 are automorphisms ofu, we may
assume thatiH1 itself is that point (this amounts to replacingh1 by its
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transform under someg in G1). For anyX in u the curvet → exp(t ·
adX)(iH1),= Yt say, is then closest toiH2 for t = 0. From |Yt − iH2|2 =
|Yt|2 − 2〈Yt, iH2〉 + |iH2|2 and|Yt| = |iH1| one sees that the derivative of
〈exp(t ·adX(iH1)), iH2〉 vanishes fort = 0, so that we have〈[XH1], H2〉 =
0 for allX in u (and then even ing ). From〈[XH1], H2〉 = 〈X, [H1, H2]〉 and
non-degeneracy of〈·, ·〉 we get[H1H2] = 0. This implies by the centralizer
property above thatiH2 is contained inih1,0 and likewiseiH1 in ih2,0, and
thenih1,0 = ih2,0 and alsoh1 = h2.

√

We still have to show that the elementg used above is aninner au-
tomorphism, i.e., a finite product ofexp(adX)’s. This needs some basic
facts about Lie groups that we shall not prove here: LetA,⊂ O(u, κ), be
the group of all automorphisms ofu, and letA0 be theid-component of
A, a closed subgroup of course. ThenA0 is a Lie group; its Lie algebra
(=tangent space atid) consists of the derivations ofu, which by §1.10,
Cor.D are all inner. This implies thatA0 is generated by theexp(adX)
(with X in u) in the algebraic sense (i.e. the set of finite products is not
only dense inA0, but equal to it). Thus the groupG1 used above is identi-
cal withA0, and the elementg is an inner automorphism.

√

The argument proves in fact that all maximal Abelian sub Lie algebras
of u are conjugate inu, and that these sub Lie algebras are precisely the
CSA’s of u, i.e., the sub Lie algebras ofu that under complexification
produceCSA’s of g .

The definition of the rank ofg is now justified, since allCSA’s clearly
have the same dimension.

Another real form that occurs for every semisimpleg is thenormal real
form; it is defined by the requirement that for some maximal Abelian
sub Lie algebra all operatorsadX are real-diagonizable. In the Weyl-
Chevalley normal form it is simply given byh0 +

∑

∆ RXα. (For sl(n,C)
this turns out to besl(n,R).)

For any real form one defines thecharacter as the signature of the
Killing form (number of positive squares minus of negative squares in the
diagonalized form). One can show that the character always lies between
l ( = rank ofg ) and−n ( = −dimC g).

The compact form is the only real form with character= −n and the
normal real form the only one with character= l. (That these are the right
values for the compact and normal real forms can be read off from the
Weyl-Chevalley form ofg.) We describe the arguments briefly. Given a
Cartan decompositionk+p of a real formg0 (with the corresponding com-
pact formu = k + ip and the involutionA of u or g) one finds a maxi-
mal subspacea of pairwise commuting elements ofp (by [pp] ⊂ k this is
the same as a maximal sub Lie algebra ofp). One extends it to a max-
imal Abelian sub Lie algebrah0 (= CSA) of u; it is of the form t + ia
with t an Abelian sub Lie algebra ofk. One also introduces the centralizer
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m = {X ∈ k : [Xa] = 0} of a in k. Using the roots ofg wr to (the complexi-
fication of)h0, one finds thata hasgeneralelements, i.e., elementsY such
that for anyX in g the relation[XY ] = 0 implies[Xa] = 0. (The fundamen-
tal relations (1) fork andp show that thek− andp− components of such an
X commute separately withY .) The relation〈adY.U, V 〉+ 〈U, adY.V 〉 = 0
shows that the linear transformationsadY |k and− adY |p are adjoint wr to
〈·, ·〉, and therefore have the same rank.

Thus we havedim p−dim a = dim k−dim m. It follows that the character
of g0,= dim p−dim k, equalsdim a−dim m. Therefore it is at most equal to
dim h0,= l; that it is at least equal to−n is clear anyway. For the extreme
case character= l we have to havea = h0 andm = 0 (i.e., p contains a
CSA of g0). One can thus assume that the presenth0 is the sub Lie algebra
of the Weyl-Chevalley normal form that there is calledih0, and that the
presentu is theu there. SinceA|h is −id, we haveAXα = cαX−α (with
c−α = 1/cα of course); in the plane spanned byUα andVα (overR) A
induces a reflection. ConjugatingA with a suitable inner automorphism
one can arrange all thecα to equal−1; thenA is the “contragredience" of
§2.9, andg0 is the real formh0 +

∑

RXα.
√

The other extreme, character= −n, is simpler. We must havea = 0 (and
m = u). But thenp is 0 (any non-zeroX in p spans a commutative sub Lie
algebra), and sog0 = u.

√

2.11 Properties of root systems
We come to part C of our program (see §2.6).

Let R be a root system{α, β, . . . } (see §2.6), in the (real) vector space
V (with inner product〈·, ·〉); for simplicity assume((R)) = V . (ThusV
corresponds toh>0 .) As in the case of the root system ofg in §2.9, we
introduce a weak order≥ in V by choosing an elementv0 of the dual
spaceV > that doesn’t vanish at anyα in R, and for any two vectorsλ, µ
definingλ > µ ( resp.λ ≥ µ) to meanv0(λ) > (resp≥) v0(µ). This divides
R into the two subsetsR+ andR− of positive and negative elements. We
define a rootα, i.e., a vectorα in R to besimpleor fundamentalif it is
positive, but not sum of two positive vectors. (Note that this definition and
all the following developments depend on the chosen ordering.)

Let F = {α1, α2, . . . , αl} be the set of all simple vectors inR; this is
called thesimple or fundamental systemor alsobasisof R (wr to the
given order inV ). (In the case of the root system∆ of g wr to h we useΨ
to designate a fundamental system.) We derive some elementary, but basic
properties ofF .

PROPOSITIONA.

(a) For distinctα andβ in F one has〈α, β〉 ≤ 0;

(b) F is a linearly independent set;
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(c) every positive element ofR is linear combination of the fundamental
vectors with non-negative integral coefficients;

(d) every non-simple vector inR+ can be written as sum of two positive
vectors of which at least one is simple.

Proof:

(a) If 〈α, β〉 is positive, thenα− β andβ − α belong toR (see §2.7); say
α− β belongs toR+. Thenα = β + (α− β) contradicts simplicity ofα.

(b) A relation
∑

xiαi = 0 can be separated into
∑

yiαi =
∑

zjαj with
all coefficients non-negative. Calling the left sideλ and the right sideµ,
we get0 ≤ 〈λ, λ〉 = 〈λ, µ〉 ≤ 0 (the last step by (a) upon expanding); thus
λ = µ = 0. But thenv0(λ) = v0(µ) = 0 implies that allyi andzi vanish.

(c) If α in R+ is not simple, it is, by definition, sum of two vectors
in R+. If either of these is not simple, it in turn splits into two positive
vectors. This can be iterated. Since thev0-values clearly go down all the
time, eventually all the terms must be simple.

This shows thatF spansV and thatl (= #F ) equalsdimV . It is also
fairly clear from (b) and (c) thatF can be characterized as a linearly inde-
pendent subset ofR+ such thatR+ lies in the cone spanned by it.

(d) By (c) there is an equationα =
∑

niαi with non-negative integral
coefficients. From0 < 〈α, α〉 =

∑

ni〈α, αi〉 it follows that some〈α, αi〉
must be positive. Thenα− αi belongs toR, by Proposition B of §2.7, and
so eitherα − αi or αi − α is in R+. But the latter can’t be inR+, since
αi = α+ (αi − α) contradicts simplicity ofαi.

√

Conversely, a subsetE of R is a fundamental system ofR wr to some
order if it has the properties:

(i) linearly independent

(ii) every vector inR is integral linear combination of the elements ofE
with all coefficients of the same sign (or 0).

A suitable order is given by anyv0 in the dual space which is positive at
the elements ofE.

Note: Any two simple rootsαi andαj determine a root system of rank
two in the plane spanned by them. By §2.7 it is of one of the four types
A1 ⊕ A1,A2,B2,G2. It follows easily from Proposition A (c) there that the
two roots correspond to the vectorsα, β of Proposition A (in some order),
and that for theαi-string ofαj one hasq = 0 and the associated Cartan
integer (written asaji) is−p (Prop.A, §2.5).

It follows from (b) and (c) of Proposition A that the subgroup (N.B.: not
subspace) ofV generated byR (formed by the integral linear combinations
of the vectors inR and called theroot latticeR) is a lattice, i.e., a free
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Abelian group, discrete inV , of rank dimV and spanningV as vector
space; it is generated by the basisF of V .

We interpolate an important fact.
Let ∆ = {α, β, . . . } and Ψ = {α1, α2, . . . , αl} be the root system and

fundamental system (wr to some order>) of our semisimple Lie algebrag
wr to aCSA h. To shorten the notation, we writeHi for the fundamental
corootsHαi andXi andX−i for the root elementsXαi andX−αi associated
with the elements ofΨ. Prop.A (c), the non-vanishing ofNαβ if α+ β is a
root (§2.8, Cor.B), and the relation[XiX−i] = Hi imply the following:

PROPOSITIONB. The elementsXi andX−i generateg (as Lie al-
gebra, i.e. under the[ ]-operation).

We come to some new geometric concepts.
To eachα in R we associate the subspace ofV orthogonal toα, i.e.,

the set{λ ∈ V : 〈α, λ〉 = 0}; it is called thesingular planeof α (of
height 0; later we shall consider other heights) and denoted by(α, 0).
Note(−α, 0) = (α, 0). The Weyl reflectionSα leaves(α, 0) pointwise fixed
and interchanges the two halfspaces ofV determined by(α, 0). The union
⋃

R(α, 0) (or
⋃

R+(α, 0)) of all the singular planes is theCartan-Stiefel di-
agramof R; we denote it byD′(R) or justD′ (more precisely this is the
infinitesimalC-S diagram; later we will meet a global version).

The complementV − D′ is an open set. Its connected components are
open cones in the usual sense (see Appendix), each bounded by a finite
number of (parts of) singular planes(α, 0), its walls. These components
are called theWeyl chambersof R (and their closures are theclosed Weyl
chambers). We will see below that the number of walls of any chamber is
equal to the rank ofR.

TheC−S diagram is invariant under the operation of the Weyl groupW
of R (becauseR is invariant and the group acts by isometries). Therefore
W permutes the Weyl chambers. We note an important fact.

PROPOSITION C. The Weyl group acts transitively on the set of
Weyl chambers.

Proof: Given two chambers, take a (piece-wise linear) path from the
interior of one chamber to that of the other, through the interiors of the
walls (i.e., avoiding the intersections of any two different singular planes);
each time the path crosses a plane(α, 0) use the Weyl reflectionSα. (We
complement this in Proposition E.)

√

Let F be a fundamental system as above. The set{λ ∈ V : 〈αi, λ〉 >
0, 1 ≤ i ≤ l} is then a Weyl chamberCF orC (called thefundamentalone,
for F ), as follows at once from Proposition A (c): the inner product of any
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of its points with any element ofR cannot vanish; but for each boundary
point some〈αi, λ〉 is 0. We also see that every Weyl chamber is linearly
equivalent to the positive orthant ofRl (the set with all coordinates posi-
tive). More important, it follows that the Weyl group acts transitively on
the set of fundamental systems, since it is transitive on the set of Weyl
chambers. As a consequence, any two fundamental systems ofR are con-
gruent, and the Basic Isomorphism Theorem, Cor.C of §2.9 shows that
there is an automorphism ofg that sends one to the other. Together with
conjugacy ofCSA’s (Theorem F of §2.10) this yields

PROPOSITIOND. Any two fundamental systems of a complex semi-
simple Lie algebrag are congruent (i.e., correspond to each other under an
isometry of their carrier vector spaces); in fact, there is an automorphism
of g sending one to the other.

It also follows that every elementα of R belongs to some fundamental
system: pick a Weyl chamber that has the plane(α, 0) for one of its walls
and lies on the positive side of the plane{λ : 〈α, λ〉 ≥ 0}. The elements
of R corresponding to the walls of that chamber, with suitable signs, form
the desired fundamental system. To put it differently, the orbit ofF under
W isR; we haveW · F = R.

Another simple consequence is the fact thatW is generated by the Weyl
reflectionsSi, 1 ≥ i ≥ l, corresponding to the simple rootsαi in F : Indeed,
for any two rootsα andβ one sees easily from geometry that the conjugate
Sα ·Sβ ·Sα−1 is the reflectionSβ′ with β′ = Sα(β) (one shows thatβ′ goes
to−β′ and that anyλ orthogonal toβ′ goes to itself, by using the analogous
properties ofSα). Therefore, if the subgroup generated by theSi contains
the reflections in the walls of any given Weyl chamber, it also contains
the reflections in the walls of any adjacent chamber (i.e., one obtained by
reflection across a wall of the first one). Starting from the fundamental
chamber we can work our way to any chamber; thus we can generate all
Sα, and so all ofW.

Although we need it only much later, we prove here that the action of
W on the set of Weyl chambers issimply transitive.

PROPOSITIONE. If an element ofW leaves a Weyl chamber fixed
(as a set), then it is the unit element1 (or id).

By the discussion above this is equivalent to the statement: If an element
leaves a fundamental systemF fixed (as a set), or leaves the positive subset
R+ fixed (as a set), then it is1.

We first prove a lemma that expresses a basic property.

LEMMA F. Considerα in R+ andαi in F , with α 6= αi; thenSi(α)
is also inR+.
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(HereSi is the Weyl reflection associated withαi; noteSi(αi) = −αi.)
In words:Si sends only one positive element to a negative one, namelyαi.

Proof: By (c) of Proposition A the elementα is of the form
∑

njαj,
with all nj ≥ 0 and somenk, with k 6= i, different from0. The formula
Si(α) = α− aααiαi shows that theαk-coefficient ofSi(α) is still nk and so
still positive. It follows from (c) of Proposition A thatSi(α) is inR+.

√

For S in W we denote byrS the number of positive elements ofR that
are sent to negative ones byS; this is called thelengthof S (wr to the
given order). There is a geometric interpretation for the length: Letλ be
any point in the fundamental Weyl chamber; thenrS equals the number
of planes in the Cartan-Stiefel diagram that are met (and traversed) by the
segment fromλ to S(λ). (N.B.: the planes(α, 0) and(−α, 0) count as the
same.) Reason: We have〈S(λ), α〉 = 〈λ, S−1(α)〉 (sinceS is an isometry);
clearly we haverS = rS−1 . Since〈λ, α〉 is positive for all positiveα, we
see that〈S(λ), α〉 is negative for exactlyrS positiveα.

√

COROLLARY G. For anyS inW we have(−1)rS = detS.

Proof: An elementary argument shows thatrS is additive mod2. Thus
bothdetS and(−1)rS are homomorphisms of the Weyl group intoZ/2. By
Lemma F they agree on the setF of generators ofW.

√

We come to the proof of Proposition E. SupposeS, with a representation
Sim · Sim−1 · · · · · Si1 sendsF to itself. To showS = 1, we proceed by
induction onm. Form = 0 we have indeedS = 1. With S as given we
apply the reflectionsSi1 , Si2 , . . . in succession to the rootαi1 . The first
step yields−αi1 , which lies inR−. Let Sik be the first one that brings us
back toR+ (this exists by hypothesis!). Denoting the productSik−1 ·Sik−2 ·
· · · · Si2 by T , we conclude from Lemma F thatT · Si1(αi1) must be
−αik , i.e., we haveT (αi1) = αik . As above, elementary geometry implies
T−1 · Sik · T = Si1 (the left-hand side is a reflection and it sendsαi1 to
−αi1). We writeS asSim · · · · ·Sik+1 ·T ·T−1 ·Sik ·T ·Si1 , which equals
thenSim · · · · ·Sik+1 ·T ·Si1Si1 = Sim · · · · ·Sik+1 ·Sik−1 · · · · Si2
(recallSi1 · Si1 = 1), which is shorter by two factors; this is the induction
step.

√

One sees easily that Prop.E can be restated as saying: IfS has a fixed
point in (the interior of) a Weyl chamber, then it is the identity. We prove
a consequence:

PROPOSITIONH. For anyρ in V the orbitW·ρ under the Weyl group
meets every closed Weyl chamber in exactly one point.
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(Thus the space of orbits or equivalence classes under the Weyl group
can be identified with any given Weyl chamber; usually one takes the fun-
damental one as set of representatives for the orbits.)

We prove first that the stability groupWρ of ρ, i.e., the subgroup of the
Weyl group consisting of the elements that keepρ fixed, (a) is generated
by the reflectionsSα for those rootsα that are orthogonal toρ, and (b)
is simply transitive on the set of Weyl chambers that containρ in their
closures.

For this purpose consider the setR′ of all of those rootsα for which ρ
lies in the singular plane(α, 0), i.e., which are orthogonal toρ. The space
((R′)) = V ′ is the orthogonal complement, inV , of the intersection of the
singular planes for the roots inR′; the setR′ is a root system inV ′ and so
defines Weyl chambers inV ′. Their translates byρ are the intersections of
the linear varietyV ′ + ρ with those Weyl chambers ofR whose closures
containρ (let us write temporarilyWρ for the set of these). Then the Weyl
groupW ′ of R′ (which is a subgroup ofW in a natural way) is transitive
(in fact, simply transitive) onWρ. This impliesW ′ = Wρ (the elements
ofW ′ clearly keepρ fixed; in the other direction,Wρ clearly permutes the
elements ofWρ, and using Prop. E we see that each of its elements is an
element ofW ′.

Prop.H follows now by counting: There are|W|/|Wρ| points in the orbit
W · ρ, each point belongs to|Wρ| closed Weyl chambers, and each closed
Weyl chamber contains at least one point (by transitivity ofW).

√

The number of singular planes(α, 0) that containρ is called thedegree
of singularityof ρ. Elements ofV that lie on no singular plane, i.e., points
in the interior of a Weyl chamber, are calledregular.

We insert a geometric property, related to our order>.

PROPOSITIONI. Letλ, µ be two elements of the closed fundamental
Weyl chamberC>− of h>0 . Thenµ lies in the convex hull of the orbitW ·λ
of λ iff the relationλ(H) ≥ µ(H) holds for allH in the fundamental Weyl
chamber ofh0.

First a lemma.

LEMMA J. Let λ be an element ofC>−. Then anyλ′ in W · λ is of
the formλ−

∑

α>0 cα · α with all cα ≥ 0.

Proof: Take aλ′ in W · λ, different fromλ. By Prop.H we know that
λ′ is not inC>−, and so there is a positive rootα with λ′(Hα) < 0. Thus
we haveSα(λ′),= λ′ − λ′(Hα)α,> λ′.

After a finite number of steps we must arrive atλ itself.
√

COROLLARY K. For λ in C>−, S inW with Sλ 6= λ, andH in C,
we haveλ(H) > Sλ(H)(= λ(S−1H)) ( andλ(H) ≥ Sλ(H) for H in C−).
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Proof: Immediate from Lemma J, since we haveα(H) > 0, if α > 0.
√

We now prove Prop. I.
(a) Supposeµ =

∑

W rS · Sλ with rS ≥ 0 and
∑

rS = 1. By Cor. K we
haveµ(H) =

∑

rSSλ(H) ≤
∑

rSλ(H) = λ(H) for H in C−.

(b) Supposeµ is not in the convex hull ofW · λ. Then there existsH in
h0 with µ(H) > Sλ(H) for all S inW (separation property of convex sets).
By continuity ofµ and of theSλ we may takeH to be regular. ThenH is
T · H ′ for someT in W and someH ′ in C. Now we have, using Cor. K,
µ(H ′) ≥ T−1µ(H ′) = µ(H) > Tλ(H) = λ(T−1H) = λ(H ′).

√

We come to the last topic of this section, the notion ofmaximalor dom-
inant element of a root system (wr to the given order inV ).

First an important definition: An elementα of R+ is calledextremeor
highest, if α+ β is not a root for any positive rootβ.

(Actually this is equivalent to requiring thatα + αi is not a root for any
fundamental rootαi. Writing β as sum of a positive and a fundamental
root if it is not fundamental itself (Prop.A (d)), one reduces this to the
following: If α,β,γ,α+β, andα+β+ γ are inR, then at least one ofα+ γ
andβ+γ is also a root. This in turn follows easily from the Jacobi identity
for Xα,Xβ,Xγ and the fact thatNαβ is different from0 iff α+ β is a root.)

PROPOSITION L. Let R be a simple root system (with order and
fundamental system as above). Then there exists a unique extreme root
µ, the maximal or dominant element ofR; µ is the unique maximal (wr
to > ) root and lies in the fundamental Weyl chamber. Moreover, withµ
expressed as

∑

mjαj and an arbitrary rootβ as
∑

bjαj the inequalities
mi ≥ bi hold for 1 ≤ i ≤ l; in particular, themi are all positive.

Proof: Let α =
∑

aiαi be an extreme root. We have〈α, αi〉 ≥ 0 for all i,
by extremeness (otherwiseα + αi would be inR by Prop.B of §2.7); thus
α is in the fundamental Weyl chamber.

Next we show that allai are positive. They are non-negative to be-
gin with (α is in R+). If someak is 0, then we have〈α, αk〉 ≤ 0,since
〈αi, αk〉 ≤ 0 for i 6= k. Together with the previous inequality this gives
〈α, αk〉 = 0; and this in turn implies〈αi, αk〉 = 0 for all the i with ai 6= 0
and all thek with ak = 0. ThusF would split into two non-empty, mutu-
ally orthogonal sub systemsF ′ andF ′′. But thenR would split in a similar
way, contradicting its simplicity: As noted after Prop. D,R is the orbit of
F under the Weyl group ofF , and this Weyl group is of course the direct
product of the Weyl groups ofF ′ andF ′′, acting in the obvious way.

Let nowα andβ be two extreme elements. First we have〈α, β〉 ≥ 0;
otherwiseα + β is in R. Since〈αi, β〉 ≥ 0 andai > 0 for all i, the relation
〈α, β〉 = 0 would imply that all〈αi, β〉 vanish; but that would meanβ = 0.
Thus〈α, β〉 > 0, and soα− β is inR (or is 0). Say it is inR+; then we get
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the impossible relationα = β+(α−β). This meansα = β, and uniqueness
of the extremeµ is established. Maximality (and uniqueness of maximal
elements) follows from the obvious fact that maximal elements (which
exist by finiteness) are extreme.

2.12 Fundamental systems
Fundamental systems of root systems are important enough to warrant a
definition:

DEFINITION A. An (abstract) fundamental system is a non-empty,
finite, linearly independent subsetF = {α1, α2, ..., αl} of a Euclidean space
(=real vector space with positive definite inner product〈·, ·〉) such that for
any αi andαj in F the value2〈αi, αj〉/〈αj , αj〉 = aij is a non-positive
integer.

Theaij are theCartan integersof F ; they form theCartan matrixA =
[aij ]. One sees as in §2.7 that only the values0,−1,−2,−3 can occur for
i 6= j and that the table of §2.7 applies to any two vectors inF . (In the
literature one also findsaji for ouraij, i.e., the indices are reversed.)

Usually one assumes((F )) = V .

Equivalence of fundamental systems is defined, as for root systems, as
a bijection induced by a similarity of the ambient Euclidean spaces. There
is again a Weyl groupW, generated by the reflectionsS of V in the hy-
perplanes orthogonal to theαi. W is again finite: The formulaSi(αj) =
αj−ajiαi shows that eachSi leaves the latticeR generated byF invariant;
since the elements ofW are isometries ofV , there are only finitely many
possibilities for what they can do to the vectors inF .

There is the notion ofdecomposablefundamental system: union of two
non-empty mutually orthogonal subsets. Every fundamental system splits
uniquely into mutually orthogonalsimple( = not decomposable) ones.

In §2.11 we associated with every root systemR a fundamental system
F contained in it, unique up to an operation of the Weyl group ofR. F in
turn determinesR: First, since the reflectionsSi attached to the elements
of F generate the Weyl group ofR (as we saw), the Weyl groups ofR and
F are identical. Second, we showed (in effect) that the orbitW · F , the set
of theS(αi) with S inW andαi in F , isR.

The main conclusion from all this for us is that in order to construct all
root systems it is enough to construct all fundamental systems. This turns
out to be quite easy; we do it in the next section.

To complete the picture we should also show that every (abstract) fun-
damental system comes from a root system. One way to do this is to con-
struct all possible (abstract) fundamental systems (we do this in the next
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section), and to verify the property for each case (we will write down the
root systems explicitly).

There is also a general way of proceeding: The root system would have
to be, of course, the orbitW ·F of F under its Weyl group. We first have to
show that this setR is indeed a root system. We prove properties(i)′, (ii)′

and(iii) of §2.6. First, the Weyl group ofR is again identical with that of
F , since for anyα = S(αi) we haveSα = S · Si · S−1, and soSα is in the
Weyl group ofF . It follows thatR is invariant under its Weyl group, i.e.,
(ii)′ holds. Next, for anyβ in R we haveSi(β) − β = n · αi with integral
n (the left-hand side is in the latticeR and is a real multiple ofαi, andαi
is a primitive element of the lattice). ApplyingS and recalling the relation
Sα = S · Si · S−1, we getSα · S(β) − S(β) = nS(αi) = nα. This proves
(i)′,sinceS(β) runs over all ofR asβ does. Finally, for(iii) we note that
α is also a primitive element of the lattice, sinceS is invertible.

We still have to prove that the givenF is a fundamental system of the
root systemR = W · F defined by it. That is not quite so obvious. It
amounts to showing that the fundamental Weyl chamberCF of F , i.e. the
set{λ : 〈λ, αi〉 > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ l} is identical with the corresponding chamber
CR of R (clearly we haveCR ⊂ CF anyway), or that theW-transforms of
CF are pairwise disjoint. We proceed by induction ondimV . The situation
is trivial for dim = 0, and also fordim = 1; in the latter caseF consists of
one vectorα, with R = {α,−α},W = {id,−id}, CF = CR = {tα : t > 0}.
The casedim = 2 is a bit exceptional; we have in effect considered it in
§2.7, when we constructed all root systems of rank 2. According to the
table there, there are four possibilities forF , and one easily verifies our
claim for each case.

Now the induction step, assumingl = dimV > 2. Let Σ be the unit
sphere inV . Chooser with 1 ≤ r ≤ l, and letv be a point ofΣ in the
closure ofCF that lies on exactlyr singular planes(αi, 0), i.e. that is or-
thogonal tor of the elements ofF . Theser elements form a fundamental
systemFv, whose Weyl groupWv is a subgroup ofW. Our induction as-
sumption holds for this system. This means that theWv-transforms of the
fundamental chamberCF fit together aroundv without overlap. We in-
terpret this onΣ: Let D denote the intersection ofΣ with the closure of
CF ; this is a (convex) spherical cell. Then theWv-transforms ofD will fit
together aroundv, meeting only in boundary points and filling out a neigh-
borhood ofv onΣ. We form a cell complex by taking all the transforms of
D by the elements ofW and attaching them to each other as indicated by
the groupsWv above, at their faces of codimensionr, 1 ≤ r ≤ l − 1. The
fact just noted about theWv-transforms filling out a neighborhood means
that the obvious map of our cell complex ontoΣ is a covering in the usual
topological sense (each point inΣ has an “evenly covered” neighborhood).
It is well known that the sphereΣ has only trivial coverings forl − 1 > 1.
This means that our map is bijective, i.e. that the transformsS ·D, with S
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running overW, have no interior points in common and simply coverΣ.
Clearly this proves our claim, that the fundamental chamber ofF is also a
chamber of the root systemR =W ·F , and thatF is a fundamental system
for R.

√

2.13 Classification of fundamental systems
Let F = {α1, α2, . . . , αl} be a fundamental system (in a Euclidean space
V ). To F one associates a “diagram" , a weighted graph, theDynkin dia-
gram, as follows: To each vectorαi is associated a vertex or0-cell, pro-
vided with theweight〈αi, αi〉 or |αi|2 (usually written above the vertex);
for any two different verticesαi andαj the corresponding vertices are con-
nected byaij · aji = |aij | (= 0, 1, 2, 3) edges or1-cells. In particular,
if 〈αi, αj〉 = 0, then there is no edge. In the case of two or three edges, one
often adds an arrow, pointing from the higher to the lower weight (from
the longer to the shorter vector).

(Similar diagrams had been introduced by Coxeter earlier.)

For aconnected(in the obvious sense) Dynkin diagram the weights are
clearly determined (up to a common factor) by the graph (with its arrows),
since the number of edges plus direction of the arrow determines the ratio
of the weights. The Dynkin diagram (with weights up to a common factor)
and the Cartan matrixA = [aij ] determine each other; the arrows are given
by the fact that|aij | (assumed not0) is greater than1 iff |αi| is greater than
|αj | .

The diagram (with the weights) determinesF up to congruence : First
one can find theaij, since ofaij andaji one is equal to−1, and the arrow
determines which one; then from theaij and the〈αi, αi〉 one can find all
〈αi, αj〉.

There is of course the notion of abstract Dynkin diagram, i.e., a weighted
diagram of this kind, but without a fundamental system in the background.
Given such a diagram, one can try to construct a fundamental system from
which it is derived by the obvious device of introducing the vector space
V with the verticesαi of the diagram as basis and the “inner product"〈·, ·〉
determined by the〈αi, αj〉 as read off from the diagram; this will succeed
precisely if the form〈·, ·〉 turns out positive definite.

The Dynkin diagram of a fundamental systemF is connected iffF is
simple; in general the connected components of a diagram correspond to
the simple constituents ofF . A connected diagram with its arrows, but
without its weights, determines the fundamental system up to equivalence
( = similarity), since it determines the norms of the vectors (or the weights)
up to a common factor. One often normalizes the systems by assuming the
smallest weight to be 1. It turns out to be quite simple to construct all
possible fundamental systems in terms of their Dynkin diagrams.
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THEOREM A. There exist (up to equivalence) exactly the following
simple fundamental systems (described by their Dynkin diagrams) :

Name Diagram Rank
Al d d d d d dp p p p l = 1, 2, 3, . . .

Bl d d d d d dp p p p H� l = 2, 3, 4, . . .

Cl d d d d d dp p p p H� l = 3, 4, 5, . . .

Dl
d d d d dp p p p dd!!!

aaa
l = 4, 5, 6, . . .

G2
d d�H l = 2

F4
d d d d�H l = 4

E6
d d d d d
d

l = 6

E7
d d d d d d

d
l = 7

E8
d d d d d d d

d
l = 8

The diagrams of the classesAl, Bl, Cl, Dl (which depend on an inte-
gral parameter) are called thefour big classesor theclassical diagrams;
the diagramsG2, F4, E6, E7, E8 are thefive exceptional diagrams. Same
nomenclature for the corresponding fundamental systems.

We comment on the restrictions onl for the classical types; they are
meant to avoid “double exposure":Bl is supposed to “end" withB2s sH�

on its right; this requiresl ≥ 2. Put differently, proceeding formally with
l = 1 would giveB1 as a single vertex – which would be identical withA1.

Next,C2 is the same diagram asB2 (only differently situated); thus one
requiresl ≥ 3 for the classCl.

Finally Dl: HereD3 is identical withA3. We can interpretD2 as the
“right end" of the generalDl-diagram, consisting of two vertices and no
edge; it is thus decomposable, and represents in fact the systemA1 ⊕ A1

(or B1 ⊕ B1). D1 could be interpreted as the empty diagram (which we
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didn’t allow earlier); this “is" the Dynkin diagram for a one-dimensional
(Abelian) Lie algebra (there are no roots). All this makes good sense
in terms of the so-calledaccidental isomorphismsbetween certain low-
dimensional classical Lie algebras and groups (see [3], also §1.1).

We note that the diagramsAl (for l > 1), Dl, andE6 have obviousself-
equivalences(automorphisms) : ForAl andE6 reversal of the horizontal
arrangement, forDl switching of the two vertices on the right. The diagram
D4 shows an exceptional behavior: it permits the full symmetric group
on three objects (the endpoints) as group of automorphisms. This will be
reflected in automorphisms of the corresponding Lie algebras.

For the proof of Theorem A we will construct all possible (connected)
diagrams with positive form〈·, ·〉 by simple geometric arguments. The
proof will be broken into a number of small steps. We will be using slightly
undefined notions such assubdiagram(some of the vertices of and some
of the edges connecting them in a larger diagram). For anyαi in F we
write vi for the normalized vectorsαi/|αi|. Thus corresponding to the “ba-
sic links" s s ss s s, ,

we have respectively〈vi, vj〉 = −1/2,−1/
√

2,−
√

3/2.

1) The diagramG2 is not subdiagram of any larger diagram (with positive
form 〈·, ·〉): Otherwise we find a subdiagrams s s

v1 v2 v3

with the arrow in theG2-part going either way and the other part one
of the three basic links. This gives three vectorsv1, v2, v3 with 〈v1, v2〉 =
−
√

3/2, 〈v1, v3〉 ≤ 0, 〈v2, v3〉 ≤ −1/2. (For the second inequality note that
in the larger diagram there could be0, 1, 2, or 3 edges fromv1 to v3.) For
α =

√
3v1 + 2v2 + v3 we compute〈α, α〉 ≤ 0 (we use here and below,

without further comment, the fact that all〈vi, vj〉 for i 6= j are≤ 0). But
this contradicts positive definiteness of〈·, ·〉.

From now on we consider only diagrams withoutG2 as subdiagram, i.e.,
only diagrams made up of the basic linkss ss sand

2) A diagram can containB2 only once as subdiagram: Otherwise there is
a subdiagram of the type

s s s s s sp p p p p
Let v1, v2, . . . be the corresponding vectors (from left to right) and put

α = 1/
√

2v1 + v2 + · · · + vt−1 + 1/
√

2vt. One computes〈α, α〉 ≤ 0 (note
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again that there might be additional edges between some of the vertices in
the big diagram). This again contradicts positive definiteness of the inner
product.

3) There is no closed polygon containingB2 in a diagram: Otherwise on
going around the polygon the weight would change exactly once, by a
factor2, manifestly impossible.

4) If there is aB2, then there is no branchpoint: Otherwise there would be
a subdiagram

s s s s sp p p p p s
s

��
�

PPP

Let v1, v2, . . . , vt be the vectors, in order from the left, withvt−1 andvt
the two ends at the right. Putα = 1/

√
2v1 +v2 + · · ·+vt−2 +1/2(vt−1 +vt),

and verify〈α, α〉 ≤ 0; contradiction.

5) The diagram s s s s s
does not occur as subdiagram.
Reason: Putα =

√
2v1 + 2

√
2v2 + 3v3 + 2v4 + v5, and verify〈α, α〉 ≤ 0.

From 2) to 5) we conclude that diagrams containingB2 must be of the
typesBl, Cl, F4 listed in Theorem A. Therefore from now on we consider
only diagrams containing neitherG2 norB2, i.e., made up ofA2 only.

6) There are no closed polygons in the diagram. (The diagram is a tree.)
Otherwise, withv1, v2, . . . , vt the vectors around the circuit, one com-

putes thatα =
∑

vi has〈α, α〉 ≤ 0.

7) There are at most three endpoints (and therefore at most one branch-
point).

Otherwise there is a subdiagram

s
s s s p p p p p s s s

s
��

� ��
�PPP PPP

(The horizontal part might be “empty".) Letv1, . . . , vt be the vectors,
with v1 and v2 at the left ends andvt−1 and vt at the right ends. Then
α = 1/2(v1 + v2) + v3 + · · ·+ vt−2 + 1/2(vt−1 + vt) has〈α, α〉 ≤ 0.

8) If there is a branchpoint, then one of the branches has length one.
Otherwise there is a subdiagram

s s s ss
s
s

��
� ��

�

PPP PPP
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Let v1 be the center,v2, v3, v4 adjacent to it, andv5, v6, v7 the endpoints.
Thenα = 3v1 + 2(v2 + v3 + v4) + v5 + v6 + v7 has〈α, α〉 ≤ 0.

9) The diagrams s s s s s s
s

is impossible as subdiagram.
Let v1, . . . , v7 be the vectors on the horizontal,v8 the one below. Then

α = v1 + 2v2 + 3v3 + 4v4 + 3v5 + 2v6 + v7 + 2v8 has〈α, α〉 ≤ 0.

10) The diagrams s s s s s s s
s

is impossible as subdiagram.
With the analogous numbering putα = v1 +2v2 +3v3 +4v4 +5v5 +6v6 +

4v7 + 2v8 + 3v9 and verify〈α, α〉 ≤ 0.
From 6) to 10) it follows easily that diagrams with all links of typeA2

must beAl, Dl, E6, E7, orE8 of Theorem A.
√

As noted before, we still have to show that the diagrams listed in The-
orem A are Dynkin diagrams of fundamental systems, i.e., that the corre-
sponding quadratic form is positive definite. (We verify that this is so in
the next section, where we will write down the fundamental systems and
root systems for each case.) As an example we look atF4. The quadratic
form works out tox1

2 +x2
2 +2x3

2 +2x4
2−x1x2−2x2x3−2x3x4. By com-

pleting squares this can be written as(x1 − 1/2x2)2 + 1/4(x2 − 4/3x3)2 +
2/3(x3 − 3/2x4)2 + 1/2x4

2.
√

We comment on how the vectorsα with 〈α, α〉 ≤ 0 were constructed
above: Recursively the coefficients of thevi are so chosen that the norm
square of each vector cancels the sum of the inner products with the ad-
jacent (in the subdiagram) vectors. (Any additional links in the original
diagram contribute non-positive amounts.) Take 5) as an example: We
start withv5. The factorr of v4 is determined from the relation〈v5, v5〉 +
〈rv4, v4〉 = 0; with the rule noted just before 1) this givesr = 2. The
next equation, involving the coefficients of v3, is 〈2v4, 2v4〉 + 〈2v4, v5〉 +
〈2v4, sv3〉 = 0, yielding s = 3. (As long as only linksA2 occur, the rule
is: each coefficient is 1/2 the sum of the adjacent ones.) The factort of v2

comes from〈3v3, 3v3〉 + 〈3v3, 2v4〉 + 〈3v3, tv2〉 = 0 ast = 2
√

2. The next
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step,〈2
√

2v2, 2
√

2v2〉 + 〈2
√

2v2, 3v3〉 + 〈2
√

2v2, uv1〉 = 0 gives the factoru
of v1 as

√
2. This happens to be one-half the factor ofv2; this “accident" is

responsible for〈α, α〉 ≤ 0 (the sum of the squares cancels twice the sum
of the relevant inner products).

In case 9) we start withv1 and work our way tov4; the factor ofv8 is
one-half that ofv4; then we findv5 etc.

2.14 The simple Lie algebras
The next step in our program is to show that each of abstract Dynkin di-
agrams found in §2.13 comes from the fundamental system for the root
system of some semisimple Lie algebra. There are several approaches to
this problem.

The most direct approach (Serre) uses the entriesaij of the Cartan ma-
trix A (with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l), and defines the Lie algebra by generators and
relations: There are3l generatorsei, fi, hi with 1 ≤ i ≤ l (corresponding to
the elementsXi, X−i, Hi of g introduced in §2.11); the relations are

(1) [hihj ] = 0,

(2) [hiej ] = ajiejand[hifj ] = −ajifj ,

(3) [eifj ] = 0,

(4) [ei[ei[...[eiej ]...] = 0 for − aji + 1 factorsei

(5) [fi[fi...[fifj ]...] = 0 for − aji + 1 factorsfi

One proves that this is a (finite dimensional!) semisimple Lie algebra with
the correct root and fundamental system. Thehi form a Cartan sub Lie
algebra. (See [24].)

Another approach (Tits, [23]) uses the relations between theaij (or
equivalently the strings) and theNαβ of §2.8, 2.9 to show that theNαβ
can be so chosen (recall they are determined up to some signs) that the
result is in fact a Lie algebra, with the correct root system.

We shall not reproduce these arguments here, but shall follow the tra-
ditional path of Killing and Cartan of simply writing down the necessary
Lie algebras. That turns out to be easy for the four classical classes. For
the five exceptional we write down the root system, but do not enter into
the rather long verification of the fact that there is a Lie algebra behind the
root system.

We state the main result.
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THEOREM A. Assigning to each complex semisimple Lie algebra
the Dynkin diagram of the root system of a Cartan sub Lie algebra sets
up a bijection between the set of (isomorphism classes of) such Lie alge-
bras and the set of (equivalence classes of) abstract fundamental systems.
In particular, the simple Lie algebras correspond to the simple diagrams,
listed in Theorem A of §2.13, and are given by the following table :

Name Description Rank Dimension
Al sl(l + 1,C) l = 1, 2, . . . l(l + 2)
Bl o(2l + 1,C) l = 2, 3, . . . l(2l + 1)
Cl sp(l,C) l = 3, 4, . . . l(2l + 1)
Dl o(2l,C) l = 4, 5, . . . l(2l − 1)
G2 − 2 14
F4 − 4 52
E6 − 6 78
E7 − 7 133
E8 − 8 248

Corresponding Lie algebras and Dynkin diagrams are denoted by the
same symbol.Al, Bl, Cl, Dl are theclassical Lie algebras;G2, F4, E6, E7, E8

are thefive exceptionalones (just as for the diagrams). (We note that in
using these classical names we are deviating from our convention on nota-
tion, §1.1.) It is clear from the earlier discussion and the comments above
on the exceptional cases that all that remains to be done here is to ver-
ify that the classical Lie algebras have the correct fundamental systems or
Dynkin diagrams. We proceed to do this. All these Lie algebras are sub
Lie algebras ofgl(n,C) for appropriaten, i.e., their elements are matrices
of the appropriate size. We writeEij for the usual matrix “unit" with1 as
ij-entry and 0 everywhere else. We use the standard basis vectorsei of R
andC and the standard linear functionalsωi (see Appendix). In each case
we shall display an Abelian sub Lie algebrah, which is in fact aCSA, and
the corresponding roots, fundamental system and (for the classical cases)
root elements, and also the fundamental coroots and the Cartan matrix; the
proof that the displayed objects are what they are claimed to be, and that
the Lie algebra itself is semisimple, will mostly be omitted.

As for the dimensions in the table above: It is clear from the general
structure that the dimension of a semisimple Lie algebra is equal to the
sum of rank and number of roots.

1) Al.

For sl(l+ 1,C) one can take asCSA h the space of all diagonal matrices
H = diag(a1, a2, . . . , al+1) (with

∑

ai = 0). We treath in the obvious way
as the subspace ofCl+1 on which

∑

ωi vanishes. One computes[HEij ] =
(ai−aj)Eij; thus the linear functionsαij = ωi−ωj, for i 6= j, are the roots
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and theEij, for i 6= j, are the root elements.h0 is obtained by taking allai
real; it is thush∩Rl+1. We define the order inh>0 through some (arbitrarily
chosen)H0 in h0 with a1 > a2 > ... > al+1. The positive roots are then the
αij with i < j. The fundamental system consists ofα12, a23, α34, . . . , αl,l+1;
for i < j we haveαij = αi,i+1 + αi+1,i+2 + · · ·+ αj−1,j . The fundamental
Weyl chamber consists of theH with a1 > a2 > · · · > al+1. The maximal
root isα12 + α23 + · · ·+ αl,l+1, = ω1 − ωl+1.

The only way to form non-trivial strings of roots is to add two “adja-
cent" roots:αij andαkl with either j = k or i = l. This means that for
two adjacent fundamental roots we haveq = 0 andp = 1 (in the nota-
tion of §2.5), so that then the Cartan integer is−1, and that non-adjacent
fundamental roots are orthogonal to each other. Thus the Dynkin diagram
is

d d d d d dp p p p p1 1 1 1 1 1
ω1 − ω2 ω2 − ω3 ω3 − ω4 ωl−2 − ωl−1 ωl−1 − ωl ωl − ωl+1

The fundamental coroots areH1 = e1 − e2, H2 = e2 − e3, . . . , Hl =
el − el+1.

One verifies that the bracket of two root elementsEij andEjk is non-
zero exactly if the sum of the two rootsαij andαkl is again a root (meaning
j = k or i = l), in accordance with our general theory. In fact, the opposite
view of structure theory is possibly sounder: the general semisimple Lie
algebra has a structure similar to that ofsl(n,C), as exhibited above.

As for simplicity ofAl, it is elementary that there are no ideals: starting
from any non-zero element it is easy, by taking appropriate brackets, al-
ways going up in the order, to produce the elementE1,l+1, and then, by tak-
ing further brackets, allEij and allH (note[EijEji] = Eii −Ejj = ei − ej;
these elements spanh).

h is a Cartan sub Lie algebra since it is nilpotent (even Abelian) and
clearly equals its own normalizer. The Killing form onh (sum of the
squares of all roots) is, up to a factor, the Pythagorean expression

∑l+1
1 ωi

2.
(Note that because of

∑

ωi = 0 we have
∑

i 6=j ωiωj = −
∑

ωi
2.)

As for the Weyl groupW, the reflectionS12, corresponding to the root
α12, clearly consists in the interchange of the coordinatesa1 anda2 of any
H. One concludes thatW consists of all permutations of the coordinate
axes, and is thus the full symmetric group onl + 1 elements.

The Cartan matrix has 2’s on the main diagonal, and−1’s on the two
diagonals on either side of the main one.

In the remaining cases we shall give less detail.
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2) Bl.

For o(2l + 1,C), the orthogonal Lie algebra in an odd number of vari-
ables, we take instead of the usual quadratic form

∑

xi
2 the variantx0

2 +
2(x1x2 + x3x4 + · · · + x2l−1x2l), which leads to somewhat simpler for-

mulae; i.e., withP =
[[

0 1
1 0

]]

andK = diag(1, P, . . . , P ) = E00 +

E12 + E21 + E34 + E43 + · · · + E2l−1,2l + E2l,2l−1, we take our Lie al-
gebra to be the set of matricesA that satisfyA>K + KA = 0. For h
we take the sub Lie algebra of diagonal matrices; they are of the form
H = diag(0, a1,−a1, a2,−a2, . . . , al,−al). We treath asCl, with H corre-
sponding to(a1, a2, . . . , al); the real subspaceRl is h0.

The roots and root elements are then described in the following table.

Roots Root elements
ωi for 1 ≤ i ≤ l

√
2(E2i−1,0 − E0,2i)

−ωi ”
√

2(E0,2i−1 − E2i,0)
ωi − ωj i 6= j E2i−1,2j−1 − E2j,2i

ωi + ωj i < j E2j−1,2i − E2i−1,2j

−ωi − ωj ” E2i,2j−1 − E2j,2i−1

The order inh>0 is defined by someH0 with a1 > a2 > · · · > al > 0; the
positive roots are theωi and theωi ± ωj with i < j.
The fundamental system is{ω1−ω2, ω2−ω3, . . . , ωl−1−ωl, ωl}; one verifies
that every positive root is sum of some of these.
The fundamental Weyl chamber is given bya1 > a2 > · · · > al > 0.
The maximal root isω1 +ω2 = ω1−ω2 + 2(ω2−ω3 + · · ·+ωl−1−ωl +ωl).

Now the diagram: for the firstl − 1 fundamental roots we can form
strings only by adding adjacent roots; this means that we have links of
typeA2 between adjacent roots. For the last pair,ωl−1 − ωl andωl, one
cannot subtractωl, but one can add it twice toωl−1 − ωl; thus the Cartan
integer is−2 and there is a link of typeA2 with the arrow going from
ωl−1 − ωl to ωl. The Dynkin diagram is then

d d d d d dp p p p p H�
2 2 2 2 2 1

ω1 − ω2 ω2 − ω3 ω3 − ω4 ωl−2 − ωl−1 ωl−1 − ωl ωl

The Killing form is again
∑

ωi
2, up to a factor, as easily verified.

The Weyl group contains the interchange of any two axes (Weyl reflec-
tion corresponding toωi − ωj) and the change of any one coordinate into
the negative (corresponding to the rootωi). Thus it can be considered as
the group of all permutations and sign changes onl variables; the order is
2l · l!.
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Fundamental coroots:H1 = e1 − e2, . . . , Hl−1 = el−1 − el, Hl = 2el.

The Cartan matrix differs from that ofAl only by having−2 as(l − 1, l)-
entry.

(If we use
∑2l

0 xi
2 as the basic quadratic form, then the relevant Cartan

sub Lie algebra consists of the matrices of the form

diag(0, a1J1, a2J1, . . . , alJ1),

with the usual matrixJ1, and theai in C, purely imaginary forh0.)

3) Cl.

sp(l,C) consists of the2l × 2l matricesM satisfyingM>J + JM = 0
(see §1.1 forJ). We leth be the set of matrices

H = diag(a1,−a1, a2,−a2, . . . , al,−al),

setting up the obvious isomorphism withCl. As before we haveh0 = Rl.

Roots Root elements
ωi − ωj i 6= j E2i−1,2j−1 − E2j,2i

ωi + ωj i < j E2i−1,2j + E2j−1,2i

−ωi − ωj i < j E2i,2j−1 + E2j,2i−1

2ωi E2i−1,2i

−2ωi E2i,2i−1

Order inh>0 defined byH0 = (l, l − 1, . . . , 1).
Positive roots:ωi − ωj andωi + ωj with i < j, 2ωi.
Fundamental system:ω1 − ω2, ω2 − ω3, . . . , ωl−1 − ωl, 2ωl.
Fundamental Weyl chamber:a1 > a2 > · · · > al.
Maximal root:2ω1,= 2(ω1 − ω2 + ω2 − ω3 + · · ·+ ωl−1 − ωl) + 2ωl.

For the firstl− 1 fundamental roots there is anA2-link from each to the
next. For the last pair, the(ωl−1 − ωl)-string of 2ωl hasq = 0 andp = 2.
Thus the Dynkin diagram is

d d d d d dp p p p p H�
1 1 1 1 1 2

ω1 − ω2 ω2 − ω3 ω3 − ω4 ωl−2 − ωl−1 ωl−1 − ωl 2ωl

The Killing form is again k·
∑

ωi
2. We note thatBl andCl have the same

infinitesimal diagram and the same Weyl group (but the roots are not the
same:Cl has±2ωi whereBl has±ωi).

Fundamental coroots:H1 = e1 − e2, . . . , Hl−1 = el−1 − el, Hl = el.

The Cartan matrix is the transpose of that forBl.
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4) Dl.

For o(2l,C), the orthogonal Lie algebra in an even number of variables,
we take the quadratic form asx1x2+x3x4+· · ·+x2l−1x2l. Then, puttingL =
E12+E21+E34+E43+. . . , our Lie algebra consists of the matricesM with
M>L+LM = 0. Forh we can take theH = diag(a1,−a1, a2,−a2, . . . , al,−al).

Roots Root elements
ωi − ωj i 6= j E2i−1,2j−1 − E2j,2i

ωi + ωj i < j E2i−1,2j − E2j−1,2i

−ωi − ωj i < j E2i,2j−1 − E2j,2i−1

Order inh>0 defined byH0 = (l − 1, l − 2, . . . , 0).
Positive roots: Theωi − ωj andωi + ωj with i < j.
Fundamental system :ω1 − ω2, ω2 − ω3, . . . , ωl−1 − ωl, ωl−1 + ωl.
Fundamental Weyl chamber:a1 > a2 > · · · > al−1 > |al|.(Note the abso-
lute value in the last term.)
Maximal root:ω1 + ω2,= ω1 − ω2 + 2(ω2 − ω3 + ω3 − ω4 + · · · + ωl−2 −
ωl−1) + (ωl−1 − ωl) + (ωl−1 + ωl).

The firstl − 2 fundamental roots are connected by links of typeA2 . In
addition there is aA2-link betweenωl−2 − ωl−1 andωl−1 − ωl, and one
betweenωl−2 − ωl−1 andωl−1 + ωl. Thus the Dynkin diagram is

d d d d dp p p p p d
d!!

!!
aaaa

2

2
ωl−2 − ωl−1

ωl−1 − ωl

ωl−1 + ωl

2 2 2 2 2
ω1 − ω2 ω2 − ω3 ω3 − ω4 ωl−3 − ωl−2

The Killing form is a multiple ofωi2. The Weyl group contains the inter-
change of any two axes, corresponding to reflection acrossωi−ωj = 0, and
also the operation that interchanges two coordinates together with change
of their signs, corresponding to reflection inωi+ωj. Thus it consists of the
permutations together with an even number of sign changes ofl variables;
its order is2l−1 · l!.
Fundamental coroots:H1 = e1 − e2, . . . , Hl−1 = el−1 − el, Hl = el−1 + el.

The Cartan matrix differs from that ofAl by havingal−1,l = al,l−1 = 0 and
al−2,l andal,l−2 equal to−1.

(With
∑2l

0 xi
2 as quadratic form, a Cartan sub Lie algebra is formed by

all matricesdiag(a1J1, a2J1, . . . , alJ1), the ai again purely imaginary for
h0.)

We proceed to describe the root systems, fundamental systems, Dynkin
diagrams, and Cartan matrices for the exceptional Lie algebras.
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5) G2.

h is the subspace ofC3 with equationω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 0, andh0 is the
corresponding subspace ofR3. (Vectors inC3 are written(a1, a2, a3).)
The roots are the restrictions toh of ±ωi and±(ωi − ωj). Order inh>0
defined by(2, 1,−3).
Positive roots:ω1, ω2,−ω3, ω1 − ω2, ω2 − ω3, ω1 − ω3.
Fundamental system:ω2, ω1 − ω2.
Fundamental Weyl chamber:a1 > a2 > 0.
Maximal root:ω1 − ω3,= 3ω2 + 2(ω1 − ω2).

ω2 is a short root, of norm square1; ω1−ω2 is a long root, of norm square
3. We can addω2 three times toω1 − ω2 (the arrow goes fromω1 − ω2 to
ω2). The Dynkin diagram is

d d��HH
1 3

ω2 ω1 − ω2

The Killing form is again k·
∑

ωi
2. The Weyl group contains the in-

terchange of any two coordinates, corresponding toωi − ωj (these act as
reflections inh0), and so all permutations; it also contains the rotations of
h0 by multiples ofπ/3, in particular the element−id.It is isomorphic with
the dihedral groupD6. Its order is 12, in agreement with the fact that there
are twelve chambers in theC − S diagram. [For the computation we note
that the operation associated withω3 sends(a1, a2, a3) to (−a2,−a1,−a3).]

Fundamental coroots:H1 = (1,−1, 0), H2 = (−1, 2,−1).

The Cartan matrix is
[[

2 −1
−3 2

]]

.
Actually all this is part of an explicit description ofG2 as sub Lie algebra

ofB3, i.e.,o(7,C): LetYi, Y−i, Yi,−j , . . . be the root elements ofB3 as in the
table forBl above, and putZ±1 = Y±1 ± Y∓2,∓3 etc. (permute cyclically).
Then the subspace ofB3 spanned by theZ±i, theYj,−k and the subspace
h′ of h defined byω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 0 is a sub Lie algebra ofB3, isomorphic
toG2, with h′ asCSA and the restrictions toh′ of the±ωi and theωj − ωk
as roots. (Noteω1 = −ω2 − ω3 etc. onh′.)

6) F4.

h isC4, andh0 isR4.
The roots are the forms±ωi and±ωi ± ωj with i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 andi < j,
and the forms1/2(±ω1±ω2±ω3±ω4). Order inh>0 defined by(8, 4, 2, 1).
Positive roots:ωi, ωi + ωj andωi − ωj with i < j, 1/2(ω1 ± ω2 ± ω3 ± ω4).
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Fundamental system:α1 = 1/2(ω1 − ω2 − ω3 − ω4), α2 = ω4, α = ω3 −
ω4, α4 = ω2 − ω3.
Fundamental Weyl chamber:a1 > a2 + a3 + a4, a4 > 0, a3 > a4, a2 > a3.
Maximal root:ω1 + ω2,= 2α1 + 4α2 + 3α3 + 2α4.

We can addα2 twice toα3. The Dynkin diagram is

d d d d�H
1 1 2 2

α1 α2 α3 α4

The Killing form is Pythagorean, k·
∑

ωi
2. The Weyl group contains all

permutations of the axes (from theωi −ωj), all sign changes (from theωi)
and the transformation that sendsH = (a1, a2, a3, a4) toH−(a1 +a2 +a3 +
a4) ·E with E = (1, 1, 1, 1) (from 1/2(ω1 +ω2 +ω3 +ω4)), and is generated
by these elements. Its order is4! · 24 · 3 (as determined by Cartan [3]).

Fundamental coroots:H1 = e1− e2− e3− e4,H2 = 2e4, H3 = e3− e4, H4 =
e2 − e3.

The Cartan matrix differs from that forA4 only by having−2 as3, 2-entry.

For E6, E7, E8 we first give Cartan’s description. Then follows a more
recent model forE8, in whichE6 andE7 appear as sub Lie algebras.

7) E6.

h isC6, andh0 isR6.
The roots are theωi − ωj, the±(ωi + ωj + ωk)

with i < j < k, and±(ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ω6).

Order inh>0 defined by(5, 4, . . . , 0).

Positive roots:ωi−ωj with i < j, ωi+ωj+ωk with i < j < k, ω1 + · · ·+ω6.

Fundamental system:α1 = ω1 − ω2, α2 = ω2 − ω3, . . . , α5 = ω5 − ω6, α6 =
ω4 + ω5 + ω6.

Fundamental Weyl chamber:a1 > a2 > · · · > a6, a4 + a5 + a6 > 0.

Maximal root:ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ω6,= α1 + 2α2 + 3α3 + 2α4 + α5 + 2α6.

We can add eachαi to the preceding one once, up toα5; and we can add
α3 andα6. The Dynkin diagram is
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d d d d d
d

1 1 1 1 1

1

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5

α6

The Killing form is not Pythagorean; it is24
∑

ωi
2 + 8(

∑

ωi)2.

Order of the Weyl group, as determined by Cartan:72 · 6! (see [3]).

Fundamental coroots:H1 = e1 − e2, . . . , H5 = e5 − e6, H6 = 1/3(−e1 −
e2 − e3 + 2e4 + 2e5 + 2e6)

(One could considerh as the subspace
√

3 · ω0 + ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ω6 = 0
of C7 (with coordinatesa0, a1, . . . , a6) and Pythagorean metric.)

For the Cartan matrix and another description see below.

8) E7.

h isC7, andh0 isR7.
The roots are theωi − ωj, the±(ωi + ωj + ωk) with i < j < k, and the
±
∑

r 6=i ωr.
Order inh>0 defined by(6, 5, . . . , 0).
Positive roots:ωi − ωj with i < j, ωi + ωj + ωk with i < j < k,

∑

r 6=i ωr.
Fundamental system:α1 = ω1 − ω2, . . . , α6 = ω6 − ω7, α7 = ω5 + ω6 + ω7.
Fundamental Weyl chamber:a1 > a2 > · · · > a7, a5 + a6 + a7 > 0.
Maximal root:ω1 + · · ·+ ω6,= α1 + 2α2 + 3α3 + 4α4 + 3α5 + 2α6 + 2α7.

We can add eachαi to the preceding one once, up toα6, and we can add
α4 andα7. The Dynkin diagram is

d d d d d d
d

1 1 1 1 1 1

1

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6

α7

The Killing form is not Pythagorean. (One could considerh as the sub-
space

√
2 · ω0 + ω1 + · · ·+ ω7 = 0 of C8 with Pythagorean metric.)

Order of the Weyl group, as determined by Cartan:56 · 27 · 16 · 10 · 6 · 2 (see
[3]).

Fundamental coroots:H1 = e1− e2, . . . , H6 = e6− e7, H7 = 1/3(−e1− e2−
e3 − e4 + 2e5 + 2e6 + 2e7).
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For another description and the Cartan matrix see below.

9) E8.

Forh we take the subspaceω1 +ω2 + · · ·+ω9 = 0 of C9, with h0 = h∩R9.
Roots: theωi−ωj with i 6= j and the±(ωi+ωj+ωk) with 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ 9.
Order inh>0 defined by(8, 7, . . . , 1,−36).
Positive roots:ωi − ωj with i < j, ωi + ωj + ωk with i < j < k < 9 , and
−ωi − ωj − ω9 with i < j < 9.
Fundamental system:α1 = ω1 − ω2, . . . , α7 = ω7 − ω8, α8 = ω6 + ω7 + ω8.
Maximal root:ω1 −ω2,= 2α1 + 3α2 + 4α3 + 5α4 + 6α5 + 4α6 + 2α7 + 3α8.

We can addα2 to α1 etc. up toα7, and we can addα5 andα8.
The Dynkin diagram is

d d d d d d d
d

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 α7

α8

(This diagram appears in many other contexts in mathematics.)

Order of the Weyl group (after Cartan [3]):240 · 56 · 27 · 16 · 10 · 6 · 2.

We write out the Cartan matrix (denoted byE8):

E8 =

















































2 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
−1 2 0 0

0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 0 −1 2 −1 0 −1
0 0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 −1 2 0
0 0 −1 0 0 2

















































This is an interesting matrix (discovered by Korkin and Zolotarev 1873,
[16]). It has integral entries, is symmetric, positive definite (the quadratic
form v>E8v, with v in R8, is positive except forv = 0), unimodular (i.e.
detE8 = 1), and of type II or even (the diagonal elements are even; the
valuev>E8v with v in Z8 is always even), and it is the only8 × 8 matrix
with these properties, up to equivalence (i.e. up to replacing it byM>E8M
with any integral matrixM with detM = ±1).

The Cartan matrices forE7 andE6 are obtained from that forE8 by
removing the first row and column, resp the first two rows and columns.
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Fundamental coroots:H1 = e1−e2, . . . , H6 = e6−e7, H7 = e7−e8, H8 =
e6 + e7 + e8 − 1/3e, with e = (1, . . . , 1).

There is an alternative description ofE8, with h = C8.
Roots:±ωi ± ωj with i 6= j, and1/2(±ω1 ± ω2 ± · · · ± ω8) with an even
number of plus-signs.
Order defined byH0 = (0,−1,−2, . . . ,−6, 23)
Positive roots:±ωi − ωj with 1 ≤ i < j < 8, ±ωi + ω8 with 1 ≤ i <
8,1/2(±e1 ± e2 ± · · · ± e7 + e8) (even number of−-signs).
Fundamental system:α1 = 1/2

∑

ωi, α2 = −ω1 − ω2, α3 = ω2 − ω3, α4 =
ω1 − ω2, α5 = ω3 − ω4, α6 = ω4 − ω5, α7 = ω5 − ω6, α8 = ω6 − ω7.
Maximal root:ω8 − ω7

We can addα4 to α3.

We show the Dynkin diagram once more, in reversed position and with
new numbering:

d d d d d d d
d

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

α1 α2 α3 α5 α6 α7 α8

α4

Fundamental coroots:H1 = 1/2
∑

ei, H2 = −e1 − e2, H3 = e2 − e3, H4 =
e1 − e2, H5 = e3 − e4, H6 = e4 − e5, H7 = e5 − e6, H8 = e6 − e7.

The Cartan matrix in this scheme is derived from the earlier one by rear-
ranging rows and columns by the permutation which describes the change,
namely(1, . . . , 8)→ (8, 7, 6, 5, 3, 2, 1, 4).

There are models forE6 andE7 in terms ofE8 (we stay with the alter-
native picture): The root system ofE7 is isomorphic to the subset of the
root system ofE8 consisting of those roots that do not involveα8 when
written as linear combinations of theαi. Similarly the root system ofE6

“consists” of those roots ofE8 that involve neitherα8 nor α7. More than
that,E7 is (isomorphic to) the sub Lie algebra ofE8 formed by allHα and
X±α for theα that do not involveα8; this sub Lie algebra is generated by
theX±i with 1 ≤ i ≤ 7. Similarly forE6 one omitsα8 andα7.

In general, if for a semisimpleg one takes a subdiagram of the Dynkin
diagram obtained by omitting some of the vertices (and the incident edges),
then theX±i of g corresponding to the subdiagram generate a sub Lie alge-
bra ofg which is semisimple and has precisely the subdiagram as Dynkin
diagram.To prove this one should verify that each sub Lie algebra corre-
sponding to one of the components of the subdiagram is simple (the ideal
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generated by any non-zero element is the whole Lie algebra; use Prop.A(d)
of §2.11).

The Cartan matrices forE7 andE6 in this system are obtained from
that forE8 by omitting the last row and column or the last two rows and
columns.

2.15 Automorphisms
We continue with our semisimple Lie algebrag (overC), with a Cartan
sub Lie algebrah, the associated root system∆, the Weyl groupW, etc.
The first thing we prove is that the operations of the Weyl group inh are
induced by inner automorphisms ofg. To recall, an inner automorphism of
g is a product of a finite number of automorphisms of the formexp(adX)
with X in g . We writeInt(g) for the group formed by all inner automor-
phisms; this is a subgroup of the groupAut(g) of all automorphisms of
g which in turn is a subgroup of the general linearGL(g) of (the vector
space)g.

THEOREM A. To any elementS of the Weyl group ofg there exists
an inner automorphismA of g under which the Cartan sub Lie algebrah is
stable and for which the restrictionA|h of A to h equalsS (as operator on
h).

For the proof we shall use elementary facts about Lie groups, without
much of a definition or proof (see §1.3). The prime example, and the start-
ing point of the proof, issl(2,C), with h = ((H)) (see §1.1). The Weyl
group isZ/2; the non-trivial elementT sendsH to−H.

The Lie group, of whichsl(2,C) is the Lie algebra, is the special linear
groupSL(2,C). In it we find the elementJ1(= X+−X−), which conjugates
H to−H.

Now J1 can be written asexp(π/2 ·J1), by the familiar computation with
series that showsexp(it) = cos t+ i · sin t, becauseJ1

2 is−I. This suggests
to use as theA of our theorem for the present case the inner automorphism
exp(t · ad(X+ −X−)) for a suitablet-value. Indeed, the operator1/2 ad J1

has matrixdiag(0, J1) wr to the basis{J1, P,−H} of sl(2,C) (hereP is
X+ +X−, see p.75). Then we haveexp(π/2 ad J1) = diag(1,−1,−1), since
exp(πJ1) equals−I, and this sendsH to−H.

We now consider our generalg. Let Sα be the reflection inh associated
with the rootα. Recall the sub Lie algebrag(α) = ((Hα, Xα, X−α)). Put
temporarilyJα = Xα − X−α, and form the inner automorphismAα =
exp(π/2 ad Jα). Our computation forsl(2,C) yieldsAα(Hα) = −Hα. For
anyH orthogonal toHα, i.e. for anyH with α(H) = 0 we havead Jα(H) =
0 [from [HX±α] = ±α(H)X±α] and soAα(H) = H. ThusAα sendsh to
itself and agrees onh with Sα. Now theSα generate the Weyl group, and
Theorem A follows.
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There is a kind of converse to this.

THEOREM B. Let A be an inner automorphism ofg that sendsh to
itself. Then the restriction ofA to h is equal to an element of the Weyl
group.

Together the two theorems say that the Weyl group ofh consists of those
operators onh that come from thenormalizerNh of h in Int(g) (the ele-
ments that sendh to itself). In addition we have

THEOREM C. An automorphismA of g that sendsh to itself and
induces the identity map ofh is of the formexp(adH0) with a suitable
elementH0 of h.

Thus such an automorphism is automatically inInt(g), and thecentral-
izer Zh of h in Int(g) (consisting of the elements that leaveh pointwise
fixed) is the set of allexp(adH) for H in h (this is a subgroup, since the
H ’s commute and soexp(ad(H + H ′)) equalsexp(adH) exp(adH ′)). We
see thatZh is connected.

Altogether we get

THEOREM D. The assignmentA→ A|h sets up an isomorphism of
the quotientNh/Zh with the Weyl groupW. (AndNh/Zh is the group of
components ofNh.)

We first prove Theorem C (which is easy) and then comment on Theo-
rem B.

Let thenA be as in Theorem C. We recall the fundamental rootsαi. The
corresponding corootsHi and the root elementsXi andX−i generateg, as
we know from §2.11. ThusA is determined by its effect on these elements.
By hypothesis we haveA(Hi) = Hi. Therefore eachαi goes to itself (under
A>), and in turn eachXi and eachX−i goes to a multiple of itself, with a
(non-zero) factorai or bi. The relation[XiX−i] = Hi and invariance under
A requiresbi = 1/ai. Chooseti so thatai = exp(ti). Since the roots{αi}
are a basis forh, there existsH0 in h with αi(H0) = ti. It follows from
adH0(X±i) = ±tiX±i that the automorphismexp(adH0) agrees withA on
theHi and theX±i; the two are therefore identical.

Theorem B is a good deal harder to prove and in fact goes beyond the
scope of these notes. However we briefly indicate the steps. So letA be
an inner automorphism ofg that sendsh to itself. ApplyingA to one of
the formulae[HXα] = α(H)Xα that define the roots and root elements,
we get [AH,AXα] = α(H)AXα or, replacingH by A−1H, [H,AXα] =
A∨α(H)AXα. ThusA∨α is again a root (andAXα is a corresponding root
element). It follows thatA∨ mapsh>0 to itself; andA mapsh0 to itself (as a
real linear transformation) and permutes the corootsHα (note thatA leaves
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the Killing form and the induced isomorphism ofh0 andh>0 invariant) and
by the same token permutes the Weyl chambers. Since the Weyl group
is transitive on the chambers, we can, using Theorem A, find an inner
automorphismB that induces an element of the Weyl group onh and such
that the compositionA′ = BA preserves the fundamental Weyl chamber
C. The next step is to show thatA′|h is in fact the identity. We note first
that the linear mapA′|h0 has a fix vector (eigenvector with eigenvalue 1)
H0 in C, e.g. the sum of the unit vectors, wr to the Killing form, along the
edges ofC.

One now introduces a compact formu of g, which one can assume to
containih0 (see §2.10). With the scalars restricted toR one hasg = u + iu.
One shows now (a long story) that the real sub Lie algebrau of g generates
a compact Lie groupA in Int(g), with Lie algebrau, and that every element
of Int(g) is (uniquely) of the formk · exp(ad iY ) with k in K andY in
u (analogous to writing any invertible complex matrix as unitary times
positive definite Hermitean – the polar decomposition). In particular the
automorphismA′ above can be so written. Now comes a lemma, which
allows one to disregard theiY -term. Note that the fix vectorH0 of A′ lies
in h0 and so iniu.

LEMMA E. Suppose for someH in h0 the elementk·exp(ad iY )(H) =
H ′ is also inh0. Then[Y H] = 0, andexp(ad iY )(H) = H.

Proof: Sinceu is a real form ofg, complex conjugation ofg wr to u
(sendingi to −i in the decompositiong = u + iu) preserves brackets, and
so one hask·exp(− ad iY )(−H) = −H ′. This impliesexp(ad 2iY )(H) = H.
Now adY is a skew-symmetric (wr to the Killing form) onu, and so its
eigenvalues onu and then also ong are purely imaginary. The eigen-
values ofad iY are then real; it is also semisimple, just asadY is. But
then it is clear from the diagonal form ofad iY that the fix vectorH of
exp(ad 2iY ) must be an eigenvector ofad iY with eigenvalue0, i.e., must
satisfyadY (H) = 0, or [Y H] = 0.

This in turn impliesexp(ad sY )(H) = H for all s.
Applied to theA′ = k · exp(ad iY ) above this has the consequence

A′(H) = k(H) for all H in h0, and in particulark(H0) = H0. Now one
has another important fact which we don’t prove here. (Cf. [12], Cor. 2.8,
p.287.)

PROPOSITIONF. In a compact connected Lie group the stabilizer
of any element of the Lie algebra is connected.
(ThestabilizerofX is the set (group){g : Ad g(X) = X}. HereAd g refers
to theadjointaction ofg ong, induced by conjugation ofG by g, see [11].)

One applies this to the elementH0. Then the elementsexp(itH0), for
real t, which lie inK, commute withk. The fact that no root vanishes on
H0 (or iH0) implies that the Lie algebra of the stabilizer ofH0 (in u) is ih0.
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Thusk lies in exp(ih0) (by Prop.F), and therefore it and then alsoA′ acts
asid on ih0 and onh.

Finally thenA|h0 equalsB−1|h0 and is therefore equal to an operator in
the Weyl group, establishing Theorem B.

√

We now want to go fromInt(g) toAut(g). The important concept here is
that of adiagram automorphism. We recall the basic Isomorphism Theo-
rem (§2.9, Cor.2). It suggests looking at the weak equivalences of the root
system∆ of g with itself; as noted loc cit, each such equivalence extends
uniquely to an isometry ofh0 with itself, and we will use both aspects in-
terchangeably. Under composition the self-equivalences form a group, a
subgroup of the group of all permutations of∆, called theautomorphism
groupof ∆ and denoted byAut(∆). It has the Weyl group as a subgroup,
in fact as a normal subgroup (the conjugate of a Weyl reflectionSα by an
elementT in Aut(∆) is the reflection wr to the rootT (α)). There is also
the subgroup of those elements that send the fundamental Weyl chamber
to it self, or—equivalently—permute the fundamental roots among them-
selves; it can also be interpreted as the group of automorphisms (in the
obvious sense) of the Dynkin diagram; we denote it byAut(DD). (See
§2.13.)

SinceW is simply transitive on the chambers, it is clear thatAut(∆)
is the semidirect product ofW andAut(DD), and thatAut(DD) can be
identified with the quotient groupAut(∆)/W.

The basic isomorphism theorem cited above allows us to associate with
each element ofAut(∆) an automorphism ofg . However there are choices
involved, and one does not get a group of automorphisms ofg this way.
This is different if one restricts oneself toAut(DD). An elementT of it
permutes the fundamental rootsαi in a certain way; one gets an associ-
ated automorphismAT of g by permuting the corresponding root elements
Xi andX−i (which generateg) in the same way. It is now clear that the
mapT → AT is multiplicative. The automorphisms ofg so obtained from
Aut(DD) are calleddiagram automorphisms.

This depends of course on the choice ofh and of the fundamental Weyl
chamber. However, for any two fundamental systemsΦ andΦ′ we know
that there exist inner automorphisms that sendΦ to Φ′ and that the map
Φ → Φ′ so obtained is unique (Propositions C, D, E, §2.11, and Theo-
rems A, B and C); thus we can identify all fundamental systems ofg to
a genericfundamental system, with a corresponding generic Dynkin dia-
gram. It is easily seen that any automorphism ofg induces a well-defined
automorphism of the generic fundamental system and Dynkin diagram,
and that this yields a homomorphism ofAut(g) into Aut(DD) (the latter
now interpreted as the group of automorphisms of the generic Dynkin di-
agram). Theorem C implies that the kernel of this map is preciselyInt(g).
The diagram automorphisms above show thatAut(g) contains a subgroup
that maps isomorphically ontoAut(DD). We now have a good hold on the
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relation betweenAut(g) andInt(g):

THEOREM G. The sequence1 → Int(g) → Aut(g) → Aut(DD) →
1 is split exact.

Another way to put (part of) this is to say that “the groupOut(g) of
outer automorphisms ofg ", i.e., the quotient groupAut(g)/Int(g), can be
identified withAut(DD).

We noted already in effect in §2.13 whatAut(DD) is for the Dynkin di-
agrams of the various simple Lie algebras:A1, Bl, Cl, G2, F4, E7, E8 admit
only the identity (and so all automorphisms of the Lie algebra are inner).
Al for l > 1, Dl for l 6= 4 andE6 admit one other automorphism (“hor-
izontal" reversal forAl andE6, interchanging the two “ends" forDl), so
thatAut(DD) is Z/2; and finallyD4 permits the full symmetric groupS3

on three objects (the endpoints of its diagram). (The non-trivial element of
Aut(DD) is induced forsl(n,C), n > 2, by the automorphism “infinitesi-
mal contragredience",X → X4, and foro(2n,C) by conjugation with the
improper orthogonal matrixdiag(1, . . . , 1,−1); as noted,o(8,C) has some
other outer automorphisms in addition.)

Our final topic is the so-calledopposition elementin the Weyl group of
anyg. It is that element of the Weyl group that sends the fundamental Weyl
chamberC to its negative,−C; we denote this element byop. Clearly, if
W contains the element−id, thenop is −id. This is necessarily so for a
g with trivial Aut(DD): For g we have the contragredience automorphism
C∨ of §2.9 (end), whose restriction toh is −id. By the results above,C∨

is inner iff −id is in the Weyl group; and for ag with trivial Aut(DD) all
automorphisms are inner.
ForDl with evenl the element−id is inW.
ForAl, with l > 1, whereW acts as the symmetric group on the coordinate
functionsωi, op is the permutationωi → ωl+2−i. This sends each funda-
mental rootαi = ωi−ωi+1 to ωl+2−i−ωl+1−i = −αl+1−i, and so sends the
fundamental chamber to its negative.
ForDl with odd l the opposition is given byωi → −ωi for i = 1, . . . , l − 1
andωl → ωl. This sends the fundamental rootsαi = ωi − ωi+1 with i =
1, . . . , l − 2 to their negatives, and sendsαl−1 = ωl−1 − ωl [respαl =
ωl−1 + ωl] to −αl [resp−αl−1], thus sendingC to−C.

We come toE6. First a general fact: for any rootα and any weightλ the
elementSα(λ)−λ = λ(Hα)α lies in the root latticeR (see §3.1); it follows,
using the invariance ofR underW, thatS(λ)− λ lies inR for anyS inW.
We use this to show that−id is not in the Weyl group ofE6; namely, for
the fundamental weightλ1 (see §3.5)the element−id(λ1) − λ1 = −2λ1 =
−2/3 · (4ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ω6) is not inR.

In all three cases we haveop 6= −id, −id is not in the Weyl group,−op
gives a non trivial element ofAut(DD), andC∨ is not an inner automor-
phism.
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Representations

This chapter brings the construction of the finite dimensional represen-
tations of a complex semisimple Lie algebra from the root system. (The
main original contributors are É. Cartan [3], H. Weyl [25,26], C. Cheval-
ley [5], Harish-Chandra [10].) We list the irreducible representations for
the simple Lie algebras. Then follows Weyl’s character formula, and its
consequences (the dimension formula, multiplicities of weights of a rep-
resentation and multiplicities of representations in a tensor product). A
final section determines which representations consist of orthogonal, resp
symplectic, matrices (in a suitable coordinate system).

Throughout the chapterg is a complex semisimple Lie algebra of rankl,
h is a Cartan sub Lie algebra,∆ = {α, β, . . . } is the root system and∆+ is
the set of positive roots wr to some given weak order inh, Φ = {α1, ..., αl}
is the fundamental system,Hα (with α in ∆) are the coroots,hα are the
root vectors,Xα are the root elements, and the coefficientsNαβ are in
normal form (all as described in Ch.2). As noted in §2.11, we writeHi

instead ofHαi , for αi in Φ, for the fundamental coroots;Θ denotes the set
{H1, H2, . . . , Hl}. Similarly we writeXi for Xαi andX−i for X−αi .

3.1 The Cartan-Stiefel diagram
This is a preliminary section, which extends the considerations of §2.11
and introduces some general definitions and facts. For all of it we could
replace∆ (in h>0 ) by an abstract root system (in a Euclidean spaceV ), with
h0 corresponding to the dual spaceV > (using the standard identification
of a vector space with its second dual). In the literatureh>0 andh0 are often
identifiedunder the correspondenceλ ↔ hλ given by the metric; but we
shall keep them separate.

We recall that{hα} and∆ are congruent root systems and that{Hα} is
the root system dual to{hα}. {Hα} and{hα} have the same Weyl group,
isomorphic to that of∆ in the obvious way (contragredience; the reflection
for Hα equals that forhα).

We note thatΘ is a fundamental system for the root system{Hα}: Each
relationα =

∑

aiαi for α in ∆+, with non-negative integralai, implies the
relation〈α, α〉Hα =

∑

ai〈αi, αi〉Hi (because of〈α, α〉Hα = 2hα etc.). Thus
all theseHα lie in the cone spanned byΘ, and that is of course enough to
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establish our claim; it also follows that the numbersai〈αi, αi〉/〈α, α〉 are
(non-negative) integers.

We regard the Weyl group W as an abstract group, associated tog, which
acts onh>0 (with the original definition of §2.6) and also onh0 with the con-
tragredient (transposed-inverse) action. Thus we haveSλ(H) = λ(S−1H)
for S in W, λ in h>0 , andH in h0. Since the inner products inh0 andh>0
are compatible(|α| = |hα|), the action onh0 is also orthogonal, and in par-
ticular eachSα acts as reflection across thesingular plane(α, 0) = {H :
α(H) = 0} (cf.§2.11). The formula for this isSα(H) = H − α(H)Hα.

We recall that the union over∆ of these singular planes is the infinites-
imal Cartan-Stiefel diagramD′ of g (in h0). It divides h0 into the Weyl
chambers. The fundamental Weyl chamberC consists of all theH in h0

for which the valuesαi(H), or equivalently the〈Hi, H〉, or again all the
α(H) with α in ∆+, are positive. Similarly the fundamental Weyl chamber
C> in h>0 consists of theλ with all λ(Hi) positive. The Weyl chambers are
cones, of the linear kind described in the Appendix. The walls of the fun-
damental chamber lie in the planes orthogonal to theHi (in h0), resp. the
αi (in h>0 ). (As examples see the figures for the casesA2, B2, G2 in §3.5.)

We come to the new definitions:
Generalizing the notion of singular plane (α, 0), we define, forα in ∆

andn in Z, thesingular plane(α, n), of heightn, as{H ∈ h0: α(H) = n};
note (α, n) = (−α,−n). The union overα andn of the (α, n) is the(global)
Cartan- Stiefel diagramD(g), or D in short, ofg (wr to h; by conjugacy
of the CSA’s it is independent of whichh we use). The components of the
complement ofD(g) in h0 are thecellsof the diagram.

(We recall that alattice in a vector space is a subgroup (under addition)
generated by some basis of the space.) The subgroup ofh0 generated by
all theHα (or equivalently byΘ) is called thetranslation lattice T . The
subgroup ofh0 of thoseH for which all valuesα(H), with α running over
∆ (or φ), are integers is called thecenter latticeZ. Dually we writeR
(theroot lattice) for the subgroup ofh>0 generated by∆ (or Φ), andI (the
lattice of integral formsor weights) for the subgroup ofh>0 consisting of
theλ for which all valuesλ(Hα) with α in ∆ (or in Φ, i.e., using only the
Hi in Θ) are integers. For examples see §3.6.

Each elementt of T defines a map ofh0 to itself, called atranslation,
with H → H + t. The group of maps ofh0 to itself generated by all these
translations and by the Weyl groupW is called theaffineor extendedWeyl
groupWa, with a split exact sequence0 → T → Wa → W → 0. All its
elements are isometries - maps that leave the distance between any two
points invariant; but they don’t necessarily fix the origin (they areaffine
transformations). Clearly each element ofWa maps the Cartan-Stiefel di-
agramD(g) to itself, and thus permutes the cells.
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In I we distinguish two important subsets: FirstId, the set of theλ in
I with all λ(Hi) ≥ 0 (equivalently:λ(Hα) ≥ 0 for all α in ∆+), thedom-
inant forms or weights; second the setI0 of the in I with all λ(Hi) >
0, the strongly dominantforms or weights. One sees thatI0 (resp.Id)
is the intersection ofI with the fundamental Weyl chamber (resp. the
closed fundamental Weyl chamber) of∆ in h>0 . We introduce the setΛ =
{λ1, λ2, . . . , λl) of independent generators ofI, namely the dual basis to
Θ, defined by the equationsλi(Hj) = δij (Kroneckerδ). Theλi are the
fundamental weights; they lie on the edges (the 1-dimensional faces) of
the fundamental Weyl chamber, since we haveλi(Hj) = 0 for i 6= j. [λi is
the point of intersection of the i-th edge with the plane through the point
1/2αi, orthogonal to the vectorαi (the factor 1/2 comes fromαi(Hi) = 2).]
I0 (resp.Id) is the set of linear combinations of theλi with positive (resp.
non-negative) integral coefficients.Id is a free Abelian semigroup, with
basisΛ.

We single out an important element ofId, the elementδ = λ1 +λ2 + ...+
λl, the lowest strongly dominant form, usually just called thelowest form
(or lowest weight; in the literature also often denoted byρ); it is character-
ized by the equationsδ(Hi) = 1 for i = 1, . . . , l. Clearly a dominant form
λ is strongly dominant iffλ− δ is dominant.

We now prove a number of facts about all these objects.

PROPOSITIONA. The fundamental Weyl chamberC (in h0) is con-
tained in the cone spanned by the setΘ.

(Geometrically, because of〈Hi, Hj〉 ≤ 0 for i 6= j the setΘ spans a
“wide” cone, and thereforeC, the negative of the “dual” cone, is contained
in it.) Takev =

∑

riHi in C, i.e., with all〈v,Hi〉 ≥ 0. Write v asv− + v+,
wherev−means the sum of the terms withri < 0. For anyHi that occurs in
the sumv− (and so not inv+) we have〈v+, Hi〉 ≤ 0 because of〈Hi, Hj〉 ≤
0 for i 6= j, and so〈v−, Hi〉 = 〈v,Hi〉 − 〈v+, Hi〉 ≥ 0. Multiplying by the
(non-positive)ri and adding we get〈v−, v−〉 ≤ 0, i.e.,v− = 0.

√

It follows from the corresponding fact forh>0 that the fundamental weights
λi are positive (in the given weak order) and that the lowest formδ is in-
deed the smallest element ofI0.

PROPOSITIONB. The lowest formδ equals one half the sum of all
positive roots. For anyS in W the elementδ − Sδ is the sum of those
positive roots that become negative underS−1.

For the proof we write temporarilyε = 1/2
∑

∆+ α. By Lemma F, §2.11,
we haveSi(ε) = ε−αi for the Weyl reflection associated to the fundamental
rootαi. Comparing with the general formulaSi(λ) = λ− λ(Hi)αi we find
ε(Hi) = 1 for all i; but thenε is δ. The second assertion of Prop.B is then
elementary.

√
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Let U = {z : |z| = 1} be the unit circle inC, as multiplicative group
(this is just the unitary groupU(1)). h>0 andh0 are paired toU by the “bi-
linear" function that sends the pair(λ,H) to exp(2πiλ(H)). Theannuller
(or annihilator) of a subgroup ofh0 (resp.h>0 ) is the subgroup ofh>0 (resp.
h0) of those elements that under the pairing toU yield 1 for every element
in the given subgroup. We use some simple notions of Pontryagin duality
theory of Abelian groups: The dualA∗ of a (topological) Abelian group
A is the groupHom(A,U) of all continuous homomorphisms ofA into U
(the characters ofA), with the pointwise product, with a suitable topology,
and the pairing(f, a)→ f(a) to U .

PROPOSITIONC. The groupsT , Z, R, I are lattices (inh0 andh>0
respectively).T is a subgroup ofZ, andR one ofI. T andI are annullers
of each other, similarly forR andZ. The groupsZ/T andI/R are finite,
and are dual under the induced pairing toU (and thus isomorphic) .

ThatT andR are lattices, generated byΘ andΦ respectively, we have
seen already.I andZ are then generated by the dual bases,Λ and an
unnamed one forZ. The inclusion relations come from the integrality of
theβ(Hα). The finiteness of the quotients comes from the fact that all four
groups have the same rank. ThatZ/T andI/R are dual (each “is" the
group of all homomorphisms of the other intoU), follows easily from the
facts claimed about annulling - which are also quite clear (I is defined
as annuller ofT ; that converselyT is annuller ofI one can see by using
the symmetry in the definition of dual bases). That duality implies (non-
natural) isomorphism for finite Abelian groups is well known; it follows
from the facts that duality preserves direct sums and that the dual of the
finite cyclic groupZ/n is isomorphic toZ/n.

√

We note, but shall not prove, the fact thatZ/T is (isomorphic to) the
center of the simply connected (compact) Lie group with Lie algebrau
(compact form ofg, §2.10).

The corootsHα, for α in ∆, are all primitive elements ofT (they are not
divisible, inT , by any integer different from±1). The reason is that each
Hα belongs to some fundamental system and thus to a basis forT (§2. 11);
similarly for theα andR.

The affine Weyl groupWa contains the reflections in the singular planes
(α, n); e.g., the composition ofSα with translation byHα is the reflection
in the plane (α, 1); the “1" comes fromα(Hα) = 2. It is easily seen that
Wa is in fact generated by these reflections. It follows, as for the cham-
bers underW, thatWa is transitive over the cells, and that therefore all
cells are congruent. Cells are clearly bounded convex sets. The cell in the
fundamental Weyl chamber whose closure contains the origin is called the
fundamental cell, c.
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PROPOSITION D. If g is simple, then the fundamental cell is the
simplex{H : αi(H) > 0 for i = 1, ..., l andµ(H) < 1}, cut off from the
fundamental Weyl chamber by the maximal rootµ.

This follows from Prop. L, §2,11.
LEMMA E. Let t be a non-zero element ofT ; then there exists

a rootα with α(t) ≥ 2.

We use the notion oflevel: writing an elements of T as
∑

siHi (with si
in Z), this is

∑

si, the sum of the coefficients. Now suppose all the values
α(t) are±1 or 0. The same holds then for all transformsSt with S in W;
thus we may assume theti in t =

∑

tiHi to be non-negative (transform
intoC and apply Prop.A). From〈t, t〉 =

∑

ti〈t,Hi〉 we conclude that there
is at least onej with tj > 0 and〈t,Hj〉 > 0; the latter impliesαj(t) = 1 by
our assumption onT . The elementSjt = t− αj(t)Hj = t−Hj still has all
coefficients non-negative, when written in terms of theHi. But the level
has gone down by 1. Iterating this we end up with a contradiction when
we get to a singleHi, sinceαi(Hi) = 2.

√

We now prove, among other things, thatWa is simply transitive on the
set of cells.

PROPOSITIONF.

(a) The only element of the affine Weyl group that keeps any cell fixed
(setwise) is the identity.

(b) Each closed cell has exactly one point (a vertex) in the latticeT .
(c) The union of the closed cells that contain the origin is a fundamental

domain forT .
(d) The only reflections contained inWa are those across the singular

planes(α, n).

Keeping a cell fixed, in (a), is of course equivalent to the existence of a
fixed point in the (open) cell. For the proof we may as well assume that
g is simple. In the general case the various simple components operate in
pairwise orthogonal invariant subspaces and are independent of each other.

First (a): By transitivity we may assume that the cell in question is the
fundamental cellc. Suppose that for aT in Wa we haveT (c) = c. If T
leaves the origin fixed, it leaves the Weyl chamberC fixed (setwise), and
by Prop. E, §2.11 we haveT = id. If T (0) were not 0, it would be an
element ofT , inC, on which the maximal rootµ takes value 1 (by Prop.D),
contradicting Lemma E (note thatα(T (0)) is a non-negative integer for
every positive rootα).

For (b) suppose thatc had another vertext, besides 0, inT . Translation
by −t sendsc into another cellc′ that also has 0 as a vertex. There exists
then anS in W with S(c′) = c. By (a) this would say thatS equals the
translation byt, which is manifestly not so.
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Now for (c): LetQ(= W · c) denote the set described in (c). Since the
closed cells coverh0, it follows from (b) that each point ofh0 can be trans-
lated intoQ by a suitable element ofT . On the other hand, Prop.D implies
that for any pointH in Q and any rootα we have|α(H)| ≤ 1; i.e.,Q is
contained in the strip{H : |α(H)| ≤ 1}. Suppose now thatH andH ′ are
two points inQ that are equivalent underT , so thatH − H ′ = t(6= 0) is
in T . Lemma E provides a rootα with α(t) ≥ 2. But then we must have
α(H) = −α(H ′) = 1, so that bothH andH ′ lie on the boundary of the
strip associated withα, and so also on the boundary ofQ. ThusQ has the
properties required of a fundamental domain forT .

Finally (d) is immediate from (a).
√

Remark to (c): One sees easily that the setQ is the intersection, over∆,
of all the strips described. But for someα the strip may containQ in its
interior (e.g. for the short roots ofG2), and for someα the intersection of
Q with the boundary of the strip may be (non-empty and) of dimension
less thanl − 1 (e.g., for the short roots ofB2). This corresponds to the
fact that in general the roots that occur as maximal roots wr to some weak
order form a proper subset of∆.

3.2 Weights and weight vectors

We now come to the study of representations. (We shall often abbreviate
“representation" to “rep" and similarly “irreducible rep" to “irrep".) Let
ϕ : g → gl(V ) be a representation ofg on the (complex) vector spaceV .
(We often writeXv orX · v for ϕ(X)(v).)

The basic notion is that ofweight vector: a joint eigenvector of all the
operatorsϕ(H) for H in the Cartan sub Lie algebrah. Note that by defini-
tion such a vector is not0. If v is a weight vector, then the corresponding
eigenvalue forϕ(H), as function ofH, is a linear function onh, in other
words an element ofh>; this element is theweightof v.

For a givenλ in h> theweight spaceVλ is the subspace ofV (possibly
0) consisting of 0 and all the weight vectors withλ as weight.λ is called
a weight ofϕ if Vλ is not 0, i.e., if there exists a weight vector toλ. The
dimensionmλ of Vλ is called themultiplicity of λ (as weight of the repϕ).

We prove a simple, but fundamental, lemma (generalizing Lemma A in
§1.11, forA1). Let v be a weight vector ofϕ, with weightλ; let α be any
root, and letXα be the corresponding root element (well determined up to
a scalar factor, see §2.5).

LEMMA A. The vectorXαv, if not zero, is again a weight vec-
tor of ϕ, with weightλ+ α; in other words,Xα mapsVλ into Vλ+α.
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This is a trivial computation; again, as the physicists say, we “use the
commutation rules": Fromϕ([HXα]) = ϕ(H)ϕ(Xα) − ϕ(Xα)ϕ(H) (since
ϕ preserves brackets) and[HXα] = α(H)Xα (sinceXα is root element to
α) we getHXαv = XαHv + [HXα]v = Xαλ(H)v + α(H)Xαv = (λ(H) +
α(H)) ·Xα.

√

We come to the basic facts about weights, withϕ andV as above.

THEOREM B.

(a) V is spanned by weight vectors; there is only a finite number of
weights;

(b) the weights are integral forms (they belong to the latticeI in h>0 );
(c) the set of weights ofϕ is invariant under the Weyl group: ifϕ is

a weight, so isSαλ = λ − λ(Hα)α, for any α in ∆; in fact, with ε =
sgn(λ(Hα)), all the termsλ, λ− εα, λ− 2εα, ..., λ− λ(Hα)α are weights of
ϕ;

(d) the multiplicities are invariant under the Weyl group:mλ = mSλ for
all S inW.

For the proof we recall that each corootHα belongs to a sub Lie alge-
brag(α) = ((Hα, Xα, X−α)) of typeA1 (§2.5). ApplyingA1-representation
theory (§1.12) to the restriction ofϕ to g(α) we conclude that the operator
ϕ(Hi) is diagonizable. All the variousϕ(Hi) commute. It is a standard re-
sult of linear algebra that then there is a simultaneous diagonalization of
all theϕ(Hα). This proves (a), since theHα spanh. Point (b) is also imme-
diate, since by ourA1-results all eigenvalues ofϕ(Hα), i.e. theλ(Hα) for
all the weightsλ, are integers.

The proofs for (c) and (d) are a bit more elaborate: Letv be a weight
vector, with weightλ, and letα be a root ofg. Because ofH−α = −Hα we
may assumeλ(Hα) > 0 (the case = 0 being trivial).

Applying Lemma A toX−α and iterating, we find that(X−α)rv, if not
0, is weight vector to the weightλ − rα. But it follows from the nature of
the repsDs of A1 that, withr = λ(Hα) (= the eigenvalue ofHα for v), the
vectorsv, X−αv, (X−α)2v, ..., (X−α)rv are non-zero, in fact independent.
This proves (c) (noteε = 1 at present). The argument shows at the same
time thatmλ ≤ mSαλ (namely, the map(X−α)r is injective onVλ). Since
Sα is an involution, we have equality here, and thenmλ = mSλ follows for
all S inW.

The last argument also showsmλ ≤ mλ−α, providedλ(Hα) > 0. Thus
the sequencemλ,mλ−α,mλ−2α, . . . ,mSαλ increases (weakly) up to its mid-
dle, and decreases (weakly) in the second half.

The multiplicitiesmλ may well be greater than1. This happens, e.g., for
the adjoint representation, where the weight0 appears with multiplicityl
(the rank ofg). (The other weights are the roots, with multiplicities1.)

√
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Remark: (c) implies that the integersk for which λ + kα is a weight of
ϕ fill out some interval[−r, s] in Z, with r, s ≥ 0; these weights form the
α-string of λ (for ϕ). Thus the set of weights ofϕ is “convex in direction
α”.

A weight λ of ϕ is extreme(or highest) if λ + α is not weight ofϕ for
any positive rootα; note that this involves the given weak order inh>0 .
Extreme weights exist: we can simply take a maximal weight ofϕ in the
given order, or we can take any weight of maximal norm (wr to the Killing
form) and transform it into the closed fundamental Weyl chamber by some
element ofW (then〈λ, α〉 ≥ 0 for all α in ∆+ and so|λ+ α| > |λ|, so that
λ + α is not a weight). Similarly a weight vector ofϕ is calledextreme
if it is sent to 0 by the operatorsXα for all positive rootsα. We note an
important consequence of Lemma A:A weight vectorv whose weightλ is
extreme is itself extreme.

The main construction for representation theory, generalizing directly
that forA1, follows now: Letv be an extreme weight vector ofϕ, with
weightλ (like the vectorv0 for A1-theory, an eigenvector ofH and sent to
0 byX+, see §1. 12). We associate tov the subspaceVv of V defined as the
smallest subspace ofV that containsv and is invariant under all the root
elementsX−i corresponding to the negatives of the fundamental rootsαi.
ClearlyVv is spanned by all vectors of the formX−i1X−i2 ...X−ikv with k =
0, 1, 2, ... and1 ≤ ij ≤ l. (Thus we havev itself, allX−iv, allX−jX−iv, etc.,
analogous to the vectorsv0, X−v0, (X−)2v0, ... ofA1-theory.) By Lemma
A each such vector, if not0, is weight vector ofϕ with weightλ − αi1 −
αi2 − ...− αik ; it follows that all but a finite number of these vectors are 0.

PROPOSITIONC. Vv is ag-invariant subspace ofV .

For the proof we note thatg is generated by the (fundamental) root el-
ementsXi andX−i (see §2.11). Therefore it is enough to show thatVv is
invariant under theXi andX−i. Invariance under theX−i is part of the
definition ofVv. Invariance under theXi we prove by induction: WritingI
for a sequence{i1, i2, ..., ik} as above, we abbreviateX−i1X−i2 ...X−ikv to
XIv (soX{i}v = X−iv); call k the lengthof I. We shall prove inductively
that allXIv with I of length at most any givent are sent intoVv by theXi.

This is clear fort = 0, sincev is an extreme vector: allXiv are 0. For
the induction, take anyk ≤ t + 1; put I ′ = {i2, ..., ik} (with I as above).
Then from the “commutation relation"[XiX−j ] = XiX−j − X−jXi we
haveXiXIv = XiX−i1XI′v = X−i1XiXI′v + [XiX−i1 ]XI′v. By induction
the vectorXiXI′v is in Vv, and so is then itsX−i1-image, taking care of
the first term on the right. As for the second term,[XiX−i1 ] is 0 if i1 is
different from i (sinceαi − αi1 is not a root), and isHi if i1 = i; in the
latter caseXI′v is eigenvector ofHi.

√
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COROLLARY D. If the representationϕ is irreducible, then there
exists exactly one extreme weight, sayλ; it is dominant (belongs to the
semigroupId), maximal in the given order, of maximal norm, and of mul-
tiplicity 1; all other weights are of the formλ−

∑

niαi with non-negative
integersni.

Proof: We take any extreme weightλ and the corresponding weight
vector v (as noted, these exist). The corresponding spaceVv is then in-
variant and non- zero and by irreducibility equals the whole spaceV . The
claim about the uniqueness and multiplicity ofλ and the form of the other
weights follow at once from the explicit description of the vectorsXIv
spanningVv. The other properties ofλ follow by uniqueness from the fact
that, as noted above, extreme weights with these properties exist.

√

We interpolate a convexity property of the set of weights ofϕλ.

PROPOSITIONE. The set of weights ofϕλ is contained in the con-
vex closure of the orbitW · λ of λ under the Weyl group.

Proof: Let µ be a weight; we may assumeµ in the closed dual funda-
mental chamberC>−. Fromµ = λ −

∑

niαi we concludeλ(H) ≥ µ(H)
for all H in C− (i.e. with allα(H) ≥ 0). Now we apply Prop. I of §2. 11.√

We return to the situation of Cor.D. The principal fact of representation
theory, which we prove below, is that conversely the extreme weight deter-
mines the representation; if two irreps ofg have the same extreme weight,
then they are equivalent (uniqueness). Moreover, everyλ in Id appears as
extreme weight of some irrep (existence). Clearly this gives a very good
hold on the irreps. And for general, reducible reps there is Weyl’s theorem
that any rep is direct sum of irreps. We state these results formally:

THEOREM F. Assigning to each irrep its extreme weight sets up a
bijection between the setg∧ of equivalence classes of irreps ofg and the
setId of dominant integral forms inh>0 .

THEOREM G. Every representation ofg is completely reducible.

Comments: The bijection in Theorem F seems to depend on the choice
of order inh>0 or of the fundamental Weyl chamber. One can free it from
this choice be replacing the dominant weightλ in question by its orbit
under the Weyl groupW, which has exactly one element in every closed
Weyl chamber by Prop. H in §2.11. The bijection is then between the set
g∧ and the set ofW-orbits in the latticeI of integral forms.

The splitting of a repϕ into irreps, given by Theorem G, is not quite
unique (if there are multiplicities, i.e., if several of the irreps are equiva-
lent). What is unique, is the splitting intoisotypic summands, where such
a summand is a maximal invariant subspace all of whose irreducible sub-
spaces areg-isomorphic to each other. This follows easily from Schur’s
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Lemma; an isotypic subspace is simply, in a given splitting into irreps, the
sum of the spaces of all those irreps that are equivalent to a given one.

3.3 Uniqueness and existence
We start with the uniqueness part of Theorem F, the easy part. Letϕ andϕ′

be two irreps ofg, on the vector spacesV andV ′, with the same extreme
weightλ. We must showϕ andϕ′ equivalent.

The clue is the consideration of the direct sum representationϕ⊕ ϕ′ on
V ⊕ V ′. Let v andv′ be extreme weight vectors toλ for ϕ andϕ′; then
(v, v′) clearly is an extreme weight vector toλ for ϕ ⊕ ϕ′, with associated
invariant subspaceW = (V ⊕ V ′)(v,v′) (see Prop. C in §2). The (equiv-
ariant) projectionp of V ⊕ V ′ ontoV sends(v, v′) to v, and therefore (by
irreducibility) mapsW onto V . On the other hand the kernel ofp onW
is the intersection ofW with the natural summandV of V ⊕ V ′, and thus
a g-invariant subspace ofV . It cannot contain the vectorv, since(v, v′) is
the only vector inW with weightλ (all the vectors generated from(v, v′)
have lower weights). Thus by irreducibility ofϕ this kernel is 0, and sop
is an equivariant isomorphism ofV with W . SimilarlyW is isomorphic to
V ′, and soV andV ′ are isomorphic, i.e.,ϕ andϕ′ are equivalent.

√

We come to the hard part, existence of irreps. The proof we give is an ad
hoc version of the standard proof (which involves thePoincaré-Birkhoff-
Witt theorem, theBorel sub Lie algebraof g (spanned byh and theXα for
all positiveα), and theVerma module(similar to ourV λ below)).

Let λ be a dominant integral form onh>0 . We must construct an irrepϕ
with λ as extreme weight. We shall construct, successively: First an infinite
dimensional vector spaceUλ on which the elementsXα for α in ∆ and the
H in h act (but brackets are not preserved; this is not quite a representation
of g); Uλ will be a direct sum of finite dimensional eigenspaces ofh with
weights inI of the form “λ minus a sum of positive roots", and withλ
an extreme weight of multiplicity 1. Second, a quotientV λ of Uλ, still
infinite-dimensional, but otherwise with the same properties, on which the
original action becomes a representation ofg. Finally a quotientWλ of V λ,
irreducible underg , with λ as extreme weight, and of finite dimension. We
take our clue from the form of the spaceVv in Prop. B, §3.2.

Let {γ1, ..., γm} be a list of all positive roots ofg (this is not a fundamen-
tal system). To each finite sequenceI = {i1, ..., ik} of k integersir satisfy-
ing 1 ≤ ir ≤ m, with k (the lengthof I)= 0, 1, 2, ... , we assign an abstract
elementvI . Thus we havev∅ (also written justv), v1, v2, ..., vm, v11, v12, v21,
... . We letUλ be the vector space overC with all thesevI as basis. For any
suchI and anyi with 1 ≤ i ≤ m we putiI = {i, i1, ..., ik}.
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We shall now define operatorsH forH in h andXα for α in ∆, operating
onUλ; hereH depends linearly onH. For an arbitraryX = H +

∑

cαXα

we then putX = H +
∑

caXα; thusX is linear inX.

We defineH as follows: AnyvI , with I as above, is eigenvector ofH
with eigenvalueλ(H)− γi1(H)− γi2(H)− ...− γik(H). ClearlyUλ is then
direct sum of weight spacesUλµ with weights of the formµ = λ − γi1 −
γi2− ...−γik . Each such weight space is of finite dimension, because of the
positivity of theγi. Clearly also the variousH commute with each other;
we have a representation ofh.

Next, for anyγi we defineX−γi in the obvious way:X−γivI = viI .
Finally we defineXγi

vI by induction on the length ofI: To begin with we
putXγi

v = 0. We denote the operator assigned to[XαXβ ] byXαβ for any
α, β in ∆; this equalsHα if β = −α, orNαβXα+β if α + β is a root, and
the operator 0 otherwise. (Recall that we putNλµ = 0, if one ofλ, µ, λ+ µ
is not a root, and similarlyXσ = 0 for any σ in h>0 − ∆.) For anyI of
length> 0 we write I in the formi1I

′ and putXγi
vI(= Xγi

X−γi1 v
′
I) =

X−γi1Xγi
vI′ + Xγi,−γi1

vI′ . (Note that the operations onvI′ are already
defined inductively.) Thus we are forcingXγi

X−γj −X−γjXγi
= Xγi,−γj .

With α, β in ∆ we writeZαβ for XαXβ −XβXα−Xαβ, and defineZλµ
to mean the operator0 for λ, µ in h>0 , but at least one ofλ, µ not a root;
note that the relationsZαβ = 0 hold forα > 0, β < 0 and forα < 0, β > 0,
but possibly not for the remaining cases.HXα − XαH is the operator to
[HXα], i.e. it equalsα(H)Xα, for all α, from the easily verified fact that
Xα sends a vector of weightρ to one of weightρ + α. To forceZαβ = 0
for all pairs of rootsα, β and thus to get a representation ofg, we form the
smallest subspace, sayU ′, of Uλ that contains allZαβvI and is invariant
under all operatorsXα andH. It is fairly clear thatU ′ is spanned by all
vectors of the formXδ1

Xδ2
...Xδk

ZαβvI , with theδi in ∆.

On the quotient spaceV λ = Uλ/U ′ we have then induced operatorsX ′α
andH ′, and generallyX ′, which form a representation ofg, since the re-
lationsX ′αX

′
β −X ′βX ′α = [XαXβ ]′ now hold for allα andβ. Furthermore,

V λ is spanned by the images of thevI (which we still callvI ; they may not
be independent any more), and sov generatesV λ under the action ofg.
ThevI are eigenvectors of theH ′, with the same eigenvalues as before.V λ

is still direct sum of (finite dimensional) weight spaces ofh. (This uses a
standard argument of linear algebra, essentially the same as the one show-
ing that eigenvectors of an operator to different eigenvalues are linearly
independent.) In particularλ is an extreme weight, of multiplicity 1, with
v as eigenvector, providedv is not 0 inV λ (this proviso is equivalent to
V λ 6= 0 or U ′ 6= Uλ).

Thus, in order to get something non-trivial, we must show that the vector
v (in Uλ) does not belong toU ′. Sincev is the only basis vector of weight
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λ, this amounts to the following.

LEMMA A. Let α and β or −α and−β be in ∆+. Then for
arbitraryδi andεj in ∆ with

∑

δi+α+β+
∑

εj = 0 the vectorXδ1
...Xδ+

·
Zαβ ·Xε1

...Xεs
v is 0.

(By the relation on theδi andεj the vector in the lemma is of weightλ.)
We start the proof with two auxiliary relations.

If α, β, γ are in ∆+, then

Zαβ ·X−γ = X−γ · Zαβ +Nα,−γZα−γ,β +Nβ,−γZα,β−γ .
(*)

If α, β, γ are in∆+, then

Xγ · Z−α,−β = Z−α,−β ·Xγ +Nγ,−α · Zγ−α,−β +Nγ,−βZ−α,γ−β .
(**)

Proof of (∗): UsingZβ,−γ = 0 etc., we get

Zαβ ·X−γ
=Xα ·XβX−γ −Xβ ·XαX−γ −NαβXα+βX−γ

=Xα ·
(

X−γXβ +Nβ,−γXβ−γ
)

−Xβ

(

X−γXα+

Nα,−γXα−γ
)

−Nαβ
(

X−γXα+β +Nα+β,−γXα+β−γ
)

=
(

X−γXα +Nα,−γXα−γ
)

Xβ +Nβ,−γXαXβ−γ

−
(

X−γXβ +Nβ,−γXβ−γ
)

Xα −Nα,−γXβXα−γ

−NαβX−γXα+β −NαβNα+β,−γXα+β−γ .

Here the termNβ,−γXβ−γ should be replaced byHβ, if β = γ; similarly
for γ = α or γ = α+ β.

Equation(∗) follows upon applying the relationNαβNα+β,−γ =
Nβ,−γNα,β−γ + Nα,−γNβ,α−γ , which follows from the Jacobi identity
for Xα, Xβ, andX−γ or the vanishing of someN ’s; again this has to be
modified ifγ = α (replace the last term byβ(Hα)) or β or α+β. Similarly
for (∗∗).

√

We can now prove Lemma A: We apply(∗) and(∗∗), and also the rela-
tionsXθX−η = X−ηXθ+Xθ,−η (i.e.,Zθ,−η = 0) for θ, η > 0, to the vector
in the lemma, in order to shift all factorsXδ andXε with δi or εj < 0 all
the way to the left, in the caseα, β > 0, or to shift theXδ andXε with δi
or εj > 0 all the way to the right, in the caseα, β < 0.

These shifts introduce additional, similar (with otherZ’s), but shorter
terms (i.e., smallers or t) , which are 0 by induction assumption. After
the shifts have been completed, the term is0: In caseα, β > 0 it must
begin with at least oneX−γ ; but v is not in the image space of any such
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operator, by definition. In caseα, β < 0 the first operator applied tov must
be anXγ ; but those operators annulv. The induction starts with terms as
in Lemma A that do not allow any of our shifts. But then the vector in
question is 0, by the argument just given.

√

We now haveV λ = Uλ/U ′, with a representation ofg on it. As noted
earlier, it is direct sum of finite dimensional weight spaces. The same
argument shows that this holds also for anyg-invariant (orh-invariant)
subspace. Therefore among allg-invariant proper subspaces (i.e., different
from V λ itself, or, equivalently, not containingv) there is a unique maxi-
mal one. DividingV λ by it, we get a quotient spaceWλ with an irreducible
representation ofg on it, still generated byv under the action ofg, with λ
as extreme weight, and direct sum of finite dimensional weight spaces. We
continue to write the spanning vectors asvI . We plan to show thatWλ has
finite dimension—which will establish the existence theorem.

We recall that fori = 1, . . . , l we have the fundamental rootsαi, the
corootsHi, the root elementsXi andX−i, and the sub Lie algebrasg(i) =
((Hi, Xi, X−i)) of g (which are of typeA1, with [HiXi] = 2Xi, [HiX−i] =
−2X−i, [XiX−i] = Hi). TheXi’s andX−i’s generateg. We prove two
lemmas.

LEMMA B. For eachi from 1 to l the spaceWλ is sum of finite-
dimensionalg(i)-invariant subspaces.

We fix i and show first that there exists a non-trivial finite-dimensional
g(i)-invariant subspace: We consider the sequencew0 = v,w1 = X−iw0,
w2 = X−iw1,. . . . The computations ofA1-theory (§1.11) yield the rela-
tionsXiwt = µtwt−1 with µt = t(r − t + 1), wherer = λ(Hi) is a non-
negative integer. We see thatXiwr+1 is 0. Forj 6= i we getXjwr+1 =
Xj(X−i)r+1v = (X−i)r+1Xjv, sinceXj andX−i commute (αi andαj be-
ing fundamental,αj −αi cannot be a root), and soXjwr+1 = 0. Thuswr+1

is an extreme vector, and the computation for Proposition C in §2 shows
that the space generated fromwr+1 by theX−i is g(i)-invariant. This space
is clearly not the whole spaceWλ (all weights are less thanλ), and so by
irreducibility of Wλ it is 0. In particularwr+1 is 0. It follows that the
space((w0, w1, . . . , wr)) is g(i)-invariant; so non-zero finite-dimensional
g(i)-invariant subspaces exist.

Next we note: IfU is a finite-dimensionalg(i)-invariant subspace ofWλ,
so is the spacegU generated byU underg, i.e., the space spanned by all
Xu with X in g andu in U , because ofX±iXu = XX±iu + [X±iX]u.
Therefore the span of all finite-dimensionalg(i)-invariant subspaces isg-
invariant. It is not0, as shown above, and thus by irreducibility it is equal
toWλ.

√

LEMMA C. The set of weights that occur inWλ is invariant
under the Weyl group.
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Proof: Let θ be a weight ofWλ, with weight vectorw. Take anyi be-
tween1 andl; we have to show thatSiθ, i.e.θ − θ(Hi)αi, is also a weight.
By lemma B and byA1-theory the vectorw lies in a finite direct sum of
g(i)-invariant subspaces in which certain of the standard irreducible reps
Ds appear. Supposeθ(Hi) > 0 (a similar argument works ifθ(Hi) is nega-
tive; the caseθ(Hi) = 0 is trivial). We writer for the positive integerθ(Hi),
and note thatw is eigenvector ofH with eigenvaluer. We know fromA1-
theory thatw′ = (X−i)rw is then eigenvector ofHi (with eigenvalue−r),
and in particular it is not 0. But Lemma B of §3.2 tells us thatw′ is weight
vector with weightθ − rαi, and soθ − θ(Hi)αi is a weight ofWλ.

√

We come now to the main fact, which finally establishes the existence
of a finite-dimensional representation ofg with extreme weightλ.

PROPOSITIOND. The dimension ofWλ is finite.

Clearly it is enough to show thatWλ has only a finite number of weights;
by Lemma C it is enough to show thatWλ has only a finite number of
dominant weights, i.e. in the closed fundamental Weyl chamberC>−. That
this holds, comes from the simple geometric fact that the half space{σ ∈
h>0 : σ ≤ λ} intersectsC>− in a bounded set. In detail: All the weightsµ in
question are of the formΣniλi (where theλi are the fundamental weights
and theni are non-negative integers); they also satisfyµ ≤ λ (since they
are of the formλ minus a sum of positive roots). But there is only a finite
number of integral forms with these two properties: LetH0 be the element
of h0 that defines the order. Theλi are positive, by Proposition A of §3.1,
so we haveλi(H0) > 0. The conditionλ ≥ µ translates intoλ(H0) ≥
Σniλi(H0). Clearly this leaves only a finite number of possibilities for the
ni.
√

With this Theorem F of §3.2 is proved.

(Note: To the weightλ = 0 corresponds of course the trivial representa-
tion.)

3.4 Complete reduction
We prove Theorem G of §3.2. Letϕ be a representation ofg on V (irre-
ducible or not). We recall the notion of trace formtϕ of ϕ (§1.5):tϕ(X,Y ) =
tr (ϕ(X)·ϕ(Y )). (Also recall our use ofXv for ϕ(X)(v). We will even write
X for ϕ(X) and depend on the context to determine whetherX is meant
in g or in gl(V ).)

LEMMA A. If ϕ is faithful, then the trace formtϕ is non-degenerate.

For the proof we consider the setj = {X ∈ g : tϕ(X,Y ) = 0 for all Y
in g}, theradical of tϕ. By infinitesimal invariance oftϕ (loc.cit.) this is
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an ideal ing . By assumption we may considerg as a sub Lie algebra of
gl(V ). Proposition B, §1.9 says then thatj is solvable; by semisimplicity
of g it must be 0.

√

Next comes an important construction, theCasimir operatorΓϕ of ϕ:
Let a be the (unique) ideal ofg complementary tokerϕ; by restrictionϕ
defines a faithful representation ofa. LetX1, . . . , Xn be any basis fora, let
Y1, . . . , Yn be the dual basis wr to the trace form ona (so thattϕ(Xi, Yj) =
δij), and putΓϕ = Σϕ(Xi) ◦ ϕ(Yi). It is easily verified that this is indepen-
dent of the choice of the basis{Xi}. The basic properties ofΓϕ appear in
the next proposition and corollary.

PROPOSITIONB.

(a) Γϕ commutes with all operatorsϕ(X);

(b) tr (Γϕ) = dim a = dim g− dim kerϕ.

Proof: Take anyX in g. We expand[XXi] (which lies ina) asΣxijXj

and [XYi] as ΣyijYj. We havexij = tr [XXi]Yj, and the latter equals
−trXi[XYj ] = −yji, by invariance oftϕ (§1.5). Then we compute[XΓϕ] =
Σ[XXi]Yi + ΣXi[XYi] = ΣxijXjYi + ΣyijXiYj
= 0, proving (a). And (b) is immediate fromtrXiYi = 1.

√

COROLLARY C. If ϕ is irreducible (andV 6= 0), then Γϕ is the
scalar operator(dim g− dim kerϕ)/dimV · id; it is thus non-singular, ifϕ
is non-trivial .

Proof: By part (a) of Proposition B and Schur’s lemma the operatorΓϕ
is scalar; the value of the scalar follows from part (b).

√

The key to complete reducibility is the next result, known as JHC White-
head’s first lemma. (“The cohomology spaceH1(g, V ) is 0.")

PROPOSITIOND. Let g act onV (as above). Letf : g → V be a
linear function satisfying the relationf([XY ]) = Xf(Y ) − Y f(X) for all
X,Y in g. Then there exists a vectorv in g with f(X) = Xv for all X in g.

(Note that for givenv the functionX → Xv satisfies the relation that
appears in Proposition D, which is thus a necessary condition.)

Proof: First suppose thatV has an invariant subspaceU , with quotient
spaceW and quotient mapπ : V → W . We show: If Proposition D holds
for U andW , it also holds forV . Letw inW satisfyπ·f(X) = Xw, letw′ be
a representative forw in V , and define the functionf ′ byX → f(X)−Xw′.
We haveπ · f ′(X) = 0 for all X, i.e., f ′ mapsg into U . Also, f ′ has the
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property of Proposition D. Therefore there is au in U with f ′(X) = Xu
for all X. But this meansf(X) = X(w′ + u) for all X, and Proposition D
holds forV .

Thus we have to prove Proposition D only for irreducibleV . This is
trivial for the trivial rep (dimV = 1, all X = 0). Suppose thenϕ is ir-
reducible and non-trivial, so that by Corollary C the Casimir operator
Γϕ is invertible. As in the case of Proposition B, let{Xi} and {Yi} be
dual bases ofa wr to tϕ. We definev in V by the equationΓϕ(v) =
ΣXif(Yi). Then we haveΓϕ(Xv − f(X)) = ΣXXif(Yi) − ΣXiYif(X)) =
Σ[XXi]f(Yi) + ΣXi(Xf(Yi)−Yif(X))+ = Σ[XXi]f(Yi) + ΣXif([XYi]) =
ΣxijXjf(Yi) + ΣyijXif(Yj) = 0 for all X, and sof(X) = Xv for all X.

√

We come now to complete reducibility and prove Theorem G of §3.2.
So letg act onV , via ϕ, let U be an invariant subspace, and letW be

the quotient space, with quotient mapπ : V → W . We have to find a
complementary invariant subspace, or, equivalently, we have to find ag-
equivariant map ofW into V , whose composition withπ is idW .

We writeL andM for the vector spaces of all linear maps ofW into U
andV . (We can think ofL as a subspace ofM .) There is an action ofg on
these two spaces, defined forX in g by p→ [Xp] = X ·p−p ·X (this makes
sense for any linear mapp between twog-spaces). The equivariant maps
are the invariants of this action, i.e., those with[Xp] = 0 for all X in g. Let
h be any element ofM with π · h = idW (this exists sinceπ is surjective).
We plan to makeh equivariant by subtracting a suitable element ofL.

Consider the mapX → [Xh], a mapf of g into M that satisfies the
relation in Proposition D (see the remark after Proposition D). The com-
positionπ · [Xh] = π ·X ·h−π ·h ·X is 0, byπ ·X = X ·π andπ ·h = idW ,
for anyX. This means that[Xh] actually lies inL, so f can be consid-
ered as a map ofg intoL. We apply JHC Whitehead’s lemma (Proposition
D) to it as such: There exists ak in L with f(X) = [Xk]. Thus we have
[X, (h − k)] = 0 for all X, i.e.,h − k is an equivariant map ofW into V ;
and the relationπ · k = 0 (from π(U) = 0) showsπ · (h− k) = π · h = idW .
Soh− k does what we want.

√

We have now finished the proof of the main result, Theorems F and G of
§3.2, existence and uniqueness of the irrep to prescribed dominant weight
λ.

One might of course consider reps of real semisimple Lie algebras.
Complex representations are the same as those of the complexification;
so there is nothing new. We shall not go into the considerations needed for
classifying real, real-irreducible reps. Complete reduction goes through
for real reps almost exactly as in the complex case. The only difference is
that the Casimir operator for an irrep is not necessarily scalar (as in Corol-
lary C); it is however still non-0 (since its trace is not 0) and thus invertible
(by Schur’s lemma), and that is enough for the argument.
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For completeness’s sake we sketch the proof of a related result.

THEOREM E. Let g be the direct sum of two (semisimple) Lie alge-
brasg1 andg2. Then any irrepϕ of g is (equivalent to) the tensor product
of two irrepsϕ1 andϕ2 of g1 andg2.

This reduces the representations of a semisimple Lie algebra to those of
its simple summands. In terms of our main results, it will be clear that the
extreme weight ofϕ in Theorem E is the sum of the extreme weights of
ϕ1 andϕ2.

Proof: Letϕ′ be the restriction ofϕ to the summandϕ1. By complete re-
ducibility V splits into the direct sum of someϕ′-invariant-and-irreducible
subspacesV1, V2, . . . . All the Vi are isomorphic asg1-spaces: Sinceg1 and
g2 commute, the mapV1 → Vi obtained by operating with anyY in g2 and
then projecting intoVi is g1-equivariant and therefore, by Schur’s lemma,
an isomorphism or 0; the sum of theVi that areg1-isomorphic toV1 (an
isotypic component ofV ) is g-invariant and so equal toV . Thus we can
write V asV1 ⊕ V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ V1, asg1-space, or (writingϕ1 for the action of
g1 onV1) also asV1⊗W with X in g1 acting asϕ1(X)⊗ id, with a suitable
spaceW .

Take anyY in g2. As before, the map of thei-th summandV1 obtained
by first operating withϕ(Y ) and then projecting to thej-th summand isg1-
equivariant and therefore scalar. Interpreted in the formV1 ⊗W of V this
means that there is a representationϕ2 of g2 onW with ϕ(Y ) = id⊗ϕ2(Y ).
Clearlyϕ2 has to be irreducible, andϕ(X,Y ) is ϕ1(X)⊗ id + id⊗ ϕ2(Y ).√

The converse is also true (overC): If ϕ1, ϕ2 are irreps ofg1, g2, then
ϕ⊗ ϕ2 is an irrep ofg1 ⊗ g2.

As an application we look at the irreps of the Lorentz Lie algebral3,1
(Example11, §1.1). We recall from §1.4 that it is isomorphic tosl(2,C)R =
(A1)R. Its complexification isA1 ⊕ A−1 , and the irreps of the latter are the
tensorproductsDs ⊗D−t with s, t ∈ {0, 1/2, 1, 3/2, . . . }. Restricting tol3,1
(as it sits inA1 ⊕A−1 ) and spelling out what theDs are, we find the (com-
plex) irrepsDs,t of the Lorentz Lie algebra (i.e., of(A1)R) as tensorprod-
ucts of the space of homogeneous polynomials inξ andη of degrees and
the space of homogeneous polynomials in the complex conjugate variables
ξ− andη− of degreet (each matrix inA1 acting via its complex-conjugate).

3.5 Cartan semigroup; representation ring
Let g be semisimple as before; we continue with the previous notations
etc.

The setD of all (equivalence classes of) representations (not necessarily
irreducible) ofg is a semiring, with direct sum and tensor product as sum
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and product. To get an actual ring out of this, one introduces therepresen-
tation ring, alsocharacter ringor Grothendieck ring of virtual represen-
tationsRg:

Write [ϕ] for the equivalence class of the repϕ. The additive group of
Rg is simply the universal (Abelian) group attached to the additive group
of D (cf. Z andN): We consider pairs ([ϕ], [ψ]) of representation classes
(which eventually will become differences[ϕ]− [ψ]), with componentwise
addition, and call two pairs([ϕ], [ψ]), ([ϕ′], [ψ′]) eqivalent ifϕ⊕ψ′ is equiv-
alent toϕ′ ⊕ ψ. ThenRg, additively, is the set of equivalence classes of
these pairs, with the induced addition. The tensor product of reps induces
a product inRg, under which it becomes a (commutative) ring. (The triv-
ial rep becomes the unit.) One writes[ϕ] for ([ϕ], [0]) (in Rg); ([0], [ψ]) then
becomes−[ψ], ([ϕ], [ψ]) becomes[ϕ]− [ψ], and[ϕ⊕ ψ] equals[ϕ] + [ψ].

(It is because of the appearance of minus signs that one speaks of virtual
representations. An integral-linear combination of reps represents 0 if the
direct sum of the terms with positive coefficients is equivalent to that of
the terms with negative coefficients.) (Note: We used tacitly that complete
reduction implies cancelation; i.e.,ϕ ⊕ ψ1 ≈ ϕ ⊕ ψ2 implies ψ1 ≈ ψ2.
Otherwise one would have to define equivalence of pairs by: there exists
χ with ϕ⊕ ψ′ ⊕ χ ≈ ϕ′ ⊕ ψ ⊕ χ.)

For an alternate description, write (temporarily)F for the free Abelian
group generated by the setD and letN be the subgroup ofF generated by
all elements of the form[ϕ⊕ ψ]− [ϕ]− [ψ]; then the additive group ofRg
is by definition the quotient groupF/N , and multiplication is induced by
the tensor product. Equivalence of the two definitions comes, e.g., from
the universal property: Every additive map ofD into any Abelian groupA
extends uniquely to a homomorphism ofRg into A. One also sees easily
that additivelyRg is a free Abelian group with the setg∧ of (classes of)
irreps as basis. (g∧ generatesRg by the complete reducibility theorem. The
map ofF that sends each rep into the sum of its irreducible constituents
vanishes onN and thus factors throughRg, and shows that there are no
linear relations between the elements ofg∧ in Rg.)

Consider two irrepsϕ andϕ′ of g, on vector spacesV and V ′, with
extreme weightsλ andλ′. The tensor product repϕ ⊗ ϕ′ of g, onV ⊗ V ′,
is not necessarily irreducible (in fact, it is almost always reducible). (Note
that as a rep ofg ⊕ g it would be irreducible, but that in effect we are
restricting this rep to the “diagonal" sub Lie algebra ofg⊕g, the set of pairs
(X,X).) By complete reducibility it splits then into a certain number of
irreps. In §3.8 we shall give a “formula" for this splitting (cf. the Clebsch-
Gordan series of §1.12); but for the moment we have a less ambitious goal.

Let v, v′ be weight vectors ofϕ, ϕ′, with weightsρ, ρ′; it is clear from
the definition ofϕ⊗ ϕ′ thatv ⊗ v′ is weight vector ofϕ⊗ ϕ′, with weight
ρ + ρ′, and that one gets all weight vectors and weights ofϕ ⊗ ϕ′ this
way. In particular, sinceλ andλ′ have multiplicity 1,λ + λ′ is the unique
maximal weight ofϕ ⊗ ϕ′ (thus extreme) and it has multiplicity 1. This
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means that in the decomposition ofϕ ⊗ ϕ′ the irrep with extreme weight
λ+λ′ occurs exactly once, and that all other irreps that occur have smaller
extreme weight.

The irrep with extreme weightλ + λ′ is called theCartan productof
ϕ andϕ′. The setg∧ of equivalence classes of irreps ofg, endowed with
this product, is called theCartan semigroup(of irreps ofg). It is now clear
from the main result (Theorem E in §3.3) that assigning to each irrep its
extreme weight sets up an isomorphism between the Cartan semigroupg∧

and the (additive) semigroupId of dominant weights. We recall thatId is
generated (freely) by the fundamental weightsλ1, . . . , λl; the correspond-
ing irreps are called thefundamentalreps and denoted byϕ1, . . . , ϕl.

The structure of the Cartan semigroup has a strong consequence for the
structure of the representation ringRg.

THEOREM A. The ringRg is isomorphic (under the natural map) to
the polynomial ringPZ[ϕ1, . . . , ϕl] in the fundamental repsϕi.

In other words, theϕi generateRg, and there are no linear relations
between the various monomials in theϕi. For the obvious natural homo-
morphismΨ of the polynomial ring intoRg we first prove surjectivity by
induction wr to the order inh>0 . Let λ = Σniλi be a dominant weight, and
assume that all the elements ofg∧ with smaller extreme weight are in the
image ofΨ.

We formϕn1
1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ϕ

nl
l (the exponents are meant in the sense of tensor

product), theΨ-image of the monomialϕn1
1 . . . ϕnll in the polynomial ring.

By the discussion above this is the sum of the irrepϕλ belonging toλ and
other terms that belong to lower extreme weights. Since all the other terms
belong to the image ofΨ already, so doesϕλ.

√

Next injectivity of Ψ. For a given non-zero polynomial we pick out a
monomial whose associated weightλ = Σniλi is maximal. The argument
just used shows that theΨ-image of the polynomial inRg involves the
irrepϕλ with a non-zero coefficient (the other monomials can’t interfere),
and so is not0. We shall return to this topic in §3.7.

√

3.6 The simple Lie algebras
We now turn to the simple Lie algebras. Using the notation developed
in §2.13 we shall list for each type the fundamental corootsHi and the
translation latticeT , the fundamental weightsλi, the lowest formδ, and
the fundamental repsϕi. For completeness we also describe the center
latticeZ, and theconnectivity groupZ/T .

If ϕ is a representation ofg, on a vector spaceV , we writeϕ ∧ ϕ or
∧2
ϕ for the induced representation on the exterior product

∧2
V , and more

generally
∧r
ϕ for the induced representation on ther-th exterior power
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∧r
V = V ∧ V ∧ · · · ∧ V . (In more detail:ϕ ∧ ϕ(X) sendsv ∧ w to Xv ∧

w + v ∧Xw.) If ρ1, ρ2, . . . are the weights ofϕ (possibly with repetitions),
with weight vectorsv1, v2, . . . , then theρi + ρj with i < j are the weights
of ϕ∧ϕ, with thevi ∧ vj as weight vectors; more generally the weights on
∧r
V are the sumsρi1 + ρi2 + · · ·+ ρir with i1 < i2 < · · · < ir and with the

corresponding productsvi1 ∧ vi2 ∧ · · · ∧ vir as weight vectors. As usual we
write ei for the i−th coordinate vector inRn or Cn (thuse1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
etc.), andωi for thei−th coordinate function. — An analogous description
holds for the induced rep on the symmetric productsSrV .

1) Al, sl(l + 1,C).

(Recall the restrictionω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωl+1 = 0 for h; elements ofh> are
linear combinations ofω1, . . . , ωl+1 modulo the termΣl+1

1 ωi.)

H1 = e1 − e2, H2 = e2 − e3, . . . , Hl = el − el+1.
λ1 = ω1, λ2 = ω1 + ω2, . . . , λl = ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωl.
δ = l · ω1 + (l − 1) · ω2 + · · ·+ 1 · ωl.
ϕ1 = sl(l + 1,C) = the representation ofsl(l + 1,C) “by itself", = Λ1 in

short,ϕ2 =
∧2

sl(l + 1,C) = Λ2, . . . , ϕl =
∧l

sl(l + 1,C) = Λl.

T : TheH = (a1, a2, , , , al+1) with all coordinatesai integral (and of course
Σai = 0).
Z: TheH such that for some integerk all ai are congruent tok/l+1 mod 1
(andΣai = 0).
Z/T = Z/l + 1 (the cyclic group of orderl + 1).
Id (the dominant forms): the formsλ = Σl1fiωi with integralfi satisfying
f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ fl ≥ 0.

To justify these statements we recall that the Killing form onh is the
restriction to the subspaceω1+· · ·+ωl+1 = 0 ofCl+1 of the usual Euclidean
form Σl+1

1 ω2
i , up to a factor. Therefore the root vectorh12 corresponding

to the rootα12 = ω1 − ω2 is certainly proportional toe1 − e2; and since the
latter vector has the correct value2 onα12, it is the corootH12.

Theλi exhibited are clearly the dual basis to theHi; we haveλi(Hj) =
δij. The conditions that defineId simply say that the valuesλ(Hi) are
non-negative integers. Note thatλ in reality is of the formΣl+1

1 fiωi and
is defined only modΣl+1

1 ωi, and that in effect we have normalizedλ by
puttingfl+1 = 0.

The weights ofΛ1 are theωi, i = 1, 2, . . . , l + 1, sinceh consists of the
diagonal matrices (of trace 0). The weights ofΛr are theωi1 +ωi2 +· · ·+ωir
with 1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ir ≤ l + 1. This is the orbit ofλr under the
Weyl group (all permutations of the coordinates). Since the irrepϕr to
λr as extreme weight must have all these as weights, it follows thatΛr
is ϕr. ThatT is as described is fairly clear from the form of theHi. For
Z note that all rootsωi − ωj are integral on anH in Z; i.e., all ai are
congruent to each other mod 1 (andΣai = 0). ForZ/T : The vectorv1 =
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(1/l + 1, . . . , 1/l + 1,−l/l + 1) and its multiples2v1, . . . , (l + 1)v1 form a
complete system of representatives ofZ modT .

[For the general linear Lie algebragl(l+ 1,C) - which is not semisimple
(it is sl(l+1,C)⊕C, where the second term is the one-dimensional, Abelian,

center) - the situation is as follows: We have the irrepsΛi =
∧i

gl(l+ 1,C)
for i = 1, 2, . . . , l+1. The last one,Λl+1, (which didn’t appear forsl) is one-
dimensional and assigns to each matrix its trace (on the group level this is
the map matrix→ determinant). The tensor power(Λl+1)n makes sense for
all integraln, even negative ones (matrix→ n·trace). [Formally one could
consider matrix→ c·trace for any constantc; but in order to get single-
valued reps for the corresponding general linear group one must takec
integral.] The notion of weight etc. makes sense roughly as forsl (but
the reps in question should have their restriction to the center completely
reducible, i.e.,ϕ(id) should be a diagonalizable matrix), withh now be-
ing the set of all diagonal matrices. In this sense one has an irrep for each
weight of the formΣl+1

1 niλi with ni ≥ 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , l, but withnl+1

running through all ofZ (hereλl+1 means of courseω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωl+1).
One can changenl+1 by tensoring with a tensor power ofΛl+1. The repre-
sentation ring isPZ[Λ1,Λ2, . . . ,Λl+1, (Λl+1)−1], i.e.PZ[Λ1, . . .Λl+1, x] mod
the ideal generated byx · Λl+1 − 1.]

We shall give less detail in the remaining cases.

2) Bl,= o(2l + 1,C).

H1 = e1 − e2, . . . , Hl−1 = el−1 − el, Hl = 2el.
λ1 = ω1, λ2 = ω1 +ω2, . . . , λl−1 = ω1 +ω2 + · · ·+ωl−1, λl = 1/2(ω1 +ω2 +
· · ·+ ωl).
δ = (l − 1/2)ω1 + (l − 3/2)ω2 + · · ·+ 1/2ωl
ϕ1 = o(2l + 1,C) = Λ1, ϕ2 =

∧2
ϕ1 = Λ2, . . . , ϕl−1 = Λl−1; finally ϕl

corresponding to the “unusual" weightλl, is a quite “non-obvious" rep-
resentation, called thespin representationand denoted by∆l or just ∆,
of dimension2l as we shall see in the next section. (The proper algebraic
construction for the spin rep is throughClifford algebras.)

T : TheH with integral coordinatesai and evenΣai.
Z: TheH with all ai integral.
Z/T = Z/2; e1 is a representative of the non-trivial element.
Id consists of the formsλ = Σl1 fiωi with f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ fl ≥ 0, all
fi integral, or allfi half-integral (i.e., congruent to1/2 mod 1). (These
conditions express again the integrality of theλ(Hi).)

3) Cl,= sp(l,C).

H1 = e1 − e2, . . . , Hl−1 = el−1 − el, Hl = el.
λi = ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωi for i = 1, 2, . . . , l.
δ = l · ω1 + (l − 1) · ω2 + · · ·+ ωl.
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ϕ1 is againΛ1, = sp(l,C) itself, onC2l . For the otherϕi : The basic 2-form

Ω of C2l maps
∧i
C2l onto

∧i−2
C2l (“inner product” or contraction, dual

to the map
∧i−2

(C2l)> to
∧i

(C2l)> by exterior product withΩ). Since
Ω is invariant undersp(l,C), the map is equivariant, and its kernel is an

invariant subspace. The restrictionΛi of
∧i
ϕ1 to this kernel isϕi, for i =

2, . . . , l. (With coordinates: RepresentΩ by the skew matrix[ars]; a skew
tensortu1u2...um goes toarstu1u2...um−2rs.)

T : TheH with all ai integral
Z: TheH with all ai integral or all half-integral (≡ 1/2 mod 1)
Z/T = Z/2.
Id consists of theΣfiωi with fi integral,f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ fl ≥ 0.

4) Dl,= o(2l,C).

H1 = e1 − e2, . . . , Hl−1 = el−1 − el, Hl = el−1 + el.
λi = ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωi for 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 2,
λl−1 = 1/2(ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωl−1 − ωl), λl = 1/2(ω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωl−1 + ωl).
δ = (l − 1)ω1 + (l − 2)ω2 + · · ·+ ωl−1.

ϕ1 = o(2l,C) = Λ1, ϕ2 =
∧2
ϕ1 = Λ2, . . . , ϕl−2 =

∧l−2
ϕ1 = Λl−2.

In addition there are two non-obvious irreps, called thenegative and pos-
itive half-spin representations, ϕl−1 = ∆−l andϕl = ∆+

l ; both are of di-
mension2l−1, as we shall see in the next section. (Again the proper context
is Clifford algebras.)

T : TheH with integralai and evenΣai.
Z: TheH with all ai integral or allai half-integral.
Z/T = Z/4 for oddl, Z/2⊕ Z/2 for evenl.
The pointP = (1/2, 1/2, . . . , 1/2) is a representative for a generator for
odd l; P andQ = (1/2, 1/2, . . . , 1/2,−1/2) are representatives for the gen-
erators of the twoZ/2Z’s for evenl.
Id consists of theΣfiωi with the fi all integral or all half-integral and
f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ fl−1 ≥ |fl|. (Note the absolutevalue.)

5) G2.

H1 = (1,−1, 0), H2 = (−1, 2,−1).
λ1 = ω1 − ω3, λ2 = ω1 + ω2. (Recallω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 0.)
δ = 3ω1 + 2ω2.
ϕ1 has dimension 14; it is the adjoint representation.ϕ2 has dimension 7; it
identifiesG2 with the Lie algebra of derivations of the (eight-dimensional
algebra of) Cayley numbers, or rather with its complexification (see [12]).

T : TheH = (a1, a2, a3) with integralai anda1 + a2 + a3 = 0.
Z = T
Z/T = 0.
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Id: TheΣfiωi with the differences between thefi integral and withf1 ≥
f2, 2f2 ≥ f1 + f3. (Or, making use ofω1 + ω2 + ω3 = 0, thef1ω1 + f2ω2

with f1 andf2 integral and2f2 ≥ f1 ≥ f2.)

6) F4.

H1 = e1 − e2 − e3 − e4, H2 = 2e4, H3 = e3 − e4, H4 = e2 − e3.
λ1 = ω1, λ2 = 1/2(3ω1 + ω2 + ω3 + ω4), λ3 = 2ω1 + ω2 + ω3, λ4 = ω1 + ω2.
δ = 1/2(11ω1 + 5ω2 + 3ω3 + ω4).

Center latticeZ : TheH with integralai and evenΣai.
T = Z.
Z/T trivial.
Id: The Σfiωi with the fi all integral or all half-integral, and withf2 ≥
f3 ≥ f4 ≥ 0 andf1 ≥ f2 + f3 + f4.

7) E6.

(h as described in §2.14.)

H1 = e1− e2, . . . ,H5 = e5− e6, H6 = 1/3(−e1− e2− e3 + 2e4 + 2e5 + 2e6).
λ1 = 1/3(4ω1 + ω2 + · · · + ω6), λ2 = 1/3(5ω1 + 5ω2 + 2ω3 + · · · + 2ω6),
λ3 = 2(ω1 +ω2 +ω3)+ω4 +ω5 +ω6, λ4 = 4/3(ω1 + · · ·+ω4)+1/3(ω5 +ω6),
λ5 = 2/3(ω1 + · · ·+ ω5)− 1/3ω6, λ6 = ω1 + · · ·+ ω6.
δ = 8ω1 + 7ω2 + 6ω3 + 5ω4 + 4ω5 + 3ω6.

Center latticeZ: TheH with ai, i > 0, all integral or all≡ 1/3 mod 1 or
all ≡ 2/3 mod 1.
Coroot latticeT : The sublattice ofZ with 4a1 + a2 + · · ·+ a6 ≡ 0 mod 3.
Z/T = Z/3. A representative for a generator ise1.
Id: TheΣ6

1 fiωi with 3fi integral, all differencesfi − fj integral,f1 + f2 +
f3 − 2(f4 + f5 + f6) integral and divisible by 3,f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ f6 and
f1 + f2 + f3 ≤ 2(f4 + f5 + f6).

8) E7.

(h as described in §2.14.)

H1 = e1− e2, . . . , H6 = e6− e7, H7 = 1/3(−e1− · · ·− e4 + 2e5 + 2e6 + 2e7).
λ1 = 1/2(3ω1 + ω2 + · · · + ω7), λ2 = 2(ω1 + ω2) + ω3 + · · · + ω7, λ3 =
5/2(ω1+ω2+ω3)+3/2(ω4+· · ·+ω7), λ4 = 3(ω1+· · ·+ω4)+2(ω5+ω6+ω7),
λ5 = 2(ω1 + · · ·+ω5)+ω6 +ω7, λ6 = ω1 + · · ·+ω6, λ7 = 3/2(ω1 + · · ·+ω7).
δ = 1/2(27ω1 + 25ω2 + 23ω3 + 21ω4 + 19ω5 + 17ω6 + 15ω7).

Center latticeZ: The H with ai, all integral or all≡ 1/3 mod 1 or all
≡ 2/3 mod 1.
Coroot latticeT : The sublattice ofZ with 3a1 + a2 + · · ·+ a7 ≡ 0 mod 2.
Z/T = Z/2. A representative for the generator ise1.
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Id: TheΣ7
1fiωi with thefi all integral or all half-integral,2Σ7

1fi divisible
by 3, f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ f7 andf1 + f2 + f3 + f4 ≤ 2(f5 + f6 + f7).

9) E8.

(Subspace
∑9

1 ωi = 0 of C9 as in §2.14.)

H1 = e1−e2, . . . , H7 = e7−e8, H8 = 1/3(−e1−· · ·−e5+2e6+2e7+2e8−e9)
λi = ω1 + · · ·+ ωi − iω9 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. λ6 = 2/3(ω1 + · · ·+ ω6)− 1/3(ω7 +
ω8)−10/3ω9, λ7 = 1/3(ω1 + · · ·+ω7)−2/3ω8−5/3ω9, λ8 = 1/3(ω1 + · · ·+
ω8)− 8/3ω9.
δ = 1/3(19ω1 + 16ω2 + 13ω3 + 10ω4 + 7ω5 + 4ω6 + ω7 − 2ω8 − 68ω9).

Center latticeZ: TheH with theai all integral or all≡ 1/3 mod 1 or all
≡ 2/3 mod 1, andai = 0.
Coroot latticeT = Z.
Z/T trivial.

Id: TheΣ9
1fiωi with thefi all integral or all≡ 1/3 mod 1 or all≡ 2/3 mod

1, Σfi = 0, f1 ≥ f2 ≥ · · · ≥ f8 andf6 + f7 + f8 ≥ 0.

(In the second picture forE8, with h = C8, we have
H1 = 1/2

∑

ei, H2 = −e1 − e2, H3 = e2 − e3, H4 = e1 − e2, H5 = e3 −
e4, H6 = e4 − e5, H7 = e5 − e6, H8 = e6 − e7. λ1 = 2ω8, λ2 = 1/2(−ω1 −
ω2 − · · · − ω7 + 7ω8), λ3 = −ω3 − · · · − ω7 + 5ω8, λ4 = 1/2(ω1 − ω2 − ω3 −
· · ·−ω7 + 5ω8), λ5 = −ω4− · · ·−ω7 + 4ω8, λ6 = −ω5−ω6−ω7 + 3ω8, λ7 =
−ω6 − ω7 + 2ω8, λ8 = −ω7 + ω8. δ = −

∑7
1 (i− 1)ωi + 23ω8.

Center latticeZ, = coroot latticeT : The Σaiei with the ai all ≡ 0 or all
≡ 1/2 mod 1 and the sumΣ8

1ai an even integer.
Id: The

∑

fiωi with thefi all integral or all≡ 1/2 mod 1 and
∑

fi even.)

In Figs.3, 4, 5 we present the Cartan-Stiefel diagrams forA2, B2, G2.
The figures can be interpreted ash>0 or ash0.

Forh>0 the points marked� form the latticeR, and the points marked©
form the latticeI; the vectors markedα andβ form a fundamental system
of roots.

For h0, the points marked� form T , the points marked© form Z ; the
vectors markedα andβ are the corootsHβ andHα (in that order!; a long
root corresponds to a short coroot).

The fundamental Weyl chamber is shaded. The fundamental weights (in
h>0 ) are the two points nearest the origin on the edges of the fundamental
Weyl chamber. Their sum is the elementδ.

Note that forG2 one hasR = I andT = Z.
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A2

Figure 3

There exists a quite different path to the representations of the classical
Lie algebras (see H.Weyl, [25]): ForAl, e.g., one starts with the “lowest”
representationΛ1, sl(l + 1,C) itself, forms tensor powers(Λ1)n with ar-
bitrary n, and decomposes them into irreducible subspaces bysymmetry
operators; this yields all the irreps.
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B2

Figure 4

(NB: There are of course the two subspaces of the symmetric tensors
and of the skew symmetric tensors; but there are many others.) For the
other Lie algebras,Bl, Cl, Dl, one also has to put certain traces (wr to the
inner or exterior product) equal to 0. (However the spin reps and the other
reps ofo(n,C) with half-integralfi do not arise this way.)
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G2

Figure 5
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3.7 The Weyl character formula
We first define the concept of character of a representationϕ of our Lie
algebrag algebraically, rather formally, and discuss it in the context of Lie
groups, to make contact with the usual definition. Then we state and prove
the important formula of H. Weyl for the character, and derive some of its
consequences.

We continue withg etc. as before. We have the groupI of weights,
free Abelian, of rankl, generated by the fundamental weightsλi. We now
form itsgroup ringZI, consisting of the formal finite linear combinations
of the elements ofI with integral coefficients, with the obvious addition
and multiplication. In order not to confuse addition inI with addition in
ZI we writeI multiplicatively: To eachρ in I we associate a new symbol
eρ, with the relationseρ+σ = eρ · eσ. (Thus forρ = Σniλi we haveeρ =
(eλ1)n1 · (eλ2)n2 · · · · · (eλl)nl .) The elements ofZI are then the finite sums
Σmρeρ, with integersmρ.

Let nowϕ be a representation ofg. We have then the weightsρ of ϕ
and their multiplicitiesmρ. For anyρ in I that does not occur as weight
of ϕ we writemρ = 0. [Thusρ → mρ is a functionm : I → Z, attached
to ϕ.] The characterof ϕ, written asχϕ or justχ, is now defined as the
element ofZI given by the (formal, but in fact finite) sumΣmρeρ, where
the summation goes overI.

So far the character is just a formal device to record the multiplicities of
the weights ofϕ. It becomes more interesting in terms of the Liegroup,
attached tog (which we have hinted at, but not defined). As mentioned
in §1.3 , for anyA in a gl(V ) one has the functionexp(sA). For any Lie
groupG, with Lie algebrag, there are analogous functions, denoted by
exp(sX), for anyX in g, theone-parameter subgroupsof G. In particular
the elementexpX is well defined (and these elements generateG, if G is
connected).

If g is any Lie algebra andϕ any representation ofg on a vector space
V , then for eachX in g we can form the operatorexpϕ(X). [If g comes
from the Lie groupG and the repϕ of g comes from a rep, also called
ϕ, of G—that is not much of a restriction—, thenexpϕ(X) is in fact
ϕ(expX), theϕ-image of the elementexpX.] The trace of this operator
is a function ofX, i.e., a function ong. [If there is a groupG around as
described, the valuetr (expϕ(X)) equalstr (ϕ(expX)), i.e., it is what is
usually called the character ofϕ at the elementexpX of G.] The stan-
dard facts continue to hold in our situation: Ifϕ andϕ′ are equivalent
reps, then we havetr (expϕ(X)) = tr (expϕ′(X)) [this is obvious]; and
tr (expϕ(X)) = tr (exp(ϕ(X ′)) forX ′ = exp(adY )(X) for anyY in g, anal-
ogous to the character of a group rep being constant on conjugacy classes
[the relationϕ(X ′) = expϕ(Y ) · ϕ(X) · (expϕ(Y ))−1 holds then].

Let now g be semisimple as above, with all the associated machinery.
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The repϕ then has its weightsρ1, ρ2, . . . , with the associated weight vec-
torsv1, v2, . . . in V . For eachH in h the operatorexp(ϕ(H)) is now diago-
nal, with diagonal entriesexp(ρr(H)). The character, i.e. the trace, is then
of the formΣmρ exp(ρ(H)), where the sum goes over the weights ofϕ and
themρ are the multiplicities. We make one more modification by intro-
ducing a factor2πi, and define thecharacterχϕ or justχ of ϕ as the trace
of exp(2πiϕ(H)), as function ofH. [It makes sense to restrict oneself toh,
since any representation is determined - up to equivalence - by its weights,
which are functions onh. It is of course implicit that all the results below
do not depend on the choice of the Cartan sub Lie algebrah.]

To repeat, thecharacterof ϕ is theC-valued function onh given by
H → Σmρ exp(2πiρ(H)), the sum going overI. As a matter of fact, we
will consider only theH in h0 (in part the reason for this is that we can
write exp(2πiϕ(H) as exp(2πϕ(iH)), and thatih0 is the Cartan sub Lie
algebra of the compact form ofg, cf. §2.10 ).

The main reason for the factor2πi is that then the character, in fact
every termexp(2πiρ(H)) in it, takes the same value at any twoH ’s whose
difference lies in the coroot latticeT , since theρ’s are integral forms. In
other words,χ is a periodic function onh0, with the elements ofT as
periods. As usual, when dealing with functions that are periodic wr to a
lattice such asT , one considers Fourier series, with termscρ exp(2πiρ(H)),
where theρ run over the dual lattice in the dual space - which here is of
course just the latticeI of weights inh>0 . We see thatχ is in fact a finite
Fourier series. We describe this a bit differently: We form the quotient
grouph0/T and denote it byT. [It is isomorphic to thel-dimensional torus,
i.e.Rl modulo the lattice of integral vectors, direct sum ofl copies ofR/Z.
We note without proof or even explanation thatT represents a maximal
torus of the compact simply-connected Lie group associated tog.]

Each functionexp ◦2πiρ on h0, with ρ in I, is a (continuous) homomor-
phism ofh0 into the unit circleU = {z : |z| = 1} in C. It has the lattice
T in its kernel, and so induces a homomorphism ofT into U ; in the usual
language for Abelian groups this is also called a character ofT (a slightly
different use of the word character). We take it as well known that we get
all characters ofT that way.

We writeeρ for exp ◦2πiρ, as function onh0 (which makes sense for all
ρ in h>0 ) or on T. The confusion with the earlier abstract symbolseρ is
intentional: The functionseρ satisfy the laweρ · eσ = eρ+σ, with point-
wise multiplication on the left, and the assignment “symboleρ → function
eρ” sets up an isomorphism ofI with the character group (or Pontrya-
gin dual) ofT, and also an isomorphism of the integral group ringZI of
I with the ringG of (C-valued continuous) functions onT generated by
the characterseρ (the character ringor representation ringof T). [One
needs to know the - easily proved - fact that theeρ are linearly indepen-
dent as functions onT.] The algebraic structure ofG ≈ ZI is described
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by the formulaZ[eλ1 , (eλ1)−1, eλ2 , (eλ2)−2, . . . , eλl , (eλl)
−l]. It is fairly ob-

vious, either from this structure or from the interpretation as functions on
T thatG is an integral domain (has no zero-divisors).

The two definitions forχ above, as element ofZI or as element ofG,
agree of course under the isomorphism of the two rings. In both cases we
haveχ = Σmρeρ. As noted in the beginning, our aim is Weyl’s formula for
χ, and its consequences.

To begin with, the Weyl groupW acts onh>0 and onI, and thus also
(as ring automorphisms) onZI; the formula isSeρ = eSρ. [In the function
picture, i.e. forG, this meansSeρ(H) = eρ(S−1H).] An elementa = Σaρeρ
of G is calledsymmetricif Sa equalsa for all S inW, andantisymmetricor
skewif Sa equalsdetS ·a for all S inW. (Note thatdetS is 1 (resp−1) if S
preserves (resp reverses) orientation ofh0.) The symmetric elements form
a subring ofG; the product of a symmetric and a skew element is skew. It
is important that the character of any rep is symmetric, by Theorem B (d)
of §3.2.

For anyρ in I the sum of the elements of the orbitW · eρ is a symmet-
ric element. Just as easy and more important is the construction of skew
elements: forρ in I we putAρ = ΣW detS ·Seρ = ΣW detS · eSρ. (The ex-
pressionΣW detS ·S, an element of the integral group ring ofW, is called
the alternation operator.) The elementAρ is skew: For anyT in W we
haveTAρ = Σ detS · eTSρ = detT ·Σ detTS · eTSρ = detT ·Σ detS · eSρ =
detT ·Aρ (we used the standard fact thatTS runs once overW if S does).
Note alsoT ·Aρ = ATρ byT ·Aρ = Σ detS ·TSeρ = Σ detS ·TST−1 ·Teρ =
Σ detS ·SeTρ = ATρ (we useddetS = detTST−1 and the fact thatTST−1

also runs once overW if S does so).

PROPOSITIONA.
(a) The elementAρ is 0 if ρ is singular, i.e., lies on the infinitesimal

Cartan-Stiefel diagramD′ (of h>0 );

(b) For the otherρ there is exactly oneeσ from each Weyl chamber in
Aρ, with coefficient±1.

Part (b) is immediate from the definition ofAρ. For (a) suppose we have
〈ρ, α〉 = 0 for some rootα. ThenSαρ equalsρ, and soAρ = ASρ = Sα·Aρ =
−Aρ.

√

Proposition A implies easily that theAρ with ρ strongly dominant (i.e.,
in I0) constitute a basis for the (free Abelian) group of skew elements of
G (a sub group of the additive group ofG); in other words, that the skew
elements are the finite sumsΣaρAρ with ρ in I0 and (unique) integersaρ.

We recall the elementδ of I0, the sum of the fundamental weightsλi.
The associated elementAδ plays a special role. It happens that it factors
very neatly, in several, equivalent, ways.
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PROPOSITIONB. Aδ = eδ · Πα>0(1 − e−α) = e−δ · Πα>0(eα − 1) =
Πα>0(eα/2 − e−a/2). (All products go over the positive roots.)

The third product has to be understood properly. The termseα/2 and
e−α/2 do not make sense as elements ofG (i.e., as functions onT = h0/T ),
but they do make sense as functions (exponentials) onh0 (or, if one wants,
on the torush0/2T ; equivalently one could consider the integral group ring
of the lattice1/2I or adjoin suitable square roots algebraically).

That the three products are equal comes from the fact thatδ is one half
the sum of all positive roots (Proposition B, §3.1); noticeeα/2 − e−α/2 =
eα/2(1 − e−α) = e−α/2(eα − 1). We must show that they equalAδ. The
third product is antisymmetric, as follows from the formuladetS = (−1)r,
wherer = rS is the number of positive roots sent to negative ones byS
(§2.11, Corollary F); it is thus an integral linear combination of termsAρ
with ρ in I0. Multiplying out the first product and collecting terms we
see thateδ appears with coefficient1, since all other terms correspond to
weights of the formδ − Σα with positiveα’s, which are lower than and
different fromδ. It is also clear that there is no other term thaneδ itself
that comes fromI0, sinceδ is already the lowest element ofI0. But a sum
of Aρ’s that has exactly the termeδ coming formI0 must of course be just
Aδ.
√

Let nowλ be a dominant weight and letϕλ or justϕ be the irrep (unique
up to equivalence) withλ as extreme weight, operating on the vector space
V ; denote its character byχλ. We can now finally stateWeyl’s character
formula, an important formula with many consequences [22].

THEOREM C. χλ = Aλ+δ/Aδ

Note that the right-hand side is easy to write down (if one knows the
Weyl group andδ), that it is fairly simple (except for being a quotient), and
that one needs to know only the extreme weightλ, not the representation
ϕλ.

The formula holds in the group ringG. It says thatAλ+δ is divisible in
G by Aδ and that the result isχλ. Another way to say this is that the re-
lation χλ · Aδ = Aλ+δ holds inG; it determinesχλ uniquely, in terms of
Aλ+δ andAδ, sinceG has no zero-divisors. One can also interpret the three
terms of the formula as functions onT or h0. There is some difficulty of
course, since the denominatorAδ has lots of zeros. One can either rewrite
the formula again asχλ · Aδ = Aλ+δ, or take the point of view that the
function given by the quotient on the set whereAδ is not 0 extends, be-
cause of some miraculous cancelation of zeros, to the whole space, and
the extended function isχλ.

Before we enter into the fairly long proof, we describe a simple example,
namely the representationsDs of A1 (cf.§1.11). Here a Cartan sub Lie
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algebrah is given by ((H)). The linear functionrH → r (for r in R)
on h0 is the fundamental weightλ1 and also the elementδ; the function
rH → 2r is the unique positive root. The Weyl group contains besides the
identity only the reflectionrH → −rH. The weights of the irrepDs are
the elementsnλ1 with n = 2s, 2s − 2, . . . ,−2s; that is a restatement of the
fact that these values are the eigenvalues ofH in Ds. (In particular, the
extreme weightλ for Ds is 2sλ1.) The character ofDs is then given by

χs(rH) = exp(2πi · 2sr) + exp(2πi · (2s− 2)r) + · · ·+ exs(2πi · −2sr) ;

writing exp(2πir) = a, this is the geometric seriesa2s+a(2s−2) + · · ·+a−2s.
On the other side we have

Aλ+δ = exp(2πi · (2s+ 1)r)− exp(2πi · −(2s+ 1)r) = a2s+1 − a−(2s+1)

and
Aδ = exp(2πi · r)− exp(2πi · −r) = a− a−1.

We see that Weyl’s formula reduces to the usual formula for the geometric
series.

We start on the proof of Theorem C. We shall interpret the elements of
G as functions onh0 (although in reality everything is completely formal,
algebraic). For any givenH0 in h0 we define the differentiation operator
dH0 (for C-valuedC∞-functions onh0) by

dH0f(H) = lim
t→0

(f(H + tH0)− f(H))/2πit .

All these operators commute, and one verifiesdH0eρ = ρ(H0)eρ for anyρ
in h>0 . Let A1, A2, . . . , Al andB1, B2, . . . , Bl be any two dual bases ofh0

(and h) wr to the Killing form (so that〈Ai, Bj〉 = δij). We define the
Laplace operatorL as the sumΣdAi ◦ dBi (this is independent of the
choice of dual bases), and construct the bilinear operator∇ by the rela-
tion L(fg) = Lf · g + 2∇(f, g) + f · Lg. Explicitly we have∇(f, g) =
ΣdAif · dBig + dBif · dAig. We note that∇ is symmetric, vanishes iff or
g is constant, and that it has the derivation property

∇(fg, h) = f · ∇(g, h) +∇(f, h) · g.

Finally we haveLeρ = 〈ρ, ρ〉eρ and∇(eρ, eσ) = 〈ρ, σ〉eρ+σ (this uses
Σiρ(Ai) · ρ(Bi) = 〈ρ, ρ〉, which in turn comes from the duality of the bases
{Ai} and{Bi}).

We recall the root elementsXα, for α in ∆ (§§2.4,2.5). We modify them
to xα = |α|/

√
2Xα; the factors are chosen to have〈xα, x−α〉 = 1. Then

{Ai, xα} and{Bi, x−α} are dual bases forg wr to the Killing form. We
define theCasimir operatorΓ of ϕ asΣϕ(Ai)◦ϕ(Bi)+Σ∆ϕ(xα)◦ϕ(x−α).
(Again this is independent of any choices involved.)
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This is not quite the Casimir operator ofϕ as defined in §3.4 (we are now
usingκ on g and nottϕ on a); nevertheless the same computation shows
that the newΓ commutes also with allϕ(X) for X in g and is therefore,
by Schur’s lemma, a scalar operatorγ id. (We show below thatγ equals
〈λ, λ〉+ 2〈λ, δ〉.)

In V we have the weight spacesVρ; we know the basic fact thatϕ(xα)
mapsVρ into Vρ+α. Thenϕ(xα) ◦ ϕ(x−α) andϕ(x−α) ◦ ϕ(xα) both mapVρ
into itself; we writetα,ρ andt′α,ρ for the corresponding traces. There are
two relations that are important for the proof of Weyl’s formula.

LEMMA D.
(a)mρ · 〈α, ρ〉 = tα,ρ − ta,ρ+α for all weightsρ of ϕ and all rootsα.

(b) Σαtα,ρ +mρ · 〈ρ, ρ〉 = mρ · γ for each weightρ.

(The sum in (b) goes over∆, andγ is the eigenvalue ofΓ described
above.)

Proof: (a) The symmetry relationtrAB = trBA holds for any two linear
transformationsA andB that go in opposite directions between two vector
spaces. Applied toϕ(xα) andϕ(x−α) on Vρ andVρ+α this yieldst′α,ρ =
tα,ρ+α. The relation[XαX−α] = Hα gives [ϕ(xα), ϕ(x−α)] = 〈α, α〉/2 ·
ϕ(Hα); on Vρ this operator is scalar with eigenvalue〈α, α〉/2 · ρ(Hα) =
〈α, ρ〉. Taking the trace onVρ gives the result.

(b) OnVρ the eigenvalue ofϕ(Ai) ◦ϕ(Bi) is ρ(Ai) · ρ(Bi); the sum of these
values is〈ρ, ρ〉. Taking the trace ofΓ onVρ gives the result.

√

The next lemma contains the central computation.

LEMMA E. Aδ ·χλ is eigen element of the Laplace operatorL, with
eigenvalue〈δ, δ〉+ γ.

Proof: We haveL(Aδ ·χλ) = LAδ ·χλ+2∇(Aδ, χλ)+Aδ ·Lχλ. The proper-
ties ofL listed above and the invariance of〈, 〉 under the Weyl group imply
the relationLAδ = 〈δ, δ〉Aδ. Fromχλ = Σmρeρ we getLχλ = Σmρ〈ρ, ρ〉eρ.
Substituting formρ · 〈ρ, ρ〉 from Lemma D,(b), we obtain:

L(Aδ · χλ) = (〈δ, δ〉+ γ)Aδ · χλ + (2∇(Aδ.χλ)− Σρ,αtα,ρAδ · eρ).

We show now that the second term is 0, after multiplying it byAδ (this
will establish Lemma E, since there are no zero divisors inG ); from Propo-
sition B we haveA2

δ = ε ·Πβ(eβ − 1) with ε = ±1. We use the properties of
∇, in particular the derivation property, repeatedly. We have
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2Aδ · ∇(Aδ, χλ) = ε · ∇(Πβ(eβ − 1), χλ)
= ε · Σρmρ∇(Πβ(eβ − 1), eρ)
= ε · ΣρmρΣαΠβ 6=α(eβ − 1)〈α, ρ〉eα+ρ

By (a) of Lemma D, this equalsε ·Σρ,αΠβ 6=α(eβ − 1)(tα,ρ− tα,ρ+α)eα+ρ.
Replacingρ+ α by ρ in the terms of the sum involvingtα,ρ+αeα+ρ we get
ε ·Σρ,αΠβ 6=α((eβ−1)tα,ρ(eα+ρ− eρ). With eα+ρ− eρ = (eα−1)eρ this turns
into ε · Σρ,αΠβ(eβ − 1)tα,ρeρ, which is the same asAδ · Σρ,αtα,ρAδ · eρ.

√

We come to the proof of Weyl’s formula. By Lemma E all the terms
eρ appearing inAδ · χλ have the same〈ρ, ρ〉, = 〈δ, δ〉 + γ. If we multiply
the expressionsAδ = Σ detS · eSδ andχλ = Σmρeρ = eλ + · · · , we get a
sum of terms of the formr · eSδ+ρ with integralr. The termeδ+λ appears
with coefficient 1, sinceδ is maximal among theSδ (by Proposition B of
§3.1) andλ is maximal among theρ in χλ (by Corollary D in §2). Thus all
the terms for which〈Sδ + ρ, Sδ + ρ〉 is different from〈δ + λ, δ + λ〉 must
cancel out. (We see also that〈δ, δ〉+γ equals〈δ+λ, δ+λ〉, so that we have
γ = 〈λ, λ〉+ 2〈λ, δ〉.)

Suppose now that〈Sδ+ρ, Sδ+ρ〉 equals〈δ+λ, δ+λ〉. Then we have also
〈δ+S−1ρ, δ+S−1ρ〉 = 〈δ+λ, δ+λ〉. HereS−1ρ, = σ say, is also a weight
in χλ. We show that for any suchσ, except forλ itself, the norm square
〈δ+σ, δ+σ〉 is strictly less than〈δ+λ, δ+λ〉, as follows. We know that (a)
〈λ, λ〉 is maximal among the〈σ, σ〉, that (b)λ − σ is a linear combination
of the fundamental rootsαi with non-negative integral coefficients, and
that (c)〈δ, αi〉 is positive (sinceδ(Hi) = 1). Thus〈δ, δ〉+ 2〈δ, σ〉+ 〈σ, σ〉 <
〈δ, δ〉 + 2〈δ, λ〉 + 〈λ, λ〉. So theσ above isλ, and theρ above isSλ. This
means thatAδ ·χλ contains only of the formr · eS(λ+δ), i.e. only terms that
(up to an integral factor) appear inAλ+δ; since it is a skew element and
containseλ+δ with coefficient 1, it clearly must equalAλ+δ.

√

3.8 Some consequences of the character formula
The first topic isWeyl’s degree formulafor the irrepϕλ with extreme
weight λ; it gives the dimension of the vector space in which the repre-
sentation takes place.

THEOREM A. The degreedλ of ϕλ is Πα>0〈α, λ + δ〉/Πα>0〈α, δ〉.
(The products go over all positive roots.)

(This could also be writtendλ = Πα>0(λ+ δ)(Hα)/Πα>0δ(Hα).)

Proof: The degree in question is the value ofχλ atH = 0. Unfortunately
bothAλ+δ andAδ have zeros of high order at0. Thus we must take deriva-
tives before we can substitute0 (L’Hopital). We use the root vectorshα
(see §2.4), and apply the differential operatord = Πα>0dhα to both sides of
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the equationAδ ·χλ = Aλ+δ. Using the factorizationAδ = e−δ ·Πα>0(eα−1)
and differentiating out (Leibnitz’s rule) one sees that forH = 0 the relation
d(Aδ · χλ)(0) = dAδ(0) · χλ(0) holds. Thusdλ is the quotient ofdAλ+δ(0)
anddAδ(0). Fromdhαeρ = ρ(hα)eρ = 〈ρ, α〉eρ we finddeδ(0) = Πα>0〈δ, α〉.
Similarly we getdeSδ(0) = Πα>0〈Sδ, α〉 = Πα>0〈δ, S−1α〉. Now some of
theS−1α are negative roots; from §2.11, Corollary F we see that the last
product is exactlydetS · Πα>0〈δ, α〉. Thus all terms inAδ = Σ detS · eSδ
contribute the same amount, and sodAδ(0) equals|W| · Πα>0〈α, δ〉. The
corresponding result forAλ+δ finishes the argument.

√

Our next topic is Kostant’s formula for the multiplicities of the weights
[17]. One defines thepartition functionP on the setI (lattice of weights)
by:
P(ρ) is the number of (unordered) partitions ofρ into positive roots;

in detail this is the number of systems(pα)α>0 of non-negative integers
pα satisfyingρ = Σ∆+pαα. Note thatP(ρ) is 0 for manyρ, in particular
for every non-positive weight except 0 and for any weight not in the root
latticeR.

We continue with the earlier notation;λ a dominant weight,ϕ or ϕλ the
irrep with extreme weightλ, andχλ = Σmρeρ the character ofϕλ.

PROPOSITIONB ( KOSTANT’ S FORMULA). The multiplicitymρ of
ρ in ϕλ is ΣSW detS · P(S(λ+ δ)− δ − ρ).

This rests on the formal relation(Πα>0(1 − e−α))−1 = ΣP(ρ)e−ρ, ob-
tained by multiplying together the expansions1/(1 − e−α) = 1 + e−α +
e−2α + · · · . To make sense of these formal infinite series, we letE stand
for the cone inh>0 spanned by the positive roots with non-positive coef-
ficients (thebackward cone); for any µ in h>0 we setEµ = µ + E. Now
we extend the group ringG (finite integral combinations of theeρ) to the
ring G∞ consisting of those formal infinite seriesΣcρeρ (with integralcρ),
whose support (the set ofρ’s with non-zerocρ) is contained in someEµ; the
restriction on the support is analogous to considering power series with a
finite number of negative exponents and makes it possible to not only add,
but also multiply these elements in the obvious way (using some simple
facts about the conesEµ). E.g., the seriesΣP(ρ)e−ρ above has its support
in E0 = E.

With the help of Proposition B in §3.6 we write Weyl’s formula in the
form χλ = Aλ+δe−δ/Πα>0(1 − e−α), which with our expansion of the de-
nominator becomesΣmρeρ = (Σ detS ·eS(λ+δ)−δ) · (ΣP(σ)e−σ). Multiply-
ing out, we see that we getmρ, for a givenρ, by using thoseσ for which
S(λ + δ) − δ − σ equalsρ for someS in W. That is just what Kostant’s
formula says.

√

While the formula is very explicit, it is also very non-computable, to a
minor extent because of the summation over the Weyl group, but mainly
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because of the difficulty of evaluating the partition function (cf. the case
of partitions of the natural numbers!). We present two more practical al-
gorithms for the computation of the multiplicities of the weights ofϕλ.

The first one is Klimyk’s formula [15].
For any integral linear formρ we putερ = detT , if there existsT in the

Weyl group withρ = T (λ + δ) − δ, and= 0 otherwise. (The operations
λ → T (λ + δ) − δ constitute theshiftedaction ofW on h>0 , with −δ as
origin.)

PROPOSITIONC (KLIMYK ’ S FORMULA). For any weightρ in I the
multiplicity mρ equalsερ − ΣS 6=id detS ·mρ+δ−Sδ .

We first comment on the formula and then prove it.
The main point is that thatδ − Sδ, for S 6= id , is a non-zero sum of

positive roots (see Proposition B of §3.1). Thusmρ is expressed as a sum
of a fixed number (namely|W| − 1 terms) of the multiplicities of weights
that are higher thanρ (theρ + δ − Sδ), plus the termερ (which requires a
check over the Weyl group). Thus we get an inductive (wr to the order in
h>0 ) computation ofmρ. It begins withmλ = 1. This is quite practical, par-
ticularly of course for cases of low rank and small Weyl group. The main
objection to the formula is that about half the terms are negative, because
of the factordetS, and that therefore there will be a lot of cancelation to
get the actual values. (The next approach, Freudenthal’s formula, avoids
this.)

Now the proof: We rewrite Weyl’s formula asΣmρeρ · Σ detS · eSδ =
Σ detT · eT (λ+δ). The left-hand side can be written first asΣW(ΣI detS ·
mρeρeSδ), then asΣW(ΣI detS · mSρeS(ρ+δ) (sinceSρ, for fixed S, runs
overI just asρ does), and then (puttingS(ρ+δ) = σ+δ with σ, for fixedS,
again running once overI) asΣW(ΣI detS ·mσ+δ−Sδeσ+δ), which equals
ΣI(ΣW detS ·mρ+δ−Sδ)eρ+δ. Comparing this with the right-hand side of
Weyl’s formula, we see that the coefficient ofeρ+δ is detT , if ρ + δ =
T (λ + δ) for some (unique)T in W, and 0 otherwise. That’s just what
Klimyk’s formula says.

√

We now come to Freudenthal’s formula [8].

PROPOSITIOND. The multiplicitiesmρ satisfy the relation

(〈λ+ δ, λ+ δ〉 − 〈ρ+ δ, ρ+ δ〉) ·mρ = 2Σα>0Σ∞1 mρ+tα〈ρ+ tα, α〉.

We first comment on the formula and then prove it.
We saw at the end of §3.6 that for any weightρ of ϕ (i.e., withmρ 6= 0)

the inequality〈λ+δ, λ+δ〉−〈ρ+δ, ρ+δ〉 > 0 holds. Thus the formula gives
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mρ inductively, in terms of the multiplicities of the strictly greater weights
mρ+tα for t ≥ 1 andα in ∆+. The “induction” again begins withρ = λ. All
the terms in the formula are non-negative, so there is no such cancelation
as in Klimyk’s formula, which makes the formula quite practical. On the
other hand, in contrast to Klimyk’s formula, the number of terms in the
sum on the right is not fixed, and becomes larger and larger, for someρ’s,
asλ gets larger.

Now to the proof:
First we state some results ofA1-representation theory (§1.11) in a

slightly different form; we use the notation developed there.

LEMMA E.

(a) In any irrepDs of A1 the sum of the eigenvalues ofH on all thevj
(the trace ofH) is 0;

(b) Each vectorvi is eigenvector of the operatorX+X−; the eigenvalue
equals the sum of the eigenvalues ofH on the vectorsv0, v1, . . . , vi.

We return to our irrepϕλ, on the vector spaceV , with extreme weight
λ, weight spacesVρ, etc., as in the last few sections.

We choose a rootα (positive or negative) and consider the sub Lie alge-
brag(α) = ((Hα, Xα, X−α)) of typeA1 (see §2.5).

LEMMA F. There exists a decomposition ofV under the action of
g(α) into irreducible subspacesWu, u = 1, 2, 3, . . . (each equivalent to some
standard repDs) such that the eigenvectors ofHα in anyWu are weight
vectors ofϕ.

Proof: For a given weightρ we form itsα-string, the direct sum of the
weight spacesVρ+tα with t ∈ Z. By the basic lemma A of §2 it isg(α)-
invariant. Any decomposition into irreducible subspaces clearly has the
property described in Lemma F. AndV is direct sum of such strings.

√

Note that the eigenvalues ofHα in anyWu are of the form(ρ+ tα)(Hα)
for someρ and somet-intervala ≤ t ≤ b; also recallα(Hα) = 2, consistent
with the nature of theDs’s.

√

The next lemma is one of the main steps to Freudenthal’s formula. We
recall the elementsxα = |α|/

√
2Xα introduced in §6.

LEMMA G.

(a) For any integral formρ the sumΣ∞−∞mρ+tα〈ρ+ tα, α〉 is 0.

(b) For any suchρ the trace of the operatorxαx−α on the weightspace
Vρ is Σ∞0 mρ+tα〈ρ+ tα, α〉.
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[If we useXαX−α instead ofxαx−α, then〈ρ + tα, α〉(= (ρ + tα)(hα))
becomes(ρ+ tα)(Hα).]

Part (a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma E (a), applied to the
decomposition ofV into g(α)-irreducible subspaces described in Lemma
F. We are in effect summing all the eigenvalues ofHα in all thoseWu that
intersect someVρ+tα non-trivially; for eachWu we get 0.

Part (b) follows similarly. This time we consider only thoseWu that
meet someVρ+tα with t ≥ 0 non-trivially. The right-hand side consists of
two parts: (1) The sum over theWu that meetVρ itself non-trivially. This
gives the trace ofxαx−α on Vρ, by (b) of Lemma E, since for eachWu

we are summing the eigenvalues ofHα from ρ(Hα) on up. (2) The sum
over theWu that don’t meetVρ, but meetVρ+tα for some positivet. This
gives 0 by (a) of lemma E as before; for eachWu we are summing all the
eigenvalues ofHα.

√

The next ingredient is the Casimir operatorΓ, introduced in §3.6. We
saw there thatΓ acts as the scalar operator〈λ + 2δ, λ〉idV . Thus the trace
of Γ onVρ ismρ〈λ+ 2δ, λ〉. On the other hand, from the definition ofΓ we
get two parts for this trace, one corresponding toh and one corresponding
to the roots. The first part yieldsmρΣρ(Ai)ρ(Bi), which equalsmρ〈ρ, ρ〉.
The second givesΣ∆Σ∞0 mρ+tα〈ρ + tα, α〉, by Lemma G (a). Here we can
start the sum att = 1 instead oft = 0, since fort = 0 the contributions of
each pair{α,−α} of roots cancel. We now divide∆ into ∆+ and∆−, and
note that by Lemma G (b) we haveΣ∞1 mρ+tα〈ρ + tα, α〉 = −mρ〈ρ, α〉 −
Σ−∞−1 mρ+tα〈ρ + tα, α〉, for anyα. Takingα in ∆−, we can rewrite this as
mρ〈ρ,−α〉+Σ∞1 mρ+t·−α〈ρ+ t ·−α,−α〉. Thus the value of the second sum
in Γ becomesΣα>0mρ〈ρ, α〉 + 2Σα>0mρ+tα〈ρ + tα, α〉; here the first term
equals2mρ〈ρ, δ〉. All in all we get for the trace ofΓ onVρ the valuemρ〈ρ+
2δ, ρ〉 + 2Σα>0Σ∞1 mρ+tα〈ρ + tα, α〉. (Incidentally, from this computation
we get once more the eigenvalueγ of Γ: Forρ = λ we havemλ = 1, as we
know, and the sum vanishes, since all themρ+tα are 0.) Equating the two
values for this trace we get Freudenthal’s formula.

√

Our last topic is the generalization of the Clebsch-Gordan series, i.e. the
problem of decomposing the tensor product of two irreps. Letλ′ andλ′′ be
two dominant weights, with the corresponding irrepsϕ′ andϕ′′. By com-
plete reducibility the tensor productϕ′⊗ϕ′′ splits asΣnλϕλ (the sum goes
overId, the dominant weights, and is finite of course) withmultiplicities
nλ. The problem is to determine thenλ. (We know already from the dis-
cussion of the Cartan product thatλ′ + λ′′ is the highest of theλ occurring
here, and thatnλ′+λ′′ is 1.) We putnλ = 0 for any non-dominantλ.
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We consider three approaches: Steinberg’s formula [22], R. Brauers’s
algorithm [2], and Klimyk’s formula [15].

PROPOSITIONH (STEINBERG’ S FORMULA)
nλ = ΣS,T∈W detST · P(S(λ′ + δ) + T (λ′′ + δ) − λ − 2δ) for any

dominantλ.

(HereP is the partition function, described above.)
The formula is very explicit, but not very practical: There is a double

summation over the Weyl group, and the partition function, difficult to
evaluate, is involved.

For the proof we writem′ρ for the multiplicities of the weights ofλ′. It
is clear that the character ofϕ′ ⊗ ϕ′′ is the product of the characters ofϕ′

andϕ′′ (tensor products of weight vectors are weight vectors with the sum
weight); thusχλ′χλ′′ = Σnλχλ. Using Weyl’s formula we rewrite this as
χλ′ ·Aλ′′+δ = ΣnλAλ+δ. Applying Kostant’s formula for them′ρ we get

Σρ(ΣS detS · P(S(λ′ + δ)− ρ− δ) · eρ ·Aλ′′+δ = Σλ nλAλ+δ.

On multiplying out this becomes

Σρ,S,T detST · P(S(λ′ + δ)− ρ− δ) · eT (λ′′+δ)+ρ = Σλ,Snλ · detS · eS(λ+δ).

We have to collect terms and compare coefficients.

On the right we change variables, putting, for fixedS, S(λ+ δ) = σ+ δ,
and obtainingΣσ,S detS ·nS−1(σ+δ)−δ ·eσ+δ or ΣσΣS detS ·nS(σ+δ)−δ ·eσ+δ.
On the left we put, for fixedS andT , T (λ′′ + δ) + ρ = σ + ρ and obtain
Σσ,S,T detST · P(S(λ′ + δ) + T (λ′′ + δ) − σ − 2δ) · eσ+δ. Finally we note:
If σ is dominant, thenσ + δ is strongly dominant, and then forS 6= id
the weightS(σ + δ) − δ is not dominant and sonS(λ+δ)−δ is 0. Thus for
dominantσ the coefficient ofeσ+δ on the expression for the right isnσ,
and the coefficient ofeσ+δ in the expression for the left-hand side is the
value stated in Steinberg’s formula.

√

Next we come to R. Brauer’s algorithm. It is based on the assumption
that the weights of one of the two representationsϕ′ andϕ′′ are known, so
that we have, say,χλ′ = Σm′ρeρ. We write the decomposition relationχλ′ ·
χλ′′ = Σnλχλ, using Weyl’s formula forχλ′′ and theχλ and multiplying
byAδ, in the form

(Σm′ρeρ) ·Aλ′′+δ = ΣnλAλ+δ.

We see that the problem amounts to expressing the skew element on the
left in terms of the standard skew elementsAλ+δ with dominantλ.
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Brauer’s idea is to relax this and to admit terms with non-dominantλ
(each one of which is of course up to sign equal to one with a dominant
λ). For an arbitrary weightτ we write[τ ] for the unique dominant weight in
theW-orbit of τ (i.e., the element inW·τ that lies in the fundamental Weyl
chamber), and we writeητ = 0, if τ is singular (lies in some singular plane
(α, 0)), and= detS whereS, in the Weyl group, is the unique element
with Sτ = [τ ], for regularτ . We have thenAτ = ητA[τ ] for anyτ . (Recall
Aτ = 0 for singularτ .)

PROPOSITIONI (R. BRAUER’ S ALGORITHM).
χλ′ · Aλ′′+δ = Σm′σ · ησ+λ′′+δ · A[σ+λ′′+δ], where the sum goes over the

set of weightsσ of ϕ′.

Proof: We introduce the setE = {(eρ, eµ) : ρ weight ofϕ′, µ ∈ W ·
(λ′′ + δ)}, the product of the set of weights ofϕ′ and the Weyl group orbit
of λ′′ + δ. To each element(eρ, eµ) of E, with µ = S(λ′′ + δ), we assign
the termm′ρ detS eρ · eµ; the sum of all these terms is then precisely the
left-hand side in Proposition I. Now we letW operatediagonallyon E,
with S(eρ, eµ) = (Seρ, Seµ). Each orbit contains an element of the form
(eσ, eλ′′+δ) (and differenteσ ’s correspond to different orbits). Using the
invariance of the weights underW (i.e.m′Sσ = m′σ) we see that the sum
of the terms corresponding to this orbit, i.e.,ΣWm′Sσ ·detS ·eSρ ·eS(λ′′+δ),
is preciselym′σAσ+λ′′+δ, equal to the term corresponding toσ on the right
hand side of the formula.

√

We restate the result in the form given by Klimyk.

PROPOSITIONJ. For dominantλ the multiplicitynλ equalsΣm′σ ·
ησ+λ′′+δ, where the sum goes over those weightsσ of ϕ′ that satisfy[σ +
λ′′ + δ] = λ+ δ.

3.9 Examples
We start with some examples for the degree formula, §3.8, Theorem F.
We shall work out the degrees of the spin representations∆ and∆+, ∆−

of Bl andDl. With the conventions of §2.13, the Killing form agrees with
the Pythagorean inner product up to a factor; by homogeneity of the degree
formula we can suppress this factor. ForBl the positive roots are theωi and
theωi±ωj with i < j; the lowest weightδ is (l−1/2)ω1 +(l−3/2)ω2 + · · · ;
the extreme weight for the spin representation isλl = 1/2(ω1+ω2+· · ·+ωl).
With 〈ωi, δ〉 = l− i+ 1/2 and〈ωi, λl + δ〉 = l− i+ 1 the formula evaluates
to
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∏

i
(l−i+1)·

∏

i<j
(j−i)(2l+2−i−j)

∏

i
(l−i+1/2)·

∏

i<j
(j−i)(2l+1−i−j)

=
∏

0≤i≤l−1
(2i+2
2i+1) ·

∏

0≤i<j≤l−1
i+j+2
i+j+1

= 2l ·
∏

0≤i≤l−1
i+1
2i+1 ·

∏

1≤i<j≤l−1
i+j+2

∏

0≤i<j≤l−1
i+j+1

= 2l ·
∏

0≤i≤l−1
i+1
2i+1 ·

∏

1≤i≤l−1
2i+1

∏

0<j≤l−1
j+1

= 2l

ForDl the positive roots are theωi ± ωj with i < j; the lowest formδ
is (l − 1)ω1 + (l − 2)ω2 + · · · ; the extreme weights for the two spin rep-
resentations areλl−1, λl = 1/2(ω1 + ω2 + · · · ∓ ωl). For ϕl the formula
gives

degreeϕl =
∏

i<j
(j−i)(2l−i−j+1)

∏

i<j
(j−i)(2l−i−j)

=
∏

0≤i<j≤l−1
i+j+1
i+j

=
∏

1≤i≤j≤l−1
i+j

∏

0≤i<j≤l−1
i+j

=
∏

1≤i≤l−1
2i

∏

0<j≤l−1
j

= 2l−1

Making the appropriate modification forϕl−1 we get for its degree the
value

degreeϕl−1 = degreeϕl ·
∏

i<l

(l − i+ 1)
(l − i)

· (l − i)
(l − i+ 1)

= 2l−1

A consequence of this computation is the following: The weights of
∆ are exactly the1/2(±ω1 ± ω2 ± · · · ± ωl) since all these must occur
by invariance under the Weyl group and they are already2l in number.
Similarly for ∆+ and∆− the weights are exactly the1/2(±ω1±ω2±· · ·±ωl)
with an even, respectively odd, number of minus signs.

In the same vein the weights of anyΛr are theωi1 + · · · + ωip − (ωj1 +
· · · + ωjq ) with i1 < · · · < ip, j1 < · · · < jq, andp + q = r − 1 or r for Bl
and= r for Dl. (The difference comes from the fact that0 is a weight of
Λ1 for Bl, but not forDl.)
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Returning to the general degree formula we writeλ asΣniλi, in terms of
the fundamental weightsλi. Clearly the formula gives the degree of the rep
ϕλ as a polynomial in the variablesni, of degree1/2(dim g− rankg) (equal
to the number of positive roots). It is fairly customary to writeλ + δ =
Σgiωi, thus expressing the degree as a polynomial in thegi.

As an example for the various constructions we considerA2 = sl(3,C) in
more detail. (The simply connected Lie group here isSL(3,C). The corre-
sponding compact group—which has the same representations asSL(3,C)
andsl(3,C)—is SU(3); it is of interest in physics under the heading “the
eightfold way”. The point is that the elementary particles in nature appear
to occur in families that correspond to the weight systems of the irreps of
A2. For instance, the two fundamental irrepsϕ1 andϕ2, both of dimension
three with three weights of multiplicities 1, correspond to the two systems
of quarks and antiquarks. The adjoint rep, of dimension eight (hence the
“eightfold way”), corresponds to a family of eight particles.)

To begin with, from the description of the roots (§2.14) we find for the
degreedλ, with λ = n1λ1 + n2λ2 = g1ω1 + g2ω2, the expression

Π〈ωi − ωj , g1ω1 + g2ω2〉
Π〈ωi − ωj , 2ω1 + ω2〉

,

with g1 > g2 > 0 and the product running over1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3. With
〈ωi, ωj〉 = δij this becomesdλ = 1/2g1 · g2 · (g1 − g2) or 1/2(n1 + 1)(n2 +
1)(n1 + n2 + 2).

Forg1 = 2, g2 = 1 this is 1; the rep is the trivial one,ϕ0. Forg1 = 3, g2 =
1 the degree is 3, withλ = ω1(= λ1); the rep isΛ1, i.e.,sl(3,C) itself. For
g1 = 3, g2 = 2 we get again 3, withλ = ω1 + ω2(= −ω3 = λ2); this isΛ2,
the contragredient rep, i.e. the negative transpose. Forg1 = 4, g2 = 1 we
get 6 for the degree, withλ = 2λ1 = 2ω1; this is the symmetric square of
Λ1, i.e., the rep on the quadratic polynomials onC3. Forg1 = 4, g2 = 3 we
get the contragredient,λ = 2λ2 = 2ω1 + 2ω2. Finally, g1 = 4, g2 = 2 gives
degree 8, withλ = λ1 + λ2 = 2ω1 + ω2; this is the adjoint representation.

One can find the weights ofϕλ by Klimyk’s or by Freudenthal’s formula.
Klimyk’s formula can be described “geometrically” as follows: For any
weightµ we have to look at the weightsµ + δ − Sδ and the signsdetS.
From the Cartan-Stiefel diagram forA2 we copy the six vectorsδ−Sδ on a
small transparent (plastic) plate, with common origin of course, and attach
the signsdetS to them. We move the plate so that its origin coincides
with the weightµ, and find the multiplicitymµ as the signed sum of the
multiplicities at the tips of the six vectors plus the valueε. (As regards the
latter, one should begin the operation by determining the shifted orbit of
λ, with the appropiate signs.)

Finally we consider splitting tensor products. Looking at weights works
well in these simple cases. For instance:
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The weights ofϕ2λ1 are2λ1 = 2ω1 (the extreme weight),2ω1 − (ω1 −
ω2) = ω1 +ω2 = −ω3,−ω3− (ω1−ω2) = 2ω2 (these three weights form the
(ω1 − ω2)-string of 2λ1) and−ω1, 2ω3,−ω2 (e.g. by invariance under the
Weyl group= all permutations of theωi). The tensor productΛ1 ⊗ Λ1 has
as weights allωi +ωj with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 3. The maximal weight is2ω1 = 2λ1;
thusϕ2λ1 splits off, as the Cartan product ofΛ1 andΛ1. The weights of
Λ1⊗Λ1 are those ofϕ2λ1 and−ω1,−ω2,−ω3. The latter are the weights of
Λ2. Thus we have the splittingΛ1 ⊗ Λ1 = ϕ2λ1 + Λ2.

Similarly Λ1⊗Λ2 has as weights allωi−ωj , i 6= j, and 0 with multiplicity
3. These are the weights ofϕλ1+λ2 = ad, with one weight 0 left over. This
meansΛ1 ⊗ Λ2 = ad +ϕ0.

For ourA2 a more explicit description of the irreps is of value (cf.[7]).
We abbreviateC3 to V . Our Lie algebra beingsl(V ), we can identifyV ∧V
with V > equivariantly. Namely we identify

∧3
V with C by sendinge1 ∧

e2 ∧ e3 to 1; then the∧-pairing ofV andV ∧ V to
∧3
V becomes identified

with the duality pairing ofV andV > to C. The natural rep ofA2 in V
is the fundamental rep to the fundamental weightλ1. The induced rep in
V ∧ V is the one forλ2; we see now that it equals the dual repϕ41 in V >.
To describe the irrepϕλ with λ = n1λ1 + n2λ2 we first form the tensor
productSn1V ⊗ Sn2V > (with the induced rep of course) (hereSm means
the symmetric tensors in them-fold tensor product), and then (assuming
both n1 andn2 positive) take the trace (i.e., the mapV ⊗ V > → C by
v ⊗ µ→ µ(v)) for any one of theV -factors and any one of theV >-factors.
This sends the above space ontoSn1−1V ⊗ Sn2−1V >. The induced rep
on the kernel of the map is preciselyϕλ; note that (a) the highest weight
occurring isn1λ1 + n2λ2, which does not occur in the image space), and
that (b) it is easily verified that the dimension of the kernel agrees with that
given forϕλ by the Weyl dimension formula developed above. We denote
this space and irrep also by[n1, n2].

Let µ,= m1λ1 + m2λ2, be a second weight. There is a fairly efficient
algorithm for decomposing the tensor product[n1, n2] ⊗ [m1,m2] into its
irreducible constituents. It is a two-stage process.

We introduceintermediatespaces (and reps)[a1, a2, b1, b2], defined as
the subspace ofSa1V ⊗ Sa2V > ⊗ Sb1V ⊗ Sb2V > on which all possible
traces are 0. (A trace pairs some factorV with some factorV > to C, and
sends the whole space to the tensor product of all the other factors.)

The first stage is a decomposition of[n1, n2]⊗ [m1,m2] into intermediate
spaces.

PROPOSITIONA. The rep[n1, n2] ⊗ [m1,m2] is equivalent to the
direct sum of the[n1 − i, n2 − j,m1 − j,m2 − i] for 0 ≤ i ≤ min(n1,m2)
and0 ≤ j ≤ min(n2,m1).

The source for this is the distinguished elementΣei ⊗ ωi of V ⊗ V >,
where{ei} and{ωj} are dual bases ofV andV >. It does not depend on the
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choice of bases; it corresponds to it under the usual isomorphism between
V ⊗ V > and the spaceL(V, V ) of linear maps fromV to itself (or to the
tensorδji in coordinate notation). (All this holds for anyV , not just for
C3.) We denote the element byTR and call it thedual trace. Now V ⊗ V >
splits into the direct sum of the space of elements of trace 0 and the (one-
dimensional) space spanned byTR, and this splitting is invariant under the
action ofgl(V ). This generalizes: InV n ⊗ (V >)m (where exponents mean
tensor powers) we have the subspaceW0 of the tensors with all traces
0. Now in the product of thei-th V and j-th V > we take the element
TR and multiply it by arbitrary elements in the remaining factors. This
produces a subspace, sayUij, isomorphic toV n−1 ⊗ (V >)m−1. The sum
(not direct!) of all theUij is a complement toW0. EachUij, being of the
same type as the original space, can be decomposed by the same process
into the space of tensors with all traces 0 and a complement, generated by
the TR’s. The 0-trace tensors, for alli, j, give a subspaceW1. Continuing
this way, one arrives at a decomposition ofV n ⊗ (V >)m into a direct sum
W0 ⊕W1 ⊕ · · · , where the terms inWr are products ofr TR’s and a tensor
with all traces 0, or sums of such. This decomposition is invariant under
the action ofGL(V ), and also under the symmetry group that consists in
interchanging theV -factors and (independently) theV >-factors. (Cf.[25],
p.150.) Applying this construction one proves Proposition A; we shall not
go into the details.

The second stage consists in decomposing each intermediate space into
irreps.

PROPOSITIONB. The space (and rep)[n1, n2,m1,m2] is equivalent
to the direct sum of the irreps[n1+m1, n2+m2], [n1+m1−2i, n2+m2+i] for
1 ≤ i ≤ min(n1,m1), and[n1+m1+j, n2+m2−2j] for 1 ≤ j ≤ min(n2,m2).

This depends very much on the fact that we are working in dimension
3 (i.e.,V = C3). In this dimension we can identifyV ∧ V andV > (and
sl(3,C)-equivariantly so): Concretely, with dual bases{ei} and{ωj} for V
andV > we sende1 ∧ e2 to ω3 etc. (Abstractly, we can identifyV ∧ V ∧ V
with C, since it has dimension one and our Lie algebra acts trivially, and
then the pairing ofV ∧ V andV to V ∧ V ∧ V = C shows thatV ∧ V acts
asV >.) Let α be the mapV ⊗ V → V ∧ V → V >. The crucial fact is the
following somewhat unexpected lemma.

LEMMA C. Underα⊗ id the subspaceW0 of V ⊗V ⊗V > consisting
of the tensors with both traces0 maps to the symmetric elements inV > ⊗
V >.

In fact, more is true: an element, for which the two traces (toV ) are
equal, goes to a symmetric element. To show this we composeα⊗ id with
the mapβ : V > ⊗ V > → V > ∧ V > → V (the analog ofα) and verify
that this is identical with the map “difference of the two traces”. E.g., for
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e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ ω2 the traces are0 ande1, and the other map hase1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ ω2 →
e1 ∧ e2 ⊗ ω2 → ω3 ⊗ ω2 → ω3 ∧ ω2 → −e1.

√

Now to Proposition B. We consider twoV ’s, not from the same symmet-
ric product, and apply the mapα to them. The kernel of this is clearly the
space[n1 +m1, n2, 0,m2] (since the kernel ofα is the symmetric subspace
S2V , which combines the two symmetric products ofV ’s into one long
one). The image on the other hand is[n1 − 1, n2 +m2 + 1,m1 − 1, 0], since
by the lemma the two symmetric products ofV >’s become one long one
(in fact longer by one factor). (In the casen2 = m2 = 0 it is not quite obvi-
ous, but still true, that the traces are 0 here.) Iteration of this process yields
Proposition B. Note[a, b, 0, 0] = [0, 0, a, b] = [a, 0, 0, b] = [0, b, a, 0] = [a, b].√

As an example we take[1, 1]⊗[1, 1]. ([1, 1] is the adjoint rep, of dimension
8.) By Proposition A we have

[1, 1]⊗ [1, 1] = [1, 1, 1, 1] + [0, 1, 1, 0] + [1, 0, 0, 1] + [0, 0, 0, 0].

By Proposition B we have

[1, 1, 1, 1] = [2, 2] + [0, 3] + [3, 0].

So finally

[1, 1]⊗ [1, 1] = [2, 2] + [3, 0] + [0, 3] + [1, 1] + [1, 1] + [0, 0].

[0, 0] is of course the trivial rep. One sees easily from the algorithm that
[n1, n2] ⊗ [m1,m2] contains[0, 0] in its splitting iff n1 = m2 andn2 = m1.√

As an example for Brauer’s algorithm (Prop.I of S3.7) we consider
againA2, i.e.,sl(2,C), with its two fundamental repsΛ1 andΛ2 (see §3.5)
(whereΛ1 is the same as the[1, 0] above, i.e., the rep ofsl(2,C by itself).
We decomposeΛ1⊗Λ1. The weights ofΛ1 are of courseω1, ω2, andω3; in
terms of the fundamental weightsλ1 andλ2 they are, resp,λ1,λ2− λ1, and
−λ2. Thus the character isχ1 = eλ1 + eλ2−λ1 + e−λ2 . Brauer’s algorithm
asks us to form the productχ1 ·Aλ1+δ, whereδ is λ1 + λ2, and tells us that
the result isA2λ1+δ + Aλ2+δ + A2λ1 . The third term is0, because2λ1 is
singular (see §3.8, Prop.A). Dividing byAδ and applying Weyl’s character
formula again, we find

χ1 · χ1 = χ2λ1 + χλ2 or ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ1 = ϕ2λ1 ⊕ ϕλ2 ,

agreeing with our earlier result above.— In terms of propositions A and B
we also have[1, 0]⊗ [1, 0] = [1, 0, 1, 0] = [2, 0] + [0, 1].
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3.10 The character ring
We return to the general semisimpleg, and describe an important fact
about the representation ringRg.

To each repϕ, or better to its equivalence class[ϕ], is assigned its char-
acterχϕ. By linearity this extends to a homomorphism of the free Abelian
group F (see §3.5) into the additive group of the group ringG or ZI
(see §3.6). Since the character is additive on direct sums, the subgroup
N (loc.cit.) goes to 0, and there is an induced additive homomorphism,
sayχ∼, of Rg into G. The character is multiplicative on tensor products,
and soχ∼ is in fact a ring homomorphism. The charactersχλ of the irreps
ϕλ associated to the dominant weightsλ are linearly independent inG, e.g.
by Weyl’s formula: The skew elemensAλ+δ = χλ ·Aδ are independent. In
fact, since theAλ+δ are a basis for the additive group of skew elements
in G, theχλ are an additive basis for the ring of symmetric elements. We
state this as

PROPOSITIONA. The mapχ∼ is an isomorphism ofRg onto the
subringGW of G formed by the symmetric elements, the invariants of the
Weyl group.

GW (and then alsoRg) is called thecharacter ringof g. (We recall that
Rg is a polynomial ring; see §3.5, Proposition A.)

We consider a slight generalization ofRg:
The characterχ = χ∼(ϕ) of a repϕ can be considered as a function on

h0. At eacht in the co-root latticeT it takes the valuedϕ = degree ofϕ,
since thenexp(2πiλ(t)) = 1 for all weightsλ. Now it may happen for some
ϕ that there are othert in h0 where the character takes this valuedϕ (i.e.,
where all the weights inχ take integral values). All these points clearly
form a latticeL (depending onϕ) in h0; here we assumeϕ faithful, i.e., no
simple constituent ofg goes to 0 underϕ. The lattice is of course invariant
under the Weyl group. Furthermore it containsT (of course), and is con-
tained in the center latticeZ because every root appears as the difference
of two weights ofϕ, as one can see from Theorem B(c) of §3.2 (note that
by Proposition D, §2.6 no rootα can be orthogonal to all the weights ofϕ).
[The significance of all this is the following: Withg is associated a simply
connected compact Lie groupG, whose Lie algebra is the compact form
u of g. The torusih0/2πiT becomes identified with a subgroup (the torus
T) of G; the finite group2πiZ/2πiT becomes the center ofG. The repϕ
of g generates a repϕG of G, which to the element represented by2πiH
assigns the operatorexp(2πiϕ(H)). The elements withH in T , which cor-
respond to1 in G, go toid underϕG. The kernelN of ϕ∼ is a subgroup of
the center ofG; its inverse image inih0 is precisely the lattice2πiL. Thus
a repϕ whose characterχλ takes the valuedλ onL corresponds to a rep of
G that factors through the quotientG/N .]
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To a given latticeL betweenT andZ and invariant underW we as-
sociate all the repsϕ whose character takes the valuedϕ on L. A direct
sum of reps is of this type iff all the summands are. We now construct the
representation ringRgL for this set of reps by the same recipe by which
we constructed the ringRg. It is clear that this is a subring ofRg, spanned
additively by the irreps with the property at hand. It may fail to be a poly-
nomial ring as we will see by an example below.

Example 1:Bl.

Here we take asL the only possibility (outside ofT ), namelyZ itself (cf.
§2.5). [This amounts to considering reps of the orthogonal groupSO(2l+
1) rather then reps of the corresponding simply connected group, the so-
calledspin groupSpin(2l + 1).] The crucial element at which we have to
evaluate the characters is the vectore1. In order for all the exponentials in
χλ to have value 1 ate1, the coefficientf1 of λ = Σfiωi must be integral
(and not half-integral). Writingλ = Σniλi, in terms of fundamental reps,
this means thatnl must be even, i.e.,λ must be a non-negative-integral
linear combination ofλ1, . . . , λl−1 and2λl, and thatRgL is the subring of
Rg generated byΛ1,Λ2, . . . ,Λl−1 andϕ2λl . [ϕ2λl is in factΛlo(2l + 1,C);
we also writeΛl for it.]

Now all the exponentials in the character of the spin rep∆ = ϕl take
value−1 at e1. Therefore∆⊗∆ is in our subset, and we have an equation
∆⊗∆ = ϕ2λl + · · · , where the dots represent a sum of termsΛ1, . . . ,Λl−1.
(Details below.) This means thatRgL is the subring ofRg generated by
Λ1,Λ2, . . . ,Λl−1 and ∆ ⊗ ∆, and therefore it is a polynomial ring (with
these elements - or withΛ1,Λ2, . . . ,Λl - as generators).

Example 2:Dl.

Here there are several possibilities forL. We choose the lattice generated
by T and the vectore1 [this again corresponds to reps ofSO(2l) rather then
of the simply connected groupSpin(2l)].

Again theλ in question must have the formΣfiωi with f1 integral or,
in the form Σniλi, with nl−1 + nl even. Introducingλ′ = λl−1 + λl =
ω1 +ω2 + · · ·+ωl−1, λ

+ = 2λl = ω1 +ω2 + · · ·+ωl, andλ− = 2λl−1 = ω1 +
ω2+· · ·+ωl−1−ωl (and denoting the corresponding reps byΛ′,Λ+ andΛ−),
we can describe theseλ as the non-negative-integral linear combinations
of λ1, . . . , λl−2, λ

′, λ+, andλ−. The ringRgL is then the subring ofRo(2l)
generated byΛ1, . . . ,Λl−1,Λ+,Λ−.

Now the tensor products of the spin reps∆+ and∆− split according to
∆+⊗∆+ = Λ+ + · · · ,∆−⊗∆− = Λ−+ · · · ,∆+⊗∆− = Λl−1 + · · · , where
the dots in all three cases represent a sum of termsΛ1, . . . ,Λl−2, as one can
see from the weights (details below). This means that the subringRgL of
Rg is also generated byΛ1, . . . ,Λl−2,∆+ ⊗ ∆+,∆− ⊗ ∆− and∆+ ⊗ ∆−.
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This is not a polynomial ring; as regards∆+ and ∆− it is of the form
A[x2, y2, xy], which in turn can be described asA[u, v, w]/(uv − w2).

Details and comments.
ForBl the exact equation is∆⊗∆ = ϕ2λl + Λl−1 + Λl−2 + · · ·+ Λ0, as

one can see by properly distributing the weights of∆ ⊗∆ (hereΛ0 is, as
always, the trivial rep).

We indicate the argument: The highest weight of∆⊗∆ isω1 +ω2 + · · ·+
ωl; thusΛl occurs, once, as the Cartan product. The weightω1 +ω2 + · · ·+
ωl−1 occurs twice in∆ ⊗ ∆, but only once inΛl; it is the highest of the
weights of∆⊗∆ after those ofΛl have been removed. ThusΛl−1 occurs,
once. Next we look atω1 + ω2 + · · ·+ ωl−2. It occurs four times in∆⊗∆,
twice in Λl and once inΛl−1; this forcesΛl−2 to be present, once. Etc.

ForDl the situation is of course a bit more complicated.Λ′, as defined

above, is
∧l−1

o(2l,C), sinceω1 + ω2 + · · · + ωl−1 is the highest weight
of the latter, andΛl−1 has the right dimension, from the degree formula.

But
∧l

o(2l,C) (= Λl in short) is not irreducible; it splits in fact into the
direct sum of theΛ+ andΛ− introduced above. This comes about through
the so-called (Hodge)star-operation∗: For a complex vector spaceV of
dimensionn, with a non-degenerate quadratic form(·, ·) and a given “vol-
ume element”u (element of

∧n
V with (u, u) = 1) this is the map from

∧p
V to

∧n−p
V defined byv ∧ ∗w = (v, w)u. One verifies that∗ is equiv-

ariant wr to the operators induced in
∧p
V and

∧n−p
V by the elements of

the orthogonal Lie algebra associated with(·, ·).
ForCn with metricΣx2

i andu = e1∧e2∧· · ·∧en this sendsei1∧ei2∧· · ·∧
eip to ej1 ∧ ej2 ∧ · · · ∧ ejn−p , where thej’s form the complement to thei’s
in {1, 2, . . . , n} and are so ordered that{i1, i2, . . . , ip, j1, j2, . . . , jn−p} is an
even permutation of{1, 2, . . . , n}. (Note that in our description ofBl and
Dl in §2.14 we use a different metric form.)

Clearly the operator∗∗ onΛpV is the scalar map(−1)p(n−p)id. In partic-

ular, for our caseDl with n = 2l and takingp = l, the∗-map sends
∧l
C2l

to itself, and its square is(−1)l. Thus the eigenvalues of∗ on this space are
±1 for l even and±i for l odd, and the space splits into the correspond-
ing eigenspaces. [An improper orthogonal (wr to(·, ·)) transformation. e.g.
diag(1, . . . , 1,−1), interchanges the two eigenspaces, which therefore have
the same dimension.] As noted above for the general case,∗ is equivariant

wr to the action ofΛl on
∧l
C2l. Therefore the eigenspaces of∗ go into

themselves underΛl, and this is the promised splitting ofΛl into Λ+ and
Λ−. The exact equations are now∆+⊗∆+ = Λ+ +Λl−2 +Λl−4 + . . . ,∆−⊗
∆− = Λ− + Λl−2 + Λl−4 + . . . ,∆+ ⊗∆− = Λl−1 + Λl−3 + Λl−5 + . . . , each
sum ending inΛ1 or Λ0, as one can see again by enumerating the weights.
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3.11 Orthogonal and symplectic representations
The purpose of this section is to decide which representations of the var-
ious semisimple Lie algebras consist, in a suitable coordinate system, of
orthogonal matrices, resp of symplectic matrices. The results are due to
I.A. Mal’cev [20]. We follow the argument by A.K. Bose and J. Patera [1].

First some linear algebra.
Let V be a vector space (overF, of finite dimension). We writeB(V )

for the vector space of bilinear functions fromV × V to F, andL∗(V ) for
the vector space of all linear maps fromV to its dual spaceV >. There
is a canonical isomorphism betweenB(V ) andL∗(V ): Let b be a bilinear
form; the corresponding mapb′ : V → V > sends a vectorv into that linear
function onV whose value at anyw is b(v, w). In other words, we getb′

from b by fixing the first variable. The dual ofb′ is also a map fromV
to V > (in reality it is a map fromV >> to V >; but V >> is canonically
identified withV ). Of course this dual is nothing but the map obtained
from b by fixing the second variable; i.e., we haveb′′(v)(w) = b(w, v). Thus
b is symmetric, resp. skew-symmetric, ifb′ equals its dual, resp. equals the
negative of its dual. Also,b is non-degenerate exactly whenb′ (or b′′) is
invertible.

Let A be an operator onV . We letA operate onV > asA4 = −A>;
that is, we defineA4ρ(v) = −ρ(Av) for anyρ in V > andv in V . We use
this infinitesimal contragredientwith the applications to contragredient
representations of Lie algebras in mind. We also letA operate onB(V ) by
Ab(v, w) = −b(Av,w) − b(v,Aw). The isomorphism ofB(V ) andL∗(V )
then makesAb correspond to the mapA4 ◦ b′ − b′ ◦ A from V to V >. In
particular,b is (infinitesimally) invariant underA (i.e.,b(Av,w) + b(v,Aw)
is identically 0) iff b′ is anA-equivariant map fromV to V > (i.e., satisfies
A4 ◦ b′ = b′ ◦A).

Let now g be a Lie algebra and letϕ be a representation ofg, on the
vector spaceV . Associated toϕ are then the representations onV >, on
B(V ) and onL∗(V ), obtained by applying to each operatorϕ(X) the con-
structions of the preceding paragraph. The representation onV > is the
contragredient or dual toϕ, denoted byϕ4. We will be particularly in-
terested in theϕ-invariant bilinear forms, i.e. the elementsb of B(V ) that
satisfyb(ϕ(X)v, w)+b(v, ϕ(X)w) = 0 for all v, w in V andX in g. From the
discussion above we see that under the isomorphism ofB(V ) with L∗(V )
they correspond to theϕ-equivariant maps fromV to V >, i.e. the linear
mapsf : V → V > with f ◦ ϕ(X) = ϕ(X)4 ◦ f for all X in g.

We come to our basic definitions: The representationϕ of the Lie al-
gebrag on the spaceV is calledself-contragredientor self-dual if it is
equivalent to its contragredientϕ4. This amounts to the existence of a
ϕ-equivariant isomorphism fromV to V >, or, in view of our discussion
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above, the existence of a non-degenerate invariant (i.e. infinitesimally in-
variant under allϕ(X)) bilinear form onV . One callsϕ orthogonalif there
exists a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form onV , invariant (infinites-
imally of course) under allϕ(X). Similarly ϕ is calledsymplecticif there
exists a non-degenerate skew bilinear form onV , invariant under allϕ(X).
Another way to say this is that allϕ(X) belong to the orthogonal Lie al-
gebra defined by the symmetric form, resp. to the symplectic Lie algebra
defined by the skew form.

No uniqueness is required in this definition; there might be several lin-
early independent invariant forms;ϕ could even be orthogonal and sym-
plectic at the same time. The situation is different however, if the underly-
ing field isC (as we shall assume from now on) andϕ is irreducible.

PROPOSITIONA. Let ϕ be overC and irreducible. Then

(a) aϕ-invariant bilinear form is either non-degenerate or 0;

(b) up to a constant factor there is at most one non-zero invariant bilinear
form;

(c) aϕ-invariant bilinear form is automatically either symmetric or skew
(but not both).

To restate this in a slightly different form, we note first that the space
B(V ) is isomorphic (andϕ-equivariantly so) to the tensor productV > ⊗
V >. (An elementλ⊗µ of the latter defines a bilinear form byλ⊗µ(v, w) =
λ(v) · µ(w).) Under this correspondence symmetric (resp skew) forms cor-
respond to symmetric (resp skew) elements ofV > ⊗ V >.

PROPOSITIONA ′. Let ϕ be overC and irreducible.

(a,b) The space of invariants ofϕ4 ⊗ ϕ4 in V > ⊗ V > is of dimension0
or 1, the latter exactly ifϕ is self-dual;

(c) A (non-zero) self-dualϕ is either orthogonal or symplectic (but not
both); it is orthogonal if the second symmetric powerS2ϕ has an invariant
(i.e., contains the trivial representation), and is symplectic if the second
exterior power

∧2
ϕ has an invariant.

Proof (of A and A′): we look at an invariant bilinear form as an equiv-
ariant map fromV to V >. Sinceϕ4, onV >, is of course also irreducible,
Schur’s lemma gives the result (a). For (b): Ifb1 and b2 are two invari-
ant bilinear forms, then for a suitable numberk the formb1 − kb2 is de-
generate (we are overC) and still invariant; now apply (a). For (c): A
bilinear formb is, uniquely, the sum of a symmetric and a skew one [by
b(v, w) = 1/2(b(v, w) + b(w, v)) + 1/2(b(v, w) − b(w, v))]. (In other words,

we have the invariant decompositionV > ⊗ V > = S2V > +
∧2
V >.) If b is

invariant, so are its symmetric and its skew parts; now apply (b).
√
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We need a few more obvious general formal facts.
PROPOSITIONB.

(a) If ϕ is orthogonal [resp symplectic], then the dualϕ4 is also orthog-
onal [resp symplectic]; ther-th exterior power

∧r
ϕ is orthogonal [resp

symplectic] for oddr and orthogonal for evenr;

(b) the direct sum of two orthogonal [resp symplectic] representation is
orthogonal [resp symplectic] ;

(c) the tensor product of two orthogonal or two symplectic representa-
tions is orthogonal;

(d) the tensor product of an orthogonal and a symplectic representation
is symplectic.

The proof of this, using equivariant maps fromV to V > and natural
identifications such as dual of exterior power= exterior power of the dual,
is straightforward. E.g. for (a): Ifϕ is orthogonal, there is aϕ-equivariant
isomorphism fromV to V > equal to its dual; the inverse of this map is
then an equivariant map fromV > to V >> = V , equal to its dual.

√

For the reducible case we need a simpleminded lemma.

LEMMA C. Suppose the repϕ of g onV is direct sum of irreducible
repsϕi on subspacesVi, andϕ1, onV1, is not the dual of any of the other
ϕi, i > 1. Then, ifϕ is orthogonal [resp symplectic], so isϕ1.

Proof: First,ϕ4 onV > is of course direct sum of theϕ4i on theV >i . An
equivariant isomorphismb′ from V to V > gives then a similar mapb′1 from
V1 to V >1 , by the hypothesis onϕ1, makingϕ1 self-dual. If the dual ofb′ is
±b′, the same holds forb′1.

√

We return now to our semisimple Lie algebrag, with all its machinery
(§2.2 ff.). We are given a dominant weightλ and the associated irrepϕλ
with λ as extreme weight. There is a simple criterion for self-duality in
terms of weights.

PROPOSITIOND. ϕλ is self-dual iff its minimal weight is−λ.

Proof: “Minimal” is of course understood rel the order inh>0 that we
have been using all along. — The definition of the contragredient,ϕ4(X) =
−ϕ(X)>, shows that the weights ofϕ4λ are the negatives of those ofϕλ.
Thusλ4, the extreme and maximal weight ofϕ4λ , is the negative of the
minimal weight ofϕλ. (Changing the sign reverses the order inh>0 .)

√

There are other ways to look at this. By considering the reversed order
in h>0 one sees easily that the minimal weight ofϕλ is that element of the
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Weyl group orbit ofλ that lies in the negative of the closed fundamental
Weyl chamber. It is therefore the image ofλ under the opposition element
op ofW (see §2.15 ). Thus Proposition D can be restated as

PROPOSITIOND′. ϕλ is self-dual iff the opposition sendsλ to−λ.

This is of course automatic if the opposition is−id; in other words, if
W contains the element−id.

We come now to our main task, the discussion of the individual simple
Lie algebras. In each case we shall indicate for each dominant weightλ
whetherϕλ is self-dual, and if so, whether it is orthogonal or symplectic.
We write theλ’s asΣfiωi (as in §3.5), and also asΣniλi (in terms of the
fundamental weightsλi and non-negative integralni). One often describes
such aλ by attaching the integerni to the vertexαi in the Dynkin dia-
gram. The result is contained in the following long theorem. (The trivial
representation is of course self-dual and orthogonal.)

THEOREM E.

(a)Al : ϕλ is self-dual ifff1 = f2 + fl = f3 + fl−1 = · · · (equivalently
n1 = nl, n2 = nl−1, . . . ) [and thus for allλ in the casel = 1]. It is then
symplectic if l ≡ 1 mod 4 andf1 odd (n(l+1)/2, the middleni, odd), and
orthogonal otherwise;

(b) Bl : ϕλ is always self-dual. It is symplectic ifl ≡ 1 or 2 mod 4 and
thefi are half-integral (nl is odd), and orthogonal otherwise;

(c) Cl : ϕλ is always self-dual. It is symplectic ifΣfi is odd(n1 + n3 +
n5 + · · · is odd), and orthogonal otherwise;

(d) Dl : ϕλ is self-dual iff eitherl is even orl is odd andfl = 0(nl−1 =
nl). It is then symplectic ifl ≡ 2 mod 4 and thefi are half-integral(nl−1 +
nl is odd), and orthogonal otherwise;

(e)G2 : ϕλ is self-dual and orthogonal for everyλ;

(f) F4 : ϕλ is self-dual and orthogonal for everyλ;

(g)E6 : ϕλ is self-dual iffΣfi/3 = f1 + f6 = f2 + f4 = f3 + f4 (n1 = n5

andn2 = n4). It is then orthogonal (and thefi are integers);

(h) E7 : ϕλ is always self-dual. It is orthogonal if thefi are integral
(n1 + n3 + n7 is even), and symplectic otherwise;

(i) E8 : ϕλ is always self-dual and orthogonal .

We start with the question of self-duality, using Proposition D or D′. As
we know from §2.15, the opposition is−id for the simple Lie algebras
A1, Bl, Cl , theDl for evenl , G2, F4, E7, E8; thus all their irreps are self-
dual. There is a problem only forAl with l > 1, forDl with l = 2k+ 1 odd,
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and forE6. ForAl the opposition is given byωi → ωl+2−i (see loc.cit.).
Thusop sends the fundamental weightλi = ω1 + · · · + ωi to ωl+1 + · · · +
ωl+2−i = −ω1 − · · · − ωl+1−i = −λl+1−i (we usedΣl+1

1 ωi = 0 here). The
weightλ = Σniλi then goes to−λ underop iff the relationsni = nl+1−i
hold.

√

ForD2k+1 the opposition sendsωi to −ωi for 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 1, and keeps
ωl fixed (see loc.cit.). It sends the fundamental weightsλi to −λi for 1 ≤
i ≤ l − 2, and sendsλl−1 to−λl andλl to−λl−1. Thus a dominant weight
λ = Σniλi gives a self-dual irrep iffnl−1 = nl.

√

ForE6 the opposition interchangesλ1 andλ5, and alsoλ2 andλ4 (see
loc.cit.) Thus a dominantλ = Σniλi is self-dual iffn1 = n5 andn2 = n4.√

Now comes the question orthogonal vs. symplectic. We settle this first
for A1, whose representations we know from §1.11. Here the representa-
tion D1/2 is symplectic (the determinantx1y2 − x2y1 of two vectorsx, y
in C2 is the relevant invariant skew form; or one notes that for a2 × 2
matrixM the conditionM>J + JM = 0 is identical withtrM = 0). It fol-
lows now easily from Proposition B, Lemma C and the Clebsch-Gordan
series (§1.12) thatDs is orthogonal for integrals (i.e., odd dimension) and
symplectic for half-integrals (i.e., even dimension) (and also fors = 0).

The other simple Lie algebras will be handled with the help of a general
result, which involves the notion ofprincipal three-dimensional sub Lie
algebra(abbreviated toPTD). Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra, as be-
fore; we use the concepts listed at the beginning of this chapter. Since the
fundamental rootsα1, . . . , αl are a basis ofh>0 , there exists a unique ele-
mentHp in h0 (in fact in the fundamental Weyl chamber) withαi(Hp) = 2
for 1 ≤ i ≤ l. We writeHp as ΣpiHi, choose constantsci, c−i so that
ci · c−i = pi, and introduceXp = ΣciHi andX−p = ΣciHi. Using the rela-
tions[HXi] = αi(H)X−i, [XiX−i] = Hi, [XiX−j ] = 0 for i 6= j one verifies
[HpXp] = 2Xp, [HpX−p] = −2X−p, and[XpX−p] = Hp. The sub Lie alge-
bragp of g spanned byHp, Xp, X−p, visibly of typeA1, is by definition a
PTD of g. It hasCHp as Cartan sub Lie algebra (with the obvious order,
which agrees with the order inh0 : Hp is > 0); its root system consists of
±αp, defined byαp(Hp) = 2.

A representationϕ of g restricts to a representationϕ∼ of gp; sinceHp

lies in h, any weightρ of ϕ restricts to a weightρ∼ of ϕ∼, and all weights
of ϕ∼ arise in this way. (Such aρ∼ amounts of course simply to the eigen-
valueρ(Hp) of Hp.)

In generalϕ∼ will not be irreducible, and will split into a sum of the
irreps ofgp, i.e., intoDs’s. We come to the property ofϕ∼ that we utilize
for our problem.

LEMMA F. Let ϕ = ϕλ be an irrep ofg, with extreme weightλ.
Then
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(a)λ∼ is the maximal weight ofϕ∼ and has multiplicity 1;

(b) in the splitting ofϕ∼ the representationDs with 2s = λ(Hp) (thetop
constituent) occurs exactly once.

Proof: The weights ofϕ, other thanλ itself, are of the formρ = λ −
Σkiαi, with non-negative integerski andΣki > 0. Thus fromαi(Hp) = 2
we haveρ(Hp) = λ(Hp) − 2Σki < λ(Hp). Sinceλ has multiplicity 1 inϕ,
part (a) follows. Part (b) is an immediate consequence, since in anyDs the
largest eigenvalue ofH is precisely2s.

√

We can now state our criterion.

PROPOSITIONG. ϕλ (assumed self-dual) is orthogonal ifλ(Hp) is
even, and symplectic ifλ(Hp) is odd.

Proof: Clearlyϕ∼λ is orthogonal ifϕλ is so, and symplectic ifϕλ is so.
We apply Lemma C toϕ∼λ and its splitting intoDs’s. Since the top con-
stituent ofϕ∼λ occurs only once, by lemma F, it follows from Lemma C
that the top constituent is orthogonal ifϕ∼λ is so, and symplectic ifϕ∼λ is
so. As we saw above in our discussion of the behavior of theDs’s, the top
constituent ofϕ∼λ is orthogonal ifλ(Hp) is even, and symplectic if it is
odd.

√

(Incidentally, all eigenvalues ofHp underϕλ are of the same parity, since
all α(Hp) are even; thus any weight ofϕλ could be used in Proposition G.)

For the proof of Theorem E it remains to work this out for the simple
Lie algebras.

With Hp = ΣpiHi and λ = Σniλi the crucial valueλ(Hp) becomes
Σnipi. The constantspi are determined fromαi(Hp) = 2, i.e. fromΣaijpj =
2, whereaij = αi(Hj) are the Cartan integers. For the simple Lie algebras
theaij are easily found from theαi in §2.14 and theHi in §3.5.

As an example, forG2 we haveα1 = ω2, α2 = ω1−ω2, H1 = (−1, 2,−1),
H2 = (1,−1, 0). Thusa11 = 2, a12 = −1, a21 = −3, a22 = 2. We get the
equations2p1 − p2 = 2,−3p1 + 2p2 = 2, giving p1 = 6, p2 = 10. ThusHp is
6H1 + 10H2, and forλ = n1λ1 + n2λ2 we haveλ(Hp) = 6n1 + 10n2. This
is always even, in agreement with Theorem E, (e).

[We also note that the definition ofHp is dual to that for the lowest
weight δ (see §3.1), except for a factor 2. ThusHp can also be found as
Σα>0Hα.]

We list the results in the usual way, attaching the coefficientpi to the
vertexαi of the Dynkin diagram.
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It is now easy to verify the statements of Theorem E. E.g., forAl we
know already thatni equalsnl−i+1 for a self-dualλ = Σniλi. The value
λ(Hp) = Σpini, with the pi as listed above, is then clearly even ifl is
even. For oddl we haveΣpini ≡ p(l+1)/2 · n(l+1)/2 mod 2 = (l + 1)2/4 ·
n(l+1)/2 mod 2, which is odd forl ≡ 1 mod 4 andn(l+1)/2 odd, and even
otherwise. For the exceptional cases note that onlyE7 has any oddpi; for
the others all irreps are orthogonal.

As a minor application: The seven-dimensional rep ofG2 of §3.5 can be
interpreted, using Theorem E(e), as giving an inclusionG2 ⊂ B3.This is
the inclusion described in §2.14.

One reads off from Theorem E that for the following simple Lie algebras
and only for these all representations are orthogonal:

o(n,C) with n ≡ ±1 or 0 mod 8, G2, F4, E8.
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To conclude we discuss briefly the situation for compact Lie groups.
Let thenG be a compact Lie group, and letϕ be a representation of

G on the (complex) vector spaceV . How does one decide whetherϕ is
equivalent to a representation inO(n) [i.e., by real orthogonal matrices], or
in Sp(n) [i.e., by unitary-symplectic matrices]? We might as well replace
V byCn andG by its imageϕ(G). The answer is as follows.

THEOREM H. A compact subgroup ofGL(n,C) is conjugate in
GL(n,C) to a subgroup of the (real) orthogonal groupO(n) [resp, for even
n, the (unitary) symplectic groupSp(n/2)] , iff it leaves invariant a non-
degenerate symmetric [resp skew-symmetric ] bilinear form onCn.

(The invariance is now meant in the global sense,b(gv, gw) = b(v, w) for
everyg in G; not in the infinitesimal as earlier for Lie algebras. As before,
symmetric or skew invariant forms correspond to invariants in the second
symmetric or exterior power ofV .)

Proof: We begin by finding a positive definite Hermitean form〈·, ·〉 on
Cn that is invariant underG. The existence of this is a standard fact. A
short proof (L. Auerbach) is as follows: LetG operate on the vector space
of all Hermitean forms (by the usual formulag·h(v, w) = h(g−1·v, g−1·w)).
LetC stand for the convex hull of the set ofG-transforms of some chosen
positive definite form; this is a compact set, consisting entirely of positive
definite forms, and is invariant underG. Its barycenter is the required〈·, ·〉.

Now letb be a symmetric [resp skew] form as of TheoremH. The equa-
tion b(v, w) = 〈Av,w〉 defines, as usual, a conjugate-linear automorphism
A of Cn, self-adjoint [resp skew-adjoint] wr to the positive definite form
Re〈·, ·〉 onCnR = R2n.

In the symmetric case the eigenvalues ofA are all real; because ofAiv =
−iAv there are as many positive ones as negative ones. LetW be the real
span of the eigenvectors to positive eigenvalues; it is of dimensionn and
a real form ofCn. The groupG leavesW invariant. We transformG into
O(n) by taking an orthonormal basis ofW , wr toRe〈·, ·〉 (hereRe means
“real part”), and sending it to the usual orthonormal basis ofRn.

In the skew case,A2 is a symmetric operator onR2n and has negative
eigenvalues. We can modifyA by real factors on the eigenspaces ofA2

so thatA2 is −id . For any unit vectorv we have then〈Av, v〉 = 0 and
b(Av, v) = −1. The space((v,Av)) and its〈·, ·〉-orthogonal complement
are bothA-stable. It follows now by induction thatn is even and that there
is an orthonormal basis{v1, v2, . . . , vn} of Cn with b(v1, v2) = b(v3, v4) =
· · · = −1 and all otherb(vi, vj) = 0. Sending thevi to the usual basis
vectors ofCn transformsG into a subgroup ofSp(n/2). (We note thatCn
can now be interpreted as quaternion spaceHn/2, with A corresponding to
the quaternion unitj, and that in this interpretationSp(n) consists of the
Cn-unitary quaternionic linear maps ofHn/2 to itself.)

√
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From our earlier results we deduce with the help of Theorem H that
all representations of Spin(n) for n ≡ ±1 or 0 mod 8, of SO(n) for n ≡
2 mod 4, and of the compact groupsG2, F4, E8 can be transformed into
real-orthogonal form.

We also note: The spin representation∆l of Bl is orthogonal forl ≡ 0 or
3 mod 4 and symplectic forl ≡ 1 or 2 mod 4; the half-spin representations
∆±l of Dl are orthogonal forl ≡ 0 mod 4, symplectic forl ≡ 2 mod 4, and
not self-contragredient for oddl.
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Appendix

Linear Algebra

The purpose of this appendix is to list some facts, conventions and nota-
tions of linear algebra in the form in which we like to use them. We follow
pretty much the book by P. R. Halmos [9]. We useR (the real numbers)
andC (the complex numbers) as scalars. Also,N stands for the natural
numbers{1, 2, 3, . . . } andZ stands for the integers; finallyZ/n or Z/nZ
stands for the cyclic group of ordern, the integers mod the natural number
n. We writeFn for the standard n-dimensional vector space over the field
F (with F = R or = C for us). Its elements are written as(x1, x2, . . . , xn)
with xi in F and are considered as column vectors (occasionally the in-
dices begin with0). We denote byei the i-th standard coordinate vector
(0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with a1 at thei-th place, and byωi thei-th coordinate
function which assigns to each vector itsi-th coordinate.

Vector spaces(V,W, . . . ) are of finite dimension unless explicitly stated
not to be so. For a subsetM of a vector spaceV , we denote by((M)) the
linear span ofM in V. For a complex vector spaceV we writeVR for the
real vector space obtained fromV by restriction of scalars fromC toR; for
a real vector spaceW we writeWC for the complex vector space obtained
fromW by extension of scalars fromR toC, i.e. the tensor productW⊗RC
(or, simpler, the space of all formal combinationsu+ iv with u, v in W and
the obvious linear operations).

An operator is a linear transformation of a vector space to itself. Trace
and determinant of an operatorA are writtentrA anddetA. The identity
operator is denoted by1 or by id. Wr to a basis of the vector space an
operator is represented by a matrix; similarly for linear transformations
from one space to another. We writeI for the identity matrix.

diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn) stands for then × n diagonal matrix with theλi on
the diagonal; theλi could be (square) matrices.

Thedualor transposedof a vector spaceV , the space of linear functions
onV , is denoted byV > (this deviates from the usual notation′ or ∗; “dual”
being a functor, we like to indicate its effect on objects and morphisms by
the same symbol). We note that{ei} and{ωi} aredual basesof Fn and its
dual.
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For a linear transformationA from V to W (sending the vectorv to
A(v) = A · v = Av) we writeA> for thetransposedor dualof A, fromW>

to V > (defined byAµ(v) = µ(Av) for µ in W> andv in V ). For invertible
A the map(A−1)>,= (A>)−1, is thecontragredientof A, denoted byA∨.
We use also a related notion, theinfinitesimal contragredientA4 of any
operatorA (not assumed invertible), defined to be−A>.

TheadjointM∗ of a matrixM is the transposed complex-conjugate.

As usualkerA denotes thekernelor nullspaceof A (the set of vectors
in V that are sent to 0 byA) andimA denotes theimage spaceof V under
A (the set of allAv, asv runs throughV ). There is the natural identifica-
tion of V with its second dualV >> (this holds by our assumption on the
dimension), which permits us to writev(µ) = µ(v) for v in V andµ in
V >, and to identifyA>> with A. Composition of linear transformations is
writtenA ◦B orA ·B orAB. Similarly matrix product is writtenM ·N or
MN .

Bilinear maps generally go from the Cartesian productV ×W of two
vector spacesV andW to a third spaceU . A bilinear formonV (denoted
by b, b(·, ·), 〈·, ·〉, . . . ) is a bilinear map fromV × V to the base field. Such
a form defines two linear transformations fromV to the dualV > by the
device of holding either the first or the second variable of the bilinear form
fixed: tob we haveb′ : V → V > by b′(u)(v) = b(u, v) andb′′ by b′′(u)(v) =
b(v, u); the two maps are transposes of each other(viaV = V >>. The form
is symmetric iff the two maps are equal, and skew-symmetric, if they are
negatives of each other. (We occasionally use “quadratic form” for “bilin-
ear symmetric form”; that is permissible since our fields are not of charac-
teristic2.)

A sesquilinear form(for a V overC) is a map fromV × V to C that is
linear in the second variable and conjugate-linear in the first variable.

A bilinear formb on V is invariant under an operatorA if b(Av,Aw) =
b(v, w) for all v, w in V . We also use a related “infinitesimal” notion:b is
invariant in the infinitesimal senseor infinitesimally invariantunderA if
b(Av,w) + b(v,Aw) = 0 for all v, w in V. (Cf.§1.3.)

A non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form, sayb, is called aninner
productor also ametriconV . One has then the canonical induced isomor-
phism (occasionally called theKilling isomorphism) ρ ←→ hρ between
V > andV, defined byb(hρ, v) = ρ(v) for v in V andρ in V >. Defining the
form b onV > by b(ρ, σ) = b(hρ, hσ) makes this isomorphism an isometry.
An invertible operatorA on V is an isometry precisely if it goes into its
contragredient under this isomorphism. We use the terms inner product
and metric also forHermitean forms[i.e., sesquilinear forms with〈w, v〉
equal to the conjugate〈v, w〉− of 〈v, w〉], and occasionally for degenerate
forms.
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Let A be an operator onV. The nilspaceof A consists of the vectors
annulled (sent to0) by some power ofA. An eigenvectorof A is a non-
zero vectorv with Av = ηv for some scalarη (the eigenvalueof A for
v). TheeigenspaceVη, for a given scalarη, is the nullspace (NB, not the
nilspace) ofA− η (i.e., ofA− η · id); this is the subspace 0 ofV , if η is not
eigenvalue ofA. Theprimary decompositiontheorem says that a complex
V is direct sum of the nilspaces of the operatorsA− η with η running over
the eigenvalues ofA ( or over all ofC, if one wants). This is refined by the
Jordan form: A can be written uniquely asS + N , whereS is semisimple
(= diagonizable),N is nilpotent (some power ofN is 0), andS andN
commute (SN = NS). The eigenvalues ofS are those ofA, including
multiplicities (thecharacteristic polynomialχA(x) = det(A−x · id) equals
that ofS). Nilpotency is equivalent to the vanishing of all eigenvalues; in
particular the trace is0.

If a subspaceU of V is invariant or stableunderA (i.e.,A(U) ⊂ U),
then there is the induced operatorA onU , and also on thequotient space
V/U ( = the space of cosetsv+U), withA(v+U) = Av+U . The canonical
quotient mapπ : V → V/U (sendingv to v + U) satisfiesA ◦ π = π ◦A.

The last relation is a special case ofequivariance: Let V andV ′ be two
vector spaces. To eachm in some setM let there be assigned an operator
Am on V and an operatorA′m on V ′ (”M operates onV and onV ′”). A
linear mapB : V → V ′ is calledequivariant(wr to the given actions of
M) if B ◦Am = A′m ◦B holds for allm. (One also says:B intertwinesthe
two actions.)

A vector space with a given family of operators is calledsimpleor irre-
ducible(wr to the given operators) if there is no non-trivial (i.e., different
from 0 and the whole space) subspace that is stable under all the operators.

A diagramV ′ → V → V ′′ of vector spaces, with maps A and B, is
exact, if imA = kerB. A finite or infinite diagram· · · → Vi → Vi+1 → · · ·
is exact, if each section of length 3 is exact. Ashort exact sequence, i.e.
an exact sequence of the form0 → U → V → W → 0, means thatU is
identified with a subspace ofV and thatW is identified withV/U .

A splitting of a mapA : V → W is a mapB : W → V such that
A ◦B = idW . This is important in the case of short exact sequences where
splitting eitherU → V or V → W amounts to representingV as direct
sum ofU andW . This is particularly important if one has an assignment
of operators onV andW as above, and one tries to find an equivariant
splitting ofV → V/U .

Letm→ Am, form inM , be an assignment of operators onV , as above.
Let 0 = V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Vr = V be a strictly increasing sequence of
subspaces ofV , all stable under theAm, and suppose that the sequence is
maximal in the sense that no stable subspace can be interpolated anywhere
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in the sequence. Then each quotient is simple or irreducible under theAm,
and the Jordan-Hoelder Theorem says then that the collection{Vi+1/Vi}
of quotient spaces is uniquely determined up to order and equivariant iso-
morphisms.

All these notions apply in particular to the case that we have to do with
frequently, whereM is a group and where the assignmentm → Am is a
representation ofM , i.e., where the relationAm·m′ = Am ◦ Am′ holds for
all m andm′ in M .

A conein a (real) vector space is a subset that is closed under addition
and under multiplication by positive real numbers; cones are of course
convex sets. A very special case is ahalf-space, a set of the form{v :
ρ(v) ≥ 0}, consisting of the pointsv where some non-zero linear function
ρ takes non-negative values. The cones that we have to do with are finite
intersections of half-spaces. Such a cone has for boundary (in the sense of
convex sets, i.e. the usual point set boundary wr to the subspace spanned
by the cone) a finite number of similar cones, of dimension one less than
that of the cone itself, each lying in the nullspace of one of the defining
linear functions. These faces are called thewalls or faces of codimension
1. They in turn have faces etc., until one comes to the faces of dimension
one, the edges, and the face of dimension 0, the vertex (the origin, 0).

More precisely, these are theclosedcones. We will also have to do with
opencones, the interiors of the closed ones; they can be introduced in a
slightly different way, namely as the components of the complement of
the union of a finite number of hyperplanes in the given vector space. (A
hyperplaneis the nullspace of a non-zero linear function.)

For two vector spacesV andW one has thetensor productV ⊗W (sim-
ilarly for more factors), and the associated concept of the tensor product
A⊗B of two linear mapsA andB. (Main fact: Bilinear mapsV ×W → U
correspond to linear mapsV ⊗W → U .)

There is also the notion of thesymmetric powersSrV and theexterior
powers

∧r
V of a vector spaceV (with the associated notion of symmetric

powerSrA and exterior power
∧r
A of a linear mapA). We will treat them

either as the usual quotient spaces of ther-th tensor powerV ⊗r of V (i.e.,
V ⊗r modulo the tensors that contain somev ⊗w −w ⊗ v, resp somev ⊗ v
as factor) or as the spaces of all symmetric, resp skew-symmetric elements
in V ⊗r. For the standard properties of these constructions see, e.g., [17].

We note two general facts.

(1) Schur’s lemma(which we will use often): Letm → Am andm′ → Am′
be assignments of operators on vector spacesV andV ′, as above, and
let B : V → V ′ be equivariant wr to these operators. Then, ifV andV ′

are irreducible under the operators,B is either0 or an isomorphism. In
particular, ifV is a complex vector space, irreducible under an assign-
mentm → Am of operators, andB is an operator onV , equivariant wr
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to theAm, thenB is a scalar operator, of the formc · idV with somec in
C.

(2) In a vector spaceV with a (positive definite) inner product〈·, ·〉 we have
the notion of adjointA∗ of an operatorA, defined by〈Av,w〉 = 〈v,A∗w〉,
and hence the notion of self-adjoint(A = A∗) and skew-adjoint(A =
−A∗) operators. There is thespectral theorem: A self-adjoint operator
has real eigenvalues, and the eigenvectors can be chosen to form an
orthonormal basis forV .
(Note also the correspondence between self-adjoint operators and sym-

metric bilinear [resp Hermitean] forms in a real [resp complex] vector
space, given bya(u, v) = 〈Au, v〉).
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Chevalley, 48, 89
Chevalley involution, 51
classical diagrams, 69
classical Lie algebras, 3, 74
classification, 27
Clebsch-Gordan series, 31, 126
Clifford algebras, 109
closed Weyl chambers, 61
cohomology space, 103
commutation relations, 25
commute, 10
compact, 51
complementary, 11
complete reduction, 29
completely reducible, 13
complex extension, 11
complex orthogonal group, 5
complexification, 11
cone, 150
conjugate, 11
conjugate-linear

automorphism, 11
conjugation, 54
connected, 68
connectivity group, 107
contragredient, 13, 51, 148
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convexity, 97
coroots, 38
Coxeter, 68

decomposable, 66
degeneracy subspace, 24
degree of singularity, 64
derivation, 16, 27
derived series, 17
determinant, 147
diagram automorphism, 87
differential operators, 28
dihedral groups, 45
direct sum, 10, 13, 42
dominant, 65, 91
dual, 42, 147, 148
dual bases, 147
dual or reciprocal root system, 42
dual representation, 13
dual trace, 132
duality, 51
duality theory, 92
Dynkin, 68
Dynkin diagram, 68

eigenspace, 149
eigenvalue, 149
eigenvector, 148
eightfold way, 130
endomorphism, 8
Engel’s theorem, 19
equivalent, 13, 42
equivariant, 13, 149
Euclidean space, 66
even, 82
exact, 149
exceptional diagrams, 69
extended Weyl group, 90
extensions, 18
exterior power, 150
extreme, 65, 96

face, 150
faithful, 12
first isomorphism theorem, 10

first kind, 31
fix vector, 86
four big classes, 69
Fourier series, 117
fractional linear

transformations, 8
Freudenthal’s formula, 124
fundamental cell, 93

coroots, 61
representations, 107
system, 59
weights, 91
Weyl chamber, 61, 90

general, 57, 58
general linear group, 5
generators, 73
generic, 87
generic Dynkin diagram, 87
Grothendieck ring, 105
group ring, 116

half-space, 150
half-spin representations, 110
Halmos, 147
Harish-Chandra, 89
harmonic, 28
heightn, 90
height0, 61
Hermitean form, 148
highest, 65, 96
Hodge∗-operation, 136
homomorphism, 8
hyperplane, 41, 150

ideal, 8
identity operator, 147
image, 10, 148
improper orthogonal matrix, 88
infinitesimalC−S diagram, 61

contragredient, 13, 137, 148
invariance, 7, 148
rotations, 3
tensor product, 13

infinitesimally invariant, 2
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inner automorphisms, 58, 84
inner derivations, 16
inner product, 148
integral forms, 90
intermediate, 131
internal direct sum, 11
intertwine, 13, 149
invariant, 13, 14, 134, 149
involution, 53
irreducible, 13, 149
irrep, 13, 94
isomorphism, 8
isotypic summands, 98
iterated or long brackets, 17

Jacobi identity, 1
joint eigenvector, 21
Jordan form, 149

kernel, 9, 148
Killing, 33, 43
Killing form, 14
Killing isomorphism, 148
Klimyk’s formula, 124, 128
Korkin, 82
Kostant’s formula, 123
Kroneckerδ, 91

L’Hôpital, 122
Laplace operator, 28, 120
lattice, 60, 90
length, 63, 96, 98
level, 93
lexicographical order, 49
Lie algebra, 1

Abelian, 1
adjoint, 14
affine – of the line, 4
classical, 74
compact, 51
derived, 17
exceptional, 74
general linear, 2
Lorentz, 4
nilpotent, 17

orthogonal, 2
orthogonal symmetric, 57
principal 3-D sub, 141
quotient, 8
semisimple, 18
simple, 18
solvable, 17
special linear, 2
special unitary, 2
sub Lie algebra, 7
symmetric, 57
symplectic, 3
trivial, 2
unitary, 2

Lie’s theorem, 20
long bracket, 17
Lorentz group, 6
Lorentz inner product, 4
lower central series, 17
lowest form, weight, 91

Mal’cev, 137
matrix representation, 12
maximal, 65
maximal torus, 117
metric, 148
minimal weight, 139
multiplication, 1
multiplicity, 30, 94, 126

negative roots, 49
nilpotent, 149
nilradical, 18
nilspace, 148
non-commutativity, 7
non-trivial, 13, 149
normal real form, 40, 58
normalization, 50
normalizer, 10, 34, 85
nullspace, 19, 148

one-parameter group, 6, 116
open cone, 150
operate, 9
operator, 147
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opposition element, 88
orbit, 5
order, 49
orthogonal, 36, 41, 57, 137
orthogonal group, 5
outer automorphisms, 88

pairing, 92
partition function, 123
Patera, 137
periods, 117
Poincaré-Birkhoff-

Witt theorem, 98
Pontryagin dual, 117
positive, 49
positive definite, 82
positive roots, 49
preservation of brackets, 9
primary decomposition, 149
product, 1
Pythagorean, 75

quadratic, 9
quarks, 130
quaternionic vectorspace, 31
quaternions, 4
quotient map, 149
quotient space, 149

R. Brauer’s algorithm, 128
radical, 17, 24, 102
rank, 33, 41
real form, 11, 52
real restriction, 11
realification, 11
reduced root system, 41
reducible, 13
reflection, 41
regular, 34, 57, 64
relations, 73
rep, 13, 94
representation, 9
representation ring, 105, 117
retraction, 11
Richardson, 52

Riemannian symmetric space, 57
root, 35

dominant, 65
elements, 40
extreme, 65
highest, 65
lattice, 60, 90
space, 35
system, 41
vectors, 38

Schur’s lemma, 150
second isomorphism theorem, 10
second kind, 31
self-contragredient, 137
self-dual, 137
self-equivalences

(automorphisms), 70
semidirect sum, 19
semisimple, 13, 18, 149
Serre, 73
sesquilinear, 54, 148
shifted action, 124
short exact sequence, 10, 149
similarity, 42
simple, 13, 18, 42, 59, 66, 149
simply transitive, 62
singular, 34
singular plane, 61, 90
skew, 118
skew-Hermitean, 2
skew-symmetry, 1
special linear group, 5
special (real) orthogonal group, 5
special unitary group, 6
spectral theorem, 151
spherical harmonics, 29
spin group, 135
spin representation, 109
splitting, 149
stabilizer, 86
stable, 13, 149
Steinberg’s formula, 127
string, 37, 96
strongly dominant, 91
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strongly orthogonal, 46
structure constants, 5
subdiagram, 70
supra-triangular matrices, 17
symmetric, 118
symmetric group, 75, 77, 79
symmetric power, 150
symmetric spaces, 57
symmetry operator, 113
symplectic, 3, 137
symplectic group, 6
symplectic pair, 3

tensor product, 13, 150
tensor sum, 13
Tits, 73
trace, 147
trace form, 15, 102
translation, 90
translation lattice, 90
transpose conjugate, 2
transposed, 147, 148
tree, 71
triangular, 21
trivial representation, 12
type II, 82

unimodular, 82
unitary group, 6
unitary perpendicular, 31
unreduced root system, 41
upper-triangular matrices, 17

van der Waerden, 29
Verma module, 98
virtual representation, 105

wall, 61, 150
weight, 68, 90, 94

space, 94
vector, 94

Weyl, 48, 52, 113
Weyl chambers, 61, 90

character formula, 119
degree formula, 122
group, 42

group, affine, 90
reflections, 42

Weyl-Chevalley normal form, 43,
48

Whitehead, JHC, 103

Zolotarev, 82
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Symbol Index

[ ], 1
[XY ], 1
〈·, ·〉, 14, 35, 148
〈u, v〉L, 4
[AB], 7
≈, 8
⊥, 35
4, 13, 148
>, 148
≤, 49, 59
>, 49, 59
(α, 0), 61
(α, n), 90
∧r
A, 150

∧r
V , 150

∧r
ϕ, 107

[−q, p], 39
⊕, 10, 13
⊗, 13, 150

ad, 14
adg, 14
A, 53
Aff(1), 6
A1 ⊕A1, 45
A2, 45
An, 3
A>, 148
A4, 148
aαα, 39
aβα, 39
b(·, ·), 147
B2, 45
Bn, 3
CSA, 33
ckij, 5
C∨, 52
Cn, 3
cα, 48
D′(R), 61

D0, 27
D1, 27
Dn, 3
Ds, 26
D1/2, 27
det, 147
det[X,Y ], 4
diag(λ1, λ2, . . . , λn), 147
esX , 6
F , 59
GL(n,F), 5
G2, 45
H, 4
im, 148
hα, 37
Hα, 38
hλ, 37
i, j, k, 4
I3,1, 4
Ip,q, 52
Jz, 28
ker, 148
Lx, 28
Ly, 28
Lz, 28
mλ, 94
mρ, 118
M ′(0), 6
M∗, 2, 148
ns, 30
nλ, 127
Nαβ, 46
Nλµ, 46
O(n), 5
O(n,C), 5
O(n,R), 5
PTD, 141
p (= p(α, β)), 39
q (= q(α, β)), 39
R, 41
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R′, 42
R+, 59
R−, 59
Rg, 105
RgcalL, 135
Rx, 3
Ry, 3
Rz, 3
SL(n,F), 6
SO(n,C), 6
SO(n,R), 6
Sp(n), 6
Sp(n,F), 6
SU(2), 8
SU(n), 6
Sx, 3
Sy, 3
Sz, 3
Sα, 41
Sµ, 41
tr, 147
TR, 132
tϕ, 15
U(n), 6
uα, 48
Uα, 52
Vα, 52
V λ, 100
VC, 11
VR, 11
Wρ, 64
X+, 4
X−, 4
X±i, 61
X±α, 38
exp(sX), 6
V , 11
trM>N , 52

a, 1
aff(1), 4
a⊕ϕ b, 19
a⊥, 24
b, 1
g, 1

ḡ, 11
g′, 17
gl(n,C), 2
gl(n,R), 2
gl(V ), 2
g1, 17
g2, 17
gr, 17
g⊥, 24
g∧, 106
g′, 17
g′′, 17
g(r), 17
g(α), 38
g0, 35
g0(X), 34
g1 ⊕ g2, 11
gα, 35
gC, 11
gR, 11
gαβ , 37
gλ, 35
gλ(X), 33
h, 33
h>, 35
h>0 , 41
h0, 40
k, 53
l3,1, 4
n, 18
o(3), 3
o(3, 1;R), 4
o(n,F), 2
o(p, q), 52
o(V, b), 2
o∗(2n), 52
p, 53
r, 17
s(n), 56
sl(n,R), 2
sp(n), 3
sp(n,C), 3
sp(n,R), 3
sp(V ), 3
sp(V,Ω), 2
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su(n), 2
su(V ), 2
u, 52
u(V ), 2
u(V, c), 2

F, 1, 147
R, 1, 147
C, 1, 147
FL, 2
H, 4
N, 147
Z, 147
Z/n,Z/nZ, 147
Hn/2, 144
ZI, 116

D, 105
D3, 45
D4, 45
D6, 45
G, 117
GW , 134
I, 90
I0, 91
Id, 91
L, 134
P, 123
R, 90
S3, 88
T , 90
W, 42
Wa, 90
W ′, 64
Wρ, 64
Z, 90

{α′}, 42
α, β, γ, 35
α-string, 37, 96
β(Hα), 39
Γϕ, 102
∆, 27, 35
δ, 91
∆0, 35

∆l, 109
∆+
l , 110

∆−l , 110
ερ, 124
ητ , 128
θ, 43
Θ, 89
κ, 14
λ, 21, 33, 35
Λ, 91
Λ′, 135
Λ±, 135
Λi, 108, 109, 110, 135
µ, 65
µi = i(r + 1− i), 26
π, 54
ρ, 91
σ, 54
Σ, 67
τ , 54
ϕ, 9
ϕ ∧ ϕ, 107
ϕ∨, 13
ϕ∼, 141
ϕ1 ⊕ ϕ2, 13
ϕ1 ⊗ ϕ2, 13
ϕC, 14
ϕR, 14
Φ, 89
χ, 116
χ∼, 134
χϕ, 116
χA(x), 149
Ω, 2
ωi, 147


